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The January 1986 issue of the newsletter reported the discovery of a
miniature sheet comprising the issued designs of fiscal stamps from
various municipalities. Mr Robert Hurlimann, of the Fiscal Study Group
of the Schweizerischen Ganzsachen Sammler y -ereins, had been unable to
identify the printer. Our member Mr G Kelly had found similar sheets
and these will be dealt with in a later article. Researches at the
archives of one municipality turned LID the brochure shown below.
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The multi-coloured brochure,
shown reduced, advertises Hertig
& Co as specialising in the print-
ing of fiscal stamps. Of the ten
stamps illustrated eight are for
places near Biel, the exceptions
being Ville de Rolle (Vaud) and
Bubikon (Zurich).
The inside of the brochure, in

both German and French, offers a
full design service. The firm
went to great lengths to explain
the quality standards offered.

The first table gives the price
per thousand depending on the
quantity ordered. The lower table
indicates the return that could
be expected from a printin g cost
of Fr. 125-, some Fr.1900-, a
most attractive profit!

A find of this nature suggests
that others may exist. It is
probable that other printers
produced them for circulation to
potential customers.
Any information on similar

documents would be of help in
idantifying the printers of many
fiscal issues.

ttlEtlflE, date du timbre postal.

•

Dans beaucoup de communes on utilise depuls des anneea les timbres.
lase qui ont donne lee meilleurs resultats pour la perception de taxes de
toutes sortes, Idles quo: estampillage de certificats et attestations, taxe de
colportage, taxes pour autorisations de concerts et expositions, taxe des
chiens, etc. Ce sent les quittances les mains coateuses, et Is permettent le
contrOle le plus simple et le plus *Or de toutes les taxes prelevies.

Notre maison fabrique depuis plusieurs années des timbres-taxe, timbres-
controle et timbres-rabais, et a voue de tout temps la plus grande attention
a ces articles dont silo s'est fait une specialite. Nous sommes par consequent
é mime de vous livrer les dits timbres en tous genres, ainsi qu'aux conditions
les plus avantageuses, et nous nous portons garants pour une fabrication
techniquement três soignee et minutleusement contrOlde, ainsi quo pour vise
bienfacture accomplie. Mous ne mettons en ouvraison quo du papier dun
gommage parfait. La graVure est exkutie sur n'importe quel sujet desire,
et tent quo titre se pout d'aprês des modeles lieraittiques. Cheque vaieur de
tare eat Imprimee en couleur different., cc qui exdut tout. erreur ou confusion.
Les timbres sont habituellement foumis en ilvrets de 500 pikes; nous pouvons
cependant seceder b tout autre desir quint a four rdpartition. Vows trouvez
quelques khantifions d'exectition au verso de cc prospectus.

Persuade:. que tette question de timbres-taxe ne vous laisse pas indifferent,
sous nous mettons I votre disposition pour tbus renseignements compiemen-
taires et sommes pats 4 'iota soumettre encore d'autres echantilions.

Pour vous orienter, nous indiquons d'autre part les prix pour diverse*
quantites dune mdme commande, ainsi quo le montant des taxes dquivalentes.
Des livraisons supplementaires se feront de tout temps par la suite et seront
facturees aux conditions les plus favorables.

5,000 timbres on eine Goldman diffirentes A Fr. 25.— par mill.
10,000 • •

Rendement d'une command. de:
2500 timbres-We A 20 Cts. Fr. 500.—
1500 . 90 . • 450.-
600 • 460 . 250.-
300 • . 1.- Fr. .= • 300.—

5000 Fr, 1903.—

Prbc de revient de 5000 timbres = Fr.125.—
Rendement de Cu. timbres Fr. 1900.—

Dans l'espoir quo vows nous honorerez de vos ordres pour ces articles,
nous VOU3 présentons, M .. • nos civilitds distingudes.

Avec haute consideration
HERTIG Ca-

POSTCARD 83z 7 In the recent Schwarzenbach Auction in Arich a fine
used example of this rare card went for SFr.550. In 1924 the existing
stocks of the 25c rate to foreign countries, No. 70 of 1921, were over-
printed with 20c, the new rate introduced on 1st May 1924. There must
be more around in the UK. The 'z' means horizontally perforated. The
cards could be bought in stri ps and fed into a typewriter instead of
singly. This is What makes them so rare today. M Rutherfoord

Adresse des Abserzders. -Texr
Adresse de l'expedite.v.-Texle.
Indirizzo del rnitterzfe.- Tesle.

Pasikarte. Carte pa3tale .-,.--- xi,,,r--...., • „.,---
Cartolina postale :c17-c--77-c-2- 	' ; ' ,i, / ,', ,, • .,,,.. ...,,_..
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1989 AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE Review by F Pickard
All previous editions are now out-of-date with the publication of the1989 catalogue. The dramatic change from Sterling to Dollar pricing canbe dealt with by taking off 305, or multiplying by 0.7, both calcu-lations produce a VAT-inclusive sum.

The Standing Helvetia listing has been improved by separating theclear printings from the blurred ones. Amendments are made to theletters after some numbers, i.e. 66A becomes 66Aa, and other shades areno longer listed. We note price reductions in this field.
Another introduction is the use of BOLD type indicating the lowestprice stamp in a group, while ITALICS are used to give a price guidewhere quality varies. Readers are advised to look at the Terms of Saleon page 5 where changes are made.
One oddity stands out among the Zurich Cantonals, the reprints of1 862 show no change and this is probably the one item in the text thatWas missed in an extensive revision.
With the gap of nearly two years collectors certainly need to updatetheir library with this new edition.

ANOTHER UNUSUAL COVER from Geoff Hubbard
Even though the PTT insist that all handstamps are ordered and sentout to their various offices, one wonders if some are made locally.This miniature "ungtiltig" strike measuring just 11 x 2mm appears sixtimes around this Pestalozzi stamp to indicate that it was invalid forpostal use (valid only to 31.12.46) Another strange thing appears tobe that the Luzern office decided to make a tax amount of only 10c -the correct charge should have been 20c - double the missing amount.Any comments to be sent to your subscriber.

•Redaktion aFreie Innerschwean

Why not send a photocopy of that cover, or stamp, which has beenpuzzling you? Someone out there may have an answer for you, and us!
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NORTHERN GROUP MEETING REPORT by R A Hoyle

On December 3rd Mr P Vaughan presented his Chairman's Display to the
Northern Group members in Leeds. It was based on the theme which first
attracted him to Swiss philately when he tried by the use of stamps and
pictures to tell the story of the country, its history, geogra phy and
way of life.
.&mong the subjects he covered during the first part of his display

were the physical features and borders of the country, the postal coach
routes over the passes, railways and cable suspension lines, architecture,
animals and plants, art and literature, trade and industry, Swissair,
and history.

The second half of the display dealt with postal subjects, including
the Cantonal Messengers, the Postal Coach Service with photographs of
the passes, the Pro Juventute stamps, postal stationery, the National
Day and Pro Patria stamps, various types of cancellations, and a few
sheets illustrating the Postal Administrative Regions.
He concluded his display with a selection of his 1988 holiday photo-

graphs taken on the MOB and BLS railways.
His whole display was most beautifully presented and included a large

selection of postcards and photographs of the subjects shown on the
stamps. It certainly reminded your re porter of his many happy holidays
in this most beautiful country.
--

REPORT OP THE MEETING HELD IN LONDON, 14th December 1988

Apologies for absence were received from Mr D M Slate and Mr J R Harben.
A discussion evening of the Small Landsdape issues from 1934, led by
Mr-F Pickard, proved to be-most enlightening- answering the main Questions
of 'hen, '-':daere, 'gay, How, and 7hat for?". Mr Pickard started with a fine
display of the stamps shown in his recent article, preceded by a proof
by Rossli which was an entry in the Post Office com petition of 1933 and
led to the 1934 issue. In 1936 a new rotary recess machine was used,
producing four panes of fifty stamps, and on each revolution the sheet
was marked in Roman numerals and then followed an accountancy mark. The
reason for the two different papers was simply to speed up the delivery.
Concerning the 'worn plates', as these were web fed, slightly moistened,
the gradual warming up could cause either the ink to go back to the
cylinder, or the Paper would just not take the ink.

Interspace pairs as well as booklet panes, Officials, League of Nations
and others were all displayed, together with numerous covers with one
stamp of each value to show the correct use. The 1938 miniature sheet
was also shown and it was pointed out that this was the first time that
the•airthail portion was optically reduced to -fit the width of the two
Ean Salvatore stamps.
Mr P Hobbs sent some interesting items and an example of a possible .

new variety, cylinder wear seems unlikely as the high point of the
transfer die has worn - an incomplete transfer due to insufficient rock-
ing is the question yet to be answered. Mrs C Scholey also displayed
some covers, as well as the stamps used and the interspace varieties.
Mr G W Hubbard showed his accumulation of these issues that include the
'T' cancellations. The highlight of the evening for your reporter was
the explanation as to how the information was gathered. Photocopies of
articles from the BEZ and SBZ were shown and also copies from auction
catalogues. Information that had appeared in English had been found by
scanning the library of the Royal Philatelic Society. contd.
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Other information may be on record in other English-speakin g countries.
Mr Pickard concluded by asking the members present if they consideredthis 'first' Study Evening to be a good idea, and it was agreed that
it was. In future the continuing story of these issues will appear in
the newsletter. In the meantime any other information can be sent toMr Pickard at 24 Gayton Road, London NW3 1TY. An update on the collated
news will be given in the new season.
Mr A Newall summed things up by saying that it had been more than ameeting, it was a new chapter in the life of the Society - a compen-

dium with in-depth research!
G W H

GUEST COMMENTARY by Ed Chalfant, reprinted from 'Tell' p204, 11/88
While we sell light hinged, hinged, and never hinged Swiss issues, I'd
like to comment about collecting mint never-hinged Swiss issues priorto the first Tell-boy issues of 1907(4 No.101). The premium for never-hinged of this era is very high and even higher for very fine centring.However, the numbers available are very small.
Most of these iSsues could easily have been re-gummed. It is ex-

tremely hard to tell the difference between the original gum and re-
gummed stamps of this vintage. The gum used in those days contained
acid and much of it will damage stamps after 100 years, especially
the early classics. I believe the best thing to do with the stamps
of this era is to soak off the gum! Drastic as this may sound, it maybe the only way to protect your stamps from severe damage. Besides
acid damage, much of the gum of this period is already crinkling and
damaging the underlying stamp.

To protect the gum, many have used stamp mounts instead of hinges.
Current Mylar mounts will not damage your stamps, but many mounts soldin the 1940s and 1950s will damage your stamps. Some of the mounts thathave been most destructive are Crystal Mounts and PM Mounts. There are
others, but no matter what type you used, I suggest that you examinethem for damage.
My suggestion is to do what the Swiss PTT Museum has done and soak

off the gum on your older issues. In my opinion gum is not very im-portant on these older issues. If you wish to protect the stamp , whichis important, the only way is to remove the gum. If the Swiss PTT hastaken this action, why shouldn't you? In future more and more dealersand collectors will be removing this ,dangerous gum to safeguard theirstamps. Hence it makes no sense to pay a premium for gum now when it
will not exist in a few years. After all, we collect stamps, not gum.

I do not make this suggestion lightly. In the past ten year I havefound more and more early issues that were damaged due to gum or mount
problems. If you want to protect your investment, getting rid of thegum is a wise decision. I suggest that you examine your old stampsmonthly, and as soon as damage is noticed, get rid of the gum.

The paper used for these stamps contains acids. ';ihen combined with
acid gum your risk of damage is significant. Many European auctionsare already offering mint classic stamps without gum. But for somereason this is taking longer to become acceptable here (USA). Do your-self, and future collectors, a favour by getting rid of the gum beforeit is too late!
(Members comments and findings would be ap preciated for publication Ed.)
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BERN DOB (May 1988) more information from Mrs M C Bidmead
A correspondent in Switzerland has supplied the following:

27.11.1840 - Initial use of this mark Briefdistributions - Bureau.
Letters of BERN close together.

13.3.1841-
23.5.1847

18.12.1847-
28.9.1850

Taxations and Briefspeditions Bureau. Only used on Franko-
briefen und Nachnahmen Franco internal and external.
Letters of BERN close together.

BERNwith wider spaced letters used Nachnahmen, and
Charge P.P. & franc° briefen, external and internal.

Of the three covers shown in the article Nos 1 & 2 are of the closer
letters of Bern, No. 3, the wider spread of letters.

Thus it seems the Taxations Bureau dealt with letters on which money
had been paid, and this cancellation was evidence of the check in that
Bureau. (Further information will be published as it becomes available.)

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - do not miss them!

London, 8th February, President's Evening, Mrs Lee entertains.
28th February to 5th March, STAMPEX at the Horticultural Halls.

Leeds, 4th February, Annual Competition.
4th March, Censored Mail, Mr Hope.

Sussex, 18th February, in the Church Lounge, All Saints, Patcham, Brighton.
(Programme to be advised.)

INFORMATION REQUIRED - about the postal strike in Geneva in March 1909
and the private postal arrangements made at the time. To the Editor.

YOUR LIBRARY - 2.s reported last month Er R Hafner is
taking over as Honorary Librarian from 1st January 1989.
His address is: 2 Roundhill Close,Exeter, Devon EX4 5AO.
A new library list was re quested at the AGM. All members
who wish to receive a copy should send a stamped, addressed
envelope to Mr Hafner. DO NOT .expect it immediately tYlcugh,

16.-1.89-8

,

1989 Preliminary Stamp
Programme

Value (c)

7 3 1989 Specials!
25 Centenary of the Swiss Army Postal Service
35 700 years of Delsberg (Delémont)
50 Centenary of Switzerland's Public Transport

Association
80 Rhaetian Railway Centenary
90 Bimillenary of the Great St Bernard Pass

Official stamp
1 40 UPU

23 5 1989 Europe CEPT
50/90 Children's Games

Pro Patria
700 years of Art and Culture
<Switzerland's Pictorial Chronicles)

35 + 15 Bendicht Tschachtlan
50 + 20 Diebold Schilling BE
80 +40 Gerold Edlibach
90 +40 Diebold Schilling LU

Philatelic office
CH - 3030 BERN

25 8 1989 Specials!!
35 Centenary of Swiss Electrotechnical

Association
50 50th Anniversary of the (Caisse suisse

de voyage)
80 Centenary of Fribourg University
90 Swiss National Sound Archives, Lugano

50 + 20 Sports stamp

24 111989 Pro Juventute
Development of the child
<Adolescents)

35+ 15 Community work
50 + 20 Friendship
80 + 40 Vocational training
90 +40 University/Research
-

F
'
r. 16.25 Total without official stamp

This list is subject to change.
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the Purchase Tax situation
is still not clear. I have had an
answer from the Philatelic Bureau
in Bern to my questions, in which
they say the matter is not yet
decided, and it starts in 2 weeks!
My guess is that all concerned are
trying to find a face-saving way
out, as not even the Finance Dept.
think it worth the trouble.
Twenty per cent of the members of
the Swiss Dealers Association
have said they will stop trading.
-that auctions are apparently not
affected as they are only middle-
men, the sellers and buyers must
deal with the 'Wust' authorities
direct.
-that twice the Swiss voters have
rejected a simpler, and conforming
to that in the EEC, VAT system.
-that the Swiss Locomotive Works
(Si)M  in Winterthur, part of the
Sulzer Group, intend to build 12
narrow gauge, oil-burning steam
locomotives for the Brienzer Rot-
horn Bahn, and others in Austria
and Germany. Hope it all works out
-that the Italian PTT is issuing
a stamp for the 450th anniversary
of the birth of Carlo Borromeo,
Archbishop of Milan, who in 1560
became known as the Protector of
Helvetiae. He is the patron saint
of the Diocese of Lugano.
-that it has been noticed that
Liechtenstein is the only country
in the world which has issued
Airmail stamps without having an
airport! The nearest they got was
on the 10th June 1931 when, near

_ Schaan, a Zeppelin let down a
rope on to which the post bag was
attached and hauled aboard.
-that the youngest postmaster was
only 11 when his father died in
1 819 and left him in charge in
Ballwil LU. This is taken from
the recently published 'Luzerner
Postgeschichte', 136 pages with
many illustrations in colour;
assisted by the Fund for Further-
ing Philately. A copy is being

obtained for the Society's Library.
-that my Best Wishes for 1989 go to
all members, especially to those who
have written to me, and very especial:
to Members of the 70 Club, i.e., thos
who place the stamp right-hand edge
70mm from the right side of the cover,

M Rutherfoord

A to Z of Swiss Philately 

TRANSIT MARKS Thanks to splendid re-
search work by our late member Mr C
Rauch, and by Mr D Wilson the mys-
teries of the ways by which trans-
portation of letters was carried out
in the early days have been thoroughly
investigated and recorded in our news-
letters of Apr-June 1978, Oct-Dec 1983
and Feb-June 1985..

The various treaties made, particu-
larly between France and Switzerland
and the system worked out to regular-
ise routes and rates for forwarding
mail are indicated by handstamps on
pre-stamp mail by agreement with the
leading cantons. Marks were applied
such as 'Suisse par Geneve' - or
Pontarlier, Belfort etc., and also
'indicated by 'LG' - Lettre Genevoise
or 'LZ' - Lettre Zurichoise etc. BY
a later treaty the system was some-
what simplified and the marks became
'TB' for Transit Basle and so on.
This system lasted until the end of
the 1840s and the institution of the
Federal Post in 1850.

The subject is full of interest and
although material is becoming more
difficult to find, especially here,
it is well worth searching for.

3 J R

* *-* - SUBSCRIPTIONS for 1989

X
* * *

If there is a cross here . . .
then your subscription is still out-
standing. You can pay by bank transfer
to the Society's account with the
East Grinstead branch of Barclays:
Bank Sort Code 20 28 51, account No.
30462438 'Helvetia Philatelic Soc.'

If you pay up now you will help both
the Zociety and yourself so get out
your Den and deal with it.



I. G. STAMPS

P 0 Box 27
Utley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

J STTLL_WISH TO Bill

COLLECTIONS or SINGLE items, particularly
POSTAL HISTORY

Please contact me if you have anything in
SWISS philately to sell.

For the time being my Lists will not be
circulated in the News Letter. Existing
subscribers will receive lists. If you
would like to receive FREE LISTS please
let. me know. WANTS LISTS always ,,.'elc.ome.

Ian Gilchrist.

1.71 -2,74

zumsbein 
europa 
1988/89 

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

e:

zumstein 

secht;34°‘Ans"b7in

1988/89 

paper cover
Spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Postal fees for Europe: 

1 EUROPE North SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.--
2 EUROPE Middle SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
3 EUROPE South SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
4 EUROPE East SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

Prices:

Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) /44055

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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'C' ALSO STANDS FOR CENSOR COVERS by Edmund C Walton
The November 1988 issue of the newsletter, reporting on the Londonmeeting of October 12th mentioned that it was entitled 'The letter V.A subject that the letter 'C' can stand for is 'Censor'. Indeed thesubject of censor covers seems to be unending. Even after almost 50years since the start of World War II, new and interesting censoreditems still turn up of the post from Switzerland to world-wide desti-nations. Three examples are offered here and readers are invited tosuggest explanations for some of the puzzling features.
Road to Zanzibar - Posted in Chaux-de-Fonds, 30 VIII 41, this coverwas addressed to Zanzibar (East Africa). Although now a part of Tan-zania, it was then a British Protectorate, consisting of a group ofislands off the coast of Tanganyika. Franking is Fr. 2.40 with a pair.•-...-......---- ... H.,' . -')-,.` ...*,.....::.:... :-. . '• ,::'.`.....',..:',*:;*•'.2..•.."*.-.*:1::.:: ::.; ,.....:.;..:..* :-.'....,-!, -14V
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of Fr. 1.20 Shield and Emblem, 1940 plain chalk paper issue, which seemsvery high for a 5g airmail letter, routed through Geneva.For some reason the cover went first to Singapore. There it was openedby censor and resealed with a plain brown gummed paper closer, which istied with a purple hand stamp: PASSED BY/CENSOR 112/A. This is known tohave been used in Singapore between Jan 1941 and Nov 1941, with variouscensor numbers between 106 & 211 including 112 being recorded. (CCSG Bulvol 9 p 21, M H Wade "Malaya: WW2. Civilian Censorship of Mail, 1939-42")Prominent on the front of the cover is another purple hand stamp TOBE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM SINGAPORE. On the reverse is a mysterious large'21' in reddish purple.
NowSingapore is not on the most direct route to Zanzibar, even if ithad been routed east to west. However, this is quite unlikely since itwould have been censored in Bermuda. From Singapore the only air routeat the time was northward to Bangkok, Calcutta, Bagdad, Cairo and thensouth to Durban (the so-called Horseshoe Route). A southern extensionconnected Singapore with Sydney. Also by this time BOAC connected Lisbonwith Lagos and Lake Victoria, where it would connect with the HorseshoeRoute. (Ref: A History of the World's Airlines, by R E G Davies.)The puzzling questions are: why did it not go to Zanzibar via Lagosbecause Zanzibar had its own censor, and why did it first go half-wayaround the world to Singapore?

A Suspicious Item via Bermuda to America - Bermuda was a well-knownBritish censorship station, operating for a major period during the war,from March 1940 to March 1944. (Ref: L M C Dutton, CCSG vol 6, p 69.)During this period the censors used many types of closer tapes, butthe type shown on my second cover is quite unusual and rare.Posted in Lausanne on 16 VI 42 and addressed to Baltimore uak thisregistered letter followed the Clipper route via Bermuda. It evidentlyaroused the suspicion of the censor, since it appears to have beenexamined by a senior censor who used the unusual I.0./1701 P090 closertape and caused an unusually long delay before sending it on to NewYork, where it arrived on 7.23.1942 and_one day later in Baltimore,Ally Amur Ai
r
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according to the back stamps. On arrival in the US the hand stampSUPPOSED TO CONTAIN ktATTER/SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OP/EXECUTIVEORDER 8389 AS AMENDED was applied. This is identiCal to type 5.1.1.2described by Broderick and Mayo in 'Civil Censorship in the UnitedStates During WWII' (1980), p35.
In Baltimore the note with a purple date stamp '292 Sent Jul 24 1942'was applied on the front. This probably refers to a notice which wouldbe sent to the addressee advising him the letter was waiting to becollected. It would then have to be opened in front of a Postal Officialfor examination and, if a contraventation of Order 8389 was determined,it would be confiscated. (CCSG vol 9, p 94 'Censor Marks InvolvingExecutive Order 8389' by Lawrence Nelson.)We will never know, of course, what was the nature of the suspiciouscontents, but how were the US authorities alerted? Perhaps the addresswas on a suspect list, or did the Bermuda censor perhaps attach anotice of sorts, which could account for the adhesion traces on thecensor label, just below the censor number?

(to be continued)
IN YOUR EXCHANGE PACKET are the following items. If you are interestedthen please contact the Hon. Exchange Packet Secretary direct. PJ 1949 FDC Bern £20; PJ 1950 FDC Bern £40; PP 1950 FDC £30;PP min. sheet 1940 (mounted) £75; definitives 1949, 3 FDCs Berne &70.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - London 28 Feb-5 Mar.Stampex. March 8th, A SwissPot-pourri. Talk and display by Mr S Holder FRPS L. Leeds, March 4th1Censored Mail, Mr Hope. Sussex Group, February 18th (to be advised).
DO YOU KNOW anything about these cancellations asks ail

1Mr R S Johnson. The square customs cancel is a new .4)
43

type not in the article by Derek Beak in the HL. : 241u0.1,0 D24.1.81The Chiasso cds with '11:' which seems to be anupside down 'i'; not mentioned in the article by 1:1111ark cmoig Michael Rutherfoord. Any ideas to the Editor.

DO NOT BUY THESE BITS OF PAPER - you can get them free in exchangefor an International Reply Coupon by sending to the address given.

i'dtg.r;v
:. il Ad'r .10 N[

,  • •

Test prints With the compliments of Swiss General DirectoratePostage Stamp Division
Osterrnundigenstrasse 91, 3030 Bern

When testing rotary presses after an exchange of parts or experimenting with new typesof paper and ink, we use special printing cylinders with (non-stamp) motifs illustratingthe versatility of the steel-engraver's art.

We have pleasure in enclosing some of these test prints free of charge. Please notethat they are NOT philatelic items and that neither the numbers printed nor the dates,etc are on record. We are unable, therefore, to enter into correspondence on the subject.

PTT 

, K no
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STAMPEX
Stand 41

February 28 — March 5

Our Great Strength is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot

(But we can also fill the simplest
wants-lists!)

H.L. KATCHER
APS, PTS, RPSC

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
'The Swiss Specialists'

P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England
Phone: 01-348 0296
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Particulars
Sale Post offices and
philatelic offices of MI
from 7 31989
Advance sale
from 2 3 1989
Validity unlimited
from 7 3 1989
Designer
Klaus Oberli, Berne
Engraver
Max Muller, Berne
Size 24 x 29 mm
Printing
Rotogravure/offset by
PIT Stamp Printing Office.
Berne

Paper
white, with luminous
substance: mat gummed
Form cylinder
Rotogravure
6 sheets of 50 stamps

e ruary 1 9139 HELVETIA NEWSLETTER . age 13

* ...............................................................
25 c. Centenary of the Swiss Army Postal Particulars Size 36x26 mm • .Service When Swiss Army units were called up  Printingin 1870. during the Franco-Prussian War, to man the Sale Rotogravure: ': i=.-E1111 25 •
country's northern and western frontiers, a special Courvoisier SA,while stocks last il 6 -r-,armed forces postal service did not yet exist. Because La Chaux-de-Fonds t 1-1- 

1
18 n1

',.,
of frequent troop movements, the civilian postal Post offices and Paper • >,w• _IA

v.4 . 3. -3egr,,....„
.- ::: Nhk, . , n.... ),„ 0 .,, 1, , •

.5

service was soon unable to cope. To eliminate the philatelic offices: white, fluorescent: t L4..4 K
deficiencies revealed, the Swiss government on from 7 3 1989 to 28 2 1990 mat gummed

b ...L. `.. :,.. ` .... 11n•• -13 August 1889 issued its first decree relating to the Advance sale l' . .Army Postal Service. This provided for such a service from 2 3 1989 Form cylinder t ........ -n .. n
 fl "

/-to be established as part of the army and for its 2 sheets of 50 stamps 0.... .111.1,11,,T11,11,r-w-V-1,11-1,1Validity unlimited . oi..•
a

personnel to be subject to military regulations. As from 7 3 1989 Sheet margin I-0 ••-. ',,; .-Fc-' .0regards organization, however. the Service came —
n el t . ---- a ' "" Cf:,

Designation of issue, - r.A. c:.
and still comes - under e authority of the PTT.

statements of value
5

, . - - , coDuring World War I (1914-1918). Swiss army post
 the

 I - - -f. p c:s . i•,:2. (.2-.offices handled 195 million items of mail. During r i- 1 1 ,,..-......:,:.--:, ,..; .I 1.1-1 • • • - g`. -, ..• ''' a , •4- Lt
World War II (1939-1945), the number rose to 600 million, with up to 40 army post offices functioning • > v., t 4,—...4,..... c,simultaneously. Obviously, to cope with such an extensive task, experienced personnel is recruited

01from civil post office staff as far as possible. In 1987. 3500 military personnel, including some 150 ' u----_,V--444 - : . _,n kt7_,4,._ L . .: ': i.i.,women, were members of the Army Postal Service. In peacetime. too, army post offices are an important ' .1
b

link between the servicemen and their families at home. - The stamp design by Jean Ongaro of Geneva ...-......-01....-.... ,...........• 1.43
sr,n 10T11,1/7,nn•1•T. ......................................... .................

il

• shows an army postman at work.
,-, - 4

35c. 700 Years of Delémont On the basis of archaeological finds, early settlement in the Delémontvalley can be traced back to Gallo-Roman times and the beginning of the Middle Ages. The firstdocument to mention Delémont dates from the 8th century. The Septicentennial celebrations, however.commemorate the granting of a town charter in 1289 by the Prince-Bishop of Basle. Town walls wereerected in the 13th century, the magnificient fountains followed in the 16th century. and the castle, townhall and church all date from the 18th century. After more than 600 years' rule by the Prince-Bishops ofBasle. Delémont was occupied by French Revolutionary forces in 1792 and soon afterwards attached byNapoleon to the Department of Haut-Rhin. At the Congress of Vienna in 1815. the victor countries decidedto incorporate the former Bishopric of Basle, including Delémont, into Canton Bern and the SwissConfederation. - The railway station built in 1875. and connections to Basle. Biel. Geneva. Bern andBelfort. provided the basis for the region's economic development and marked the beginning of a longperiod of economic growth. reflected also in the population figures. On 1January1979 Delémont. whichnow has some 12 000 inhabitants, became the capital of the newly constituted Canton Jura. - The stampdesigned by Bernadette Baltis of Zumikon shows the "Fontaine du sauvage" and the "Porte au loup".
50 c. Centenary of Switzerland's Public Transport Association On 4 February 1889 a numberof Switzerland's metre-gauge and special railways founded the "Association of Secondary Railways" inZurich. Gradually, standard-gauge railways, bus and trolleybus undertakings, navigation companies andaerial cableways also joined the Association, which thus became the umbrella of licensed transportorganizations in Switzerland. - Renamed "Public Transport Association" and based in Bern, it now has120 members, which between them operate a network of some 4400 miles and employ a staff of 19000.The Association coordinates the interests of its members and handles all matters and problems callingfor joint action. Its tasks include counselling in legal. economic, tariff and technical questions: jointpurchase of rolling stock: cooperation with Swiss Federal Railways and the Postal and Telecommuni-cations Authority (PIT): basic and further training of staff: as well as information of its membership andthe public. It also issues for its customers a monthly magazine, "tt-revue", with the latest news anddevelopments in transport and tourism. - The design by graphic artist Urs Stuber of Frauenfeldrepresents a combination of the main forms of public transport.

80 c. Rhaetian Railway Centenary A century ago, progressive forces in Graubunden (Grisons)came out in favour of opening up the thinly populated mountain canton by means of a railway system.Work soon started on the line to Davos, whose first section, from Landquart to Klosters. was inauguratedon 9 October 1889. The name "Rhaetian Railway" dates from 1896, when the Canton became the majorityshareholder after a memorable referendum. Today the Rhaetian Railway operates a metre-gaugenetwork 235 miles long, which since the 1940s has also included the previously independent railwaysover the Bernina, to Arosa, and in the Mesocco region in the south.The Rhaetian Railway network includes 116 tunnels and galleries with a total lenght of 25 miles. as wellas 485 bridges representing a total of 7,5 miles. With gradients of up to 70%o, the Rhaetian Railway isone of the world's steepest adhesion systems. At Chur and Landquart it links Graubünden with the SwissFederal Railways network, and at Tirano it connects with the Italian State Railways. - The SwissConfederation and Canton Graubunden own about 95 percent of the share capital of the RhaetianRailway, a limited company with head office in Chur. It operates the longest network of any Swiss privaterailway and carries traffic amounting to just under 150 million passenger-miles and well over 25 millionfreight tonne-miles a year. - The stamp design by Heinz Inderbitzi, Bern. shows a Rhaetian Railway trainand one of the many viaducts typical of the region.
90 c. Bimillenary of the Great St Bernard Pass The age-old path over the Great St Bernard fell tothe Romans during the reign of Emperor Augustus. It was widened under Claudius in 47 AD, whichillustrates the importance then attached to this alpine pass. The Romans also adopted the Gallic names:"Le mont de Jou" became "Mons Jovis" and the Celtic designation "Pennin" reappeared in the Latin "InSummo Pennino". The present name was almost certainly not in general use before the 19th century. -Over the centuries countless crowned heads used the Great St Bernard, which however remained a diffi-cult route despite improvements. Napoleon's crossing in May 1800 has gone down in history. It took himseveral weeks to negotiate the snow-covered western Alps with his army of 40 000 men, 5000 horses.50 cannons and eight howitzers. - The hospice on the summit became as well known as the pass itself.For centuries, innumerable pilgrims and travellers found shelter with the monks, who lived all the yearround in the seclusion of the mountains. The hospice was founded in the middle of the 11th century byBernard de Menthon. His name was given not only to the pass but also to the famous dogs which wereeager helpers of the monks in the 17th and 18th centuries. Even today these dogs symbolize readinessto help. The supreme representative of these loyal animals is the legendary "Barry", who saved severallives. - The stamp has been designed by Jules-Olivier Bercher of St-Legier. It shows the hospice on thesummit and one of the legendary St Bernard dogs.
Definitive stamps
Mail transport
75 c. Mounted courier During the Middle Ages, princes, cantons and cities as well as
monasteries and guilds kept their own messengers to carry letters as and when needed. With
the expansion of trade came the need for regular, reliable and rapid messenger services. Inthe 17th century, therefore. mounted couriers became a familiar sight and relay stations were
opended to speed up the conveyance of the mail.
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Report of the London meeting held on 11th January 1989 
Apologies for absence were received from Air & Mrs M Salmen, Mr R SJohnson and Mr R F Bulstrode.
Mr G M Hodges was invited to display part of his collection of ma-terial from the pre-stamp period, the Cantonals and Strubels. It mustbe said that all the material had been selected for cleanliness, clearstrikes and superb appearance. This section had all been mounted side-ways so that some of the entires could easily be displayed open. (Ifone is mounted this way it follows that it is better to put them allthis way.) The Helvetic period, post-Napoleonic period with Route mark-ings and Frontier marks, as well as Ticino Ovals, were all displayed.The Cantonals started with the Zurich 4, with examples of forgeries,and followed through with a very good representative selection all insuperb fine condition. The display of the Strubels showed another typeof layout. A page was set aside for each value, thus all three printingscould be viewed together with the many different shades. Varieties werein abundance, including the double-thread varieties. Many covers show-ing single Strubel values, as well as multiples and bisects used inGeneva and the Ticino, were also displayed.
Finally Mr Hodges realised that he had also packed some sheets of hisother love, the Postal History of the Levant, and these were also shown.Mrs E J Rawnsley gave a vote of thanks, saying the display was thebest she had seen for many years; the covers and Strubels were not onlyvery fine but clean, and the Levant material had lots of interest.

G W H
THE CHRIS RAUCH AWARD

In order to refresh the memories of our older members, and to enlightenour newer members, Chris Rauch - apart from being an excellent PacketSecretary for 11 years - was also an expert on the early postal historybetween France and Switzerland, particularly accountancy marks. Beingtrilingual English, French and German no doubt helped him unravel someof these early mysteries. Sadly on 27th November 1981 he died suddenly,having contributed a wealth of information to the philatelic world andto our Society in particular.
As a mark of respect to keep his name alive within the Society, itwas agreed to award annually a small prize, a pen and penholder, to themember who, in the opinion of the majority, had contributed the bestpiece of Philatelic Research (later called Philatelic Information) inour own newsletter. Our first winner was Michael Rutherfoord for hisDid You Know series, as well as many other contributions. The next wasMrs E J Rawnsley for her worthy efforts as Secretary and Editor of theNewsletter. WHO TOULD YOU SELECT FOR 1988? The name will be announcedon 12th April when the Cup Competition is held. Remember only memberscan gain this award and, furthermore, the article(s) must have beenpublished in the newsletter. Please let me have your votes as soon aspossible. Thank you. Geoff Hubbard, Hon. Secretary.

TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE for the Helvetia Society Seminar on Saturday8th April, 1989, at the Rotary Hall, Chippenham, Wiltshire. contact
Wendy Lamble, 14 Brooklands, TOTNES, Devon TO 5AR, Tel:0803-866041.Please help to make this a success by coming along. Non-members alsoare welcome. Your chance to meet other members so bring a small display.•
Our sister society, the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, haselected Henry Ratz of California for a two-year term as President.
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the PTT has crept neatly
out of the purchase tax affair.
They will pay it all themselves,
but the price of all covers and
collector's sheets goes up by 10c
above the 1974 prices. Not a bad
solution.
-that sales to people outside
Switzerland is tax free. If you
experience anything else let me
know, perhaps something can be
done.
-that joint stamp designs are not
easy to arrange. An interesting
article on a proposed joint Swiss
UK skiing stamp is in the May '88
issue of Gibbon's monthly. The
Swiss PTT was agreeable, but . .
-that the present exhibition in
the PTT Museum, Bern, is on the
first Russian stamps, by Hr Z S
Mikulsky of St Gallen. Thousands
of Swiss accompanied, unwillingly,
Napoleon on his trip to Moscow.
Did they ever write home? Does
anyone have a cover written by
Lenin during hiS years in ZUrich?
That would be interesting.
-that this year there will be no I
end of Jubilees. Three special
ones have been mentioned; 50 years
of publicity stamps, i.e., stamps
bringing advance publicity for an
exhibition or similar, in this .
case the 1939 Landi in Zlrich; 75
years of the Tell Head, three
values came out in July 1914,
perhaps as part of the realisation
that Switzerland must take a stand
for itself in Euro pean politics;
then 125 years since the Hotel
Rigi Kaltbad introduced the first
hotel stamps.
-that in 1928 the 'Union Phila-
teliaue de Geneve' published a
book of the forgeries of Fournier,
in 480 copies, real collector's
items today. One came up in the
recent Kronenberg auction in Basel
at a starting price of SFr.2400-.
-that a new 75c definitive has
suddenly been added to the 89 new
issues as the inland rate for
parcels is going up by 25c per
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A to 21 of Swiss Philately
UPU - The stamps issued in 1900 to
mark 75 years of the Universal Poe
Union are some of the best known a
a favourite with those who like to
try plating, some 211 positions! T
subject has been well researched a
written up. As they were produced
a hurry they abound in varieties,
of the fascination is the search f
a perfect copy.
As there were three different pl

of each of the three values, 5, 10
25c there is work to last a lifeti
The 25c value (79C) is the scarest
not very often to be found.
A second UPU commemorative was

issued for the centenary year of 1
Although it cannot com pete with it
predecessor there are again a numb
of varieties, and the so-called '1
and 'short' stamps.

E J R

YOURLIBRARY will be closed
for about a month to allow for the
transport of the books to Mr Hafner
and to allow him to sort them out.

step in May. This makes a 75c stamp
necessary, they say.
-that in the Dec '88 SBZ there is an
article giving more info on the es-
corted trains of 1919 to the Balkans.
These trains carried goods for sale
mostly, not free items of assistance.
-that Max Guggenheim of Basel has
discovered a missing cancellation,
that now completes the set of eight
Philatelic Bureau, Bern, cancellation
used from 1943 to 1964, shown in the
K Handbook of the SVP. There are four
main types, with dot, ring, star or
nothing on each side of 'Bern', but
with and without background to the
Swiss Cross. (See illustration.)

M Rutherfoord
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zumsbein 
europa 
1988/89 

Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

Prices:

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

eo

zurmbein 

ad
liechbenebein.

Tass/89 

paper cover
spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Postal fees for Europe: 

1 EUROPE North SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.--
2 EUROPE Middle SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
3 EUROPE South SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
4 EUROPE East SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
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J..5. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

I STILL WISH TO BUY

COLLECTIONS or SINGLE items, particularly
POSTAL HISTORY

Please contact me if you have anything in
SWISS philately to sell.

For the time being my Lists will not be
circulated in the News Letter. Existing
subscribers will receive lists. If you
would like to receive FREE LISTS please
let me know. WANTS LISTS always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

' If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit bf being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 8AF
Phone (0524) '44055

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: .1.2035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

---_-__-__-
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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Discounts, sorted and faced covers

B5No off
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1000 (same place)
3000 - 10 000 2c

50 000 3

100 000 4

500 000 5.5

above 500 000 7
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uter order.
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80 65

70
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S\;;ISS P.P. STARS by M Rutherfoord

Does one need to collect them? Are they part P.P.of philately? As they pass through the post
and are not 'philatelic' the answer to both 8021 Zurich
questions is 'yes' I feel. But how did it all start? 

.round Christmas time 1983 the first stars appeared on PP junk mail,
just part of the commercial festivities one thought. Then there was the
official announcement of the new rates coming on i'larch 1st 1.984. The
biggest increase was for printed matter, up from 20 to 33c, 755, bad
for postmark collectors and mail order businesses, charities, etc. So
to soften the blow, and still make a profit from the ever-increasing
junk mail, the PTT introduced a rate for :non-rapid' delivery, i.e. up
to 8 days. This would apply to a minimum of 50 identical items, each
identified with a six- pointed star, as in the PTA re produced above.
Me rates for ncrIftal printed rLatter and for the new 'starred' rate are
0.ven in table 1. Discounts for lar ge quantities, and for 'faced' items,
sorted in the postcode numerical order, are given in table 2. The whole
system is for inland and FL only.

Printed Matter Rates 1.3.84

up to B5
(250x176)

PP PP*

up to B4
(353x250)

PP PP*

50 35 25 60 45

100 30 50

150 35 55

250 45 40 70 60

300 50 70

400 60 80

500 75 70 100 90

Table 1 Table 2

SSN 0951-0001HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 43rd year No 3 pp 17-24 London 1,'.ar.1989
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Payment can be made either in cash at the counter, by franking machine
slip, or direct by special arrangement. On the items themselves various
impressions are possible.
a) FPI as in the heading, printed on the cover in the top right-hand.

corner. This is the commonest form, hand stamped also possible,
boxed is a requirement, varieties later.

b) Business machine franked in red (below). Other than 25c considered
rare, but possible.
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604
c) .T a,,chine cancellations are very collectable as every 20 in Switzerland

has been given one, in addition to the usual neutral wavy-lined
'slogan' and the PP insert. Three sizes are used, depending on the
machine type (0.3.12). The first shows the 'Flier' (US) high-capacity,
with 22mm dia. town die, or crown; about 160 machines in use. The
next shows the German/Swiss Klussendorf/PTT desk model with 28mm dia.
crown; about 150 in use. The third shows the Telefunken type used in
the letter facing and cancelling machines in only four places, Bern 1,
Lausanne 1, Geneva 2, and Basel 2. Crown is 28mm; not often used. All,
black only.
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d) Ordinary machine cancellations with stamps are also to be found.
Usually the stamps are applied by machine, with cut edges. Rolls of
10 000 of the 25c were produced for these stamp machines (below right).

oiRvErIA 25:

Private machine cancellation in black, two-ring, with stamp (above
This was introduced in October 1984. The stamp, or stamps, is some-
times for a total above 25c to make it more attractive. Single
stamps often machine applied with cut-off perfs. Star is sometimes
Printed on to the cover in advance.
Hand cancellations are used for the low quantities handed in by
clubs of various sorts, and perhaps some small businesses. The star
can be printed on the cover, and covered by the stamp when not re-
quired, or stamped on by hand, using one's own, or that officially
loaned by the PTT at the counter; usually in black.
The illustrations at the top of the next page show, from left to
right, a stamp cancelled with a special cancellation. Ordinary date
stamps, K-cancels, and MPOs can be found; Ambulant I have not yet
seen! Stamp and star applied by the sender. Next a hand canceller

left).
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one
the
over

from a bigger PO,
office. Rare. In
was made in cash

from a smaller 20, and one from an even smaller
three latter cases the 'PI indicates that payment
the counter. Star applied by sender.

4 ST

But about the PPIs? Far too many to collect, not very interesting,
usually on large covers, space problem, not dated, is the sender's
name to be kept, etc? One eminent philatelist has built LID a big
collection of cutouts arranged according to the colours of the rainbow,
but there is certainly no pot of gold at the end of it.

The old type of PP (without star) is seldom seen today. Old stocks
of covers were used up by adding a star, either by hand or machine.
When new 'labels' were designed the star was often out to the right,
as in the heading, then the arrangement was balanced out in many cases.

Some need a note. Below left is a computer-printed PPI (with the
address lower down) but the star baffled it and had to be hand stamped.
In the middle is a rare type for bulk annual payment of postage by
official or semi-official authorities. On the right is another rare
examp le, AZ (Fr = JA, It = GA) for Standing order newspapers, and is
almost certainly an error.

'PP
8603 SCHWERZENBACH

For my own collection I decided
other abnormalities, but this

Pauschalfrankiert

8021 Zurich

the specials,
be too much.

8021 ZOricti

and
of

errors,
All sorts

to keep only
is getting to

errors are made, from the artist - with 5-pointed stars or stars that
point the wrong way - the printer, the sender by using the wrong cover
(to give two stars), or by blacking out the star, and the PO by using
the wrong canceller, etc. Probably I could fill a whole newsletter
with 'rarities', and I could not prove that half of them were not
doctored by myself. Those shown are all reproduced full size, so the
range can be seen. Don't forget that the PTT in the one in the heading,
defined, and stated, the shape of the box, size of star, and the stops
after P.P. (Port Pays). If anyone would like a selection of all-
different cutouts they could send me a full window booklet(s) for 30
cutouts per pound, pro rata.

8029 Zurich

°"1:7:7711111*

PP • * P. P. * 3000 BERN 1 P.P.
8600 Dübendort

8029 Zurich

P. P. P.P.
101RR YO:K 6403 Küssnacht am Rigi 6025 Neudorf 6o25 Neudorf 
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REPORT OF THE LONDON MEETING 8th February 1989

Due to the ill health of her husband our President was unable to give
her display. Apologies for absence were received from Mr & Mrs R G Lee,
R F Bulstrode, L E Stiles, and G W Jefferies. The dis play was, therefore,
selected members' exhibits. Mr M Hewson showed some plate wear on the
Small Landscapes and instead of using arrows to show where the wear was
to be found, he had drawn expertly the faults for all to see. Bahnpost/
Ambulant with named marks was his next section and examples were shown
of the different sizes to be found ( perhaps a good field for further
research?). Finally varieties - some catalogued, others that were not -
altogether a worthy opener, and the writing was the best hand-written
script , your reporter has seen for ages. Mrs C Scholey followed with a
display on the 1939 National Exhibition and showed just about everything
that was possible concerning the show, stamps, postcards and lettercards,
special flights, cancellations as well as slogans. So for what some may
consider to be just a small section, a good 32 pages were displayed and
no doubt more can be found:
Mr D Houtris then explained everything that anybody really wanted to

know about UPU plating, but were afraid to ask. An oversize diagram to
show all the positions of every stamp was sheet one, then there came a
picture showing the faults in positions 1, 51, 101 & 151 - a complete
reconstruction of 77B was then displayed. As more stamps were left over
a stamp for every day of the 6 months validity was shown, together with
'readable' cancellations in alphabetical order. Finally Mr Houtris gave
his Sitting Helvetia display that gained a medal at the last BPE.
Mrs M Bidmead concluded the evening with a display of material geing

to the firm of Isler, of Wohlen. A superb display from the early 19th
.century included many unusual route marks and Fischer post marks. This
interesting exhibit included internal mail as well as some from as far
away as Moscow.

, Summing up the Chairman, Mr Pickard, Wished to thank all who had given
displays and particulary thanked Mr Hewson for his expert draughtmanship.
The revelations by Mr Houtris made everything so much clearer, and Mrs
Scholey and Mrs Bidmead should be encouraged to exhibit at national level.

CHRIS RAUCH AWARD - YOUR VOTES ARE NEEDED - TO DATE YOUR SECRETARY HAS
ONLY RECEIVED TWO VOTES. SEE LAST MONTH'S HNL AND VOTE NOV.

NORTHERN GROUP REPORT - The group held their Annual Competition in
Leeds on 4th February. The winners, decided by popular vote, were:
Postal History - Mr P Vaughan with a display of Railway Travelling
Post Offices.
Postal Stationery - Mr D Hope with Postcards 1870-1907.

The above entries were joint winners of the Highsted Cup.

Aero-Philately - Mr D Cairns with Swissair - The Jet Age.
Thematic - Mr D Hope with a display of Swiss History. R A H

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS April 1st Leeds is the AGM. April 12th London
is the Cup Competition & Moore Trophy contest. April 22nd, Sussex Group.

NOTES FROM YOUR PACKET SECRETARY - please take careful note.
1. If two packets arrive together (and sometimes this is unavoidable)
do not send them both on together, hold one back for 2 weeks and advise
the packet secretary. Either phone or add a note to the advice slip.
2. Senders name must be on the reverse. Two Packets have been lost so
far this year. 1. No mention of +1,1 s +--A _nn. p_v nn anv rint g,T. on/rainnn/e.
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'C' ALSO STANDS FOR CENSOR COVERS by Edmund C Walton (contd. from Feb.)

29...spendedPos-ta_IService - The period just before the end of the war
in Europe on May 6th 1945 was also one of disruption of the mail from
Switzerland, as demonstrated by this cover to Argentina.

This airwail letter was posted without routing direction at'Zürich 1
on 21.IV.45, which was a Saturday. On Tuesday April 24th Switzerland
announced the closing of its northern and eastern borders. (Götz
Schneider in Postgeschichte No.26, p 28.)
At some point on its first journey the cover received a black hand-

stamped notice which is somewhat similar to handstamps employed in
earlier postal interruptions, such as in Lyon in June 1940 and again
in November 1942. Similar ones were also used in Frankfurt and Munich.
In this case the notice is not completely legible, but says:
x x x x/Postverkehr eingestellt/Service postal suspendu/Zurxxx xx
The bottom line looks like 'Zurich' or 'Zurack'.

'Why was this cover intercepted in Zurich or somewhere near the border?
Why did it not follow the then normal route through France to Cherbourg,
which functioned without delays? Perhaps there was something in the
letter that the sender wanted to keep out of Allied hands? In any event
the letter was returned and posted again at Ulrich 2 Fraumunster on
June 7th 1945. The route this time was via Cherbourg to England where
it caught the eye of the censor.

It would seem that the censor was a very senior person, judging by
the very unusual closer label that was used. In the first place the
examiner had the number 9. Such low numbers were usually given to
senior personnel. The PC 90 label is also quite unusual because the
word EXAMINER is only 33mm long; the more common ones vary from 41 to
52mm. It is designated 1X by Torrance (Ref: vol 3, p 19, CCSG Jan 1976),
which illustrates an example with the censor number 13. After examining
the contents of the cover our censor resealed it with brown paper tape
before placing the label over it.
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The cover is franked for Fr.1.80, which is correct for a 5g airmail
letter to Argentina (Fr.0.30 + 1.50).

The puzzles about this cover are: why the interrupted journey and the
strange handstamp, and why the high level of interest in a seemingly
ordinary correspondence?
In conclusion - Three seemingly quite ordinary censored covers lead to
several questions, ranging from early airmail routes, franking and
postal hand stamps, to the secrets of wartime censorship which even now
remain under lock and key.

Trying to unravel these puzzles is one of the reasons that this branch
of postal history will always hold a fascination. If the reader has any
information that would help clarify matters, the contribution of that
knowledge would be much appreciated.

Annual Competition This is on Wednesday 12th April 1989 in the
Victory Services Club at 6.45 p.m.
The competition, in two sections, is open to all members, one entry in each
section. If you are not able to take your entry yourself send it by
post to the ecretary to arrive by Monday 10th April.

Judging will be by popular vote as usual, by all those present so
that everyone can gain some experience of judging.
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - Entries of between eight and twelve sheets can

be of any postage stamps, charity issues, airmail, specials, postage dues,
officials, miniature sheets, flown covers, or anything except postal
history. Thematic entries will be judged as part of the Cup Competition.
The cup is awarded annually, to be returned by competition ni ght. If won
three times in succession by the same member it shall become his or her
property and the Committee shall provide a new cup for the next year.
MOORE TROPHY - Entries of nine sheets on any aspect of Postal History.
Awarded annually, to be returned by competition night.

Let us see a good number of entries this year. If you are not competing
then turn up and help judge, you are sure to learn something. Judging is
to be followed by a discussion of next season's programme.

WANTED - Stamps of the world, in good condition, for a local school stamp
society. The stamps to be donated in order to get some young collectors
more interested. Send to: Mr D Y. Slate, 149 Ware Road, HERTFORD SG13 7EG.
EXCHANGE/SALE - Are you interested in the stamps of Southern Africa,
Transkei, Ciskei, Venda and Boputhatswana? If so please contact our
member in those parts, Mr A W Burton, P 0 Box 781380, Sandton 2146,
Transvaal, Republic of South africa.
WANTED - More information, and photocopies, of the cancellations of the
Swiss Postal Agency of TIRANO mentioned in the newsletter last September
on page 68. Has anyone seen the third cancel listed by Andres & Emmenegger
but not illustrated? Information for Mr H E Quinton, via the Editor.
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that not only the 50c steps of
the parcel post jump to 75c, but
Registration goes to 150c and
the Express fee rises to SFr.5-.
Foreign rates are not affected.
Starts on 1st May 1989.
-that eight countries (CH, B, GB,
L, MC, NL, N, S) are the first
to take part in a new inter-
national Business Reply Service.
A special layout has to be fol-
lowed, complete with Par Avion
imprint and a prominent R4ponse
Payaie Suisse in the middle. Cost
to be paid in Switzerland On the
letter's return is air rate to
the sender's country, plus 5c.
I would be glad to obtain one,
or a photocopy.
-that starting on 9th January
this year all new or replacement
hand-roller cancellers ohave the
date die rotated by 90 . See the
illustration. This goes back to
the pre-PLZ layout used up to
abut 1965.
-that a new pack of four post-
cards has appeared, with-a yellow
cover, dated 1988/89. As the pre-
vious issue with bright green
cover (and all the changes from
phosphor to fluor etc.) was dated
1986/87, it seems that an issue
for 1987/88 was not made
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-that the Free Postage stamps of
1911 to 1921 (Z No. 2A on) with a
P on either side of the value are
worth studying. The PP means, ac-
cording to an article in the Post-
geschichte of December 1988 by
R Helbling, 'Pour Philantropie'
not Post Pay, and there is much

more of interest in the article.
-that by coincidence a brochure has
just appeared, in German, by R Schaal
on these stamps used in connection
with the Neumunster Hospital, Zurich,
run by nuns since the middle ages.
These numbered stam ps must always be
collected on cover, to link the name
of the charitable institute with the
number on the stamp. (Price SPr.15.-)
-that J Gartmann has produced another
book on Graubanden, this time on its
stamps, covering all Swiss and many
(if not all) foreign stamps connected
with the subject. Practically all in
colour, German, 147 pages SPr.38.-.
Most useful and interesting.

M Rutherfoordyl, 1
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A -Z OP SWISS PHILATELY

Volksbrduche - Folk Customs. The many
folk festivals celebrated in Switzer-
land at various times of the year pro-
vided a unique theme for a series of
stamps. The festivals themselves have,
to us, almost unpronouncable names
but they have been cleverly depicted
by three Swiss artists.

In all 13 values were issued, 9 in
1 977 and 4 in 1982. Of these six were
also shown on maximum cards.
A number of stamp baoklets were alsc

produced and, as well as the standard
format, a new innovation was tried oul
which had panes with 2 or 3 sides witl
cut edges instead of perfs, or pairs
imiDerf on four sides.
Collecting the series together with

the various combinations from the
booklets can make an unusual study.
As far as I know the experiment does

not seem to have been repeated.
EJR 

Our Society Seminar in Chippenham on
Saturday 8th April. There are still a
few tickets available from Wendy
Lamble, 14 Brooklands, TOTNES TO 5AR,



I. G. STAMPS
P0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

I STILL WISH TO BUY

COLLECTIONS or SINGLE items, particularly
POSTAL HISTORY

Please contact me if you have anything in
SWISS philately to sell.

For the time being my Lists will not be
circulated in the News Letter. Existing
subscribers will receive lists. If you
would like to receive FREE LISTS please
let me know. WANTS LISTS always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

rage 'e4 1ELTET IA NEWSLETTER March 1989

1. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) "4055

ANei:

zumsbein 
europa 
1988/89 

mm

zumstein 

echweiziechtensbein

1988/89 

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)
Prices: 

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to zumstein, please use our postal account:Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

Postal fees for Europe: 

SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

paper cover
spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send yougladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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NACHNAHME RATES by Geoff Hubbard

Collectors on the whole are very much akin to magpies - they hoard.
Every stamp that comes into the house is carefully preserved - perhaps
for that rainy day - and this includes all the Inexpensive items which
are placed in packets and boxes in the faint hope that at some time the
accumulation will assist them in their old age. Covers too are treated
in exactly the same way. I should not run down these collectors since I
have been a member of the Magpie Brigade for many years. However, the
most important item that we all put to one side is INFORMATION. This
occasionally comes in English, but more frequently in German or French.
The collector will realise that what he or she has will be useful once
a translation has been made. What many fail to realise is that the
language of today is very different to the language of yesterday.
Every year thousands of new words are added to our dictionaries, but
they do not increase in size, therefore many words must have been left
out. Phrases used in 'yesterday's' vocabulary are not often remembered
even by the locals of the country in question.

It was with this in mind that I decided to check through my files to
see if something needed to be translated. I believe that anything that
is 10 or more years old must be translated now To this end I looked in
my postal rate file and found one which had not been published in full
in the newsletter before; these are the rates charged for Nachnahme item:

Checking through the Newsletter it seems that not a great deal has
been published on these rates, indeed the last was back In 1977 by the
late Dr G G Ritchie. The following research was initially sparked by a
quantity of covers that came my way and, being curious by nature, I
wanted to know why two fairly similar covers from Bern to Zurich had
been franked with stamps to the value of 40c and 30c respectively. Both
weighed 20g and both had 20fr to be collected. The answer lies in the
postage rate which must be added to the Nachnahme rate. Letter one was
posted on 20th August 1984 therefore 1% of the amount to be collected
i.e. 20c, plus the postal rate for 20g - 20c - a total of 40c in stamps
was affixed. Letter two was posted on 10th December 1884 and while the
COD rate remains the same, the postal rate was reduced to 10c on 1st
November 1884, therefore only 30c was affixed. . (contd. eve:
H3LV PHIL SOC .NESL 43rd year No 4 pp 25-321London ;Lpr.1989)ISSi\T 0951-0001



Letters up
Fr.30--

Parcels up
Fr.300--

1% of the value to be collected,
with a minimum charge of 10c

27 Nov 1851 to

to

to

to

Nov 1884 Letters up to
Fr.50--

Parcels up to
Fr.300--

10c for each Fr.10 • - to be collected
or fraction thereof

Jan 1911 Letters and Up to Fr.10 • - to be collected ..... 10c
Parcels up From Fr.10 • - to Fr.50 • - ........... 20c.
to Fr.1000-- From Fr.50 • - to Fr.100-- .......... 30c

For each Fr.100 • - to be collected
an extra 10ct is levied

17eb 1915 Letters and Up to Fr.10--- to be collecetd ..... 10c
Parcels up From Fr.10 • - to Fr.20- 20c
to Fr.1000 • - From Fr.20 • - to Fr.30-- ........... 30c

From Fr.30 • - to Fr.40-- ........... 40c
From Fr.40 • - to Fr.50-- ........... 50c
From Fr.50 • - to Fr.100 • - ..........
For each additional Fr.100-- to be
an extra 10c is charged

60c
collected

1

1

1
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Covers are usually marked Porto & Provision, this means postage and COD
rate (fee). At this stage I do not propose to list all the postage rates,
these can be published in due course. Older members will have back issues
of the Newsletter listing most of the rates, but not all rates are
included. In conclusion, if any member has the rates from 1976 (and I
am assuming they have changed) perhaps he or she would be kind enough
to advise me so that this list can be updated in the newsletter.
DATE 'AMOUNT TO BE I RATE

ICOLLECTED

14 Aug 1849

1 Oct 1849

Letters up to
Fr.20--

Parcels up to
Fr, ??

Letters up to
Fr.20--

Parcels up to
Fr.200--

1% of value to be collected with
a minimum charge of 10c

1 % of value to be collected with
a minimum charge of 50

1 Aug 1860 Letters up
Fr.20--

Parcels up
Fr.300--

1 Jul 1862 Letters lip

Parcels up
Fr.300--

to 1% of the value to be collected,
rounded up to the nearest 10c

to

15 of the value to be collected
rounded up to the nearest 10c

** The amount to be collected is not recorded in the archives of the**
PTT, furthermore it would appear that these parcels were carried
by horse drawn carriage.
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Date Amount to be Rate
Collected

1 Jan 1921 Fr.1000 • - 10c for each Fr.10 • - to be collected or
fraction thereof, with a minimum of 15c

1 Jul 1925 Fr.2000 • - Up to Fr.5 • -- to be collected ........ 15c
From Fr.5-- to Fr.20 • - .............. 20c
For each additional Fr10-- to be collected,
or part thereof, up to Fr.100 • - ..... 10c
Fpr each. additional Fr.100-- or part thereof
to be collected, up to Fr.1000 • - ..... 20c
For a further Fr.1000 • - or fraction thereof
to be collected an extra charge .... 20c

1 Jul 1930 I Fr.2000--

1 Jan 1947 IFt.2000--

Up to Fr.5 • - ................. 15c
From Fr.5 • - to Fr.20 • - ....... 20c

Fr.20 • - to Fr.40-- ...... 300
Fr.40 • - to Fr.60 • - ...... 40e
F1-.60 • - to Fr.80 • - ...... 50c
Fr.80-- to Fr.100 • ......... 60c
Fr.100 • - to Fr.200 • - ..... 90e
Fr.200-- to Fr,300

._
	1200

Fr.300-- to Fr.400--- .... 150c
Fr.400 • - to Fr.500-- .... 180c
Fr.500 • - to Fr.1000--- ... 220c
Fr.1000 • - to Fr.2000•- .. 260c

Up to Fr.5-- ................. 15c
From Fr.5--'to Fr.20 • ............ 20c

Fr.20 • - to Fr.30-- ...... 30c
Fr.30 • - to 40c
Fr.40 • - to Fr.50 • - ...... 50c
Fr.50 • - to Fr.60- ...... 60c
Fr.60 • - to Fr.70 • - ...... 70c
Fr.70 • - to Fr.80 • - ...... 80c
Fr.80 • - to Fr.90-- ...... 90c
Fr.90 • - to Pr.100-- ..... 100c

For each additional Fr.100 • - or part
therof up to Fr.1000 • - ....... 20c
From Fr.1000 • - to Fr.2000•-...300c

1 Nov 1967 Fr.2000 • - Up to Fr.20-- ................ 60c
From Fr.20 • - to Fr.100 • 100c

Fr.100 • - to Fr.500•- .... 180c
Fr.500-- to Fr.1000•- ... 280c
Fr.1000 • - to Fr.2000•- .. 300c

1 J an 1973 .10 000-- Up tp Fr.100-- .............. 150c
From Fr.100-- to Fr.500 • -- .... 250c

Fr.500 • - to Fr.1000-- ... 350c
For each Fr.1000 • - or part thereof
up to the limit of Fr.10,000•-100c

1 an 1976 Fr.10 000 • - Up to Fr.100-- ............ 350c
From Fr.100-- to Fr.500-- .. 450c

Fr.500 • - to Fr.1000•- . 600c
For each additional Fr.1000 • - or
fraction thereof .......... 300c



(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

(23)
(24)
(25)

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

£ 98.00

£110.00
£125.00

E320.00

The Swiss Specialists
Telephone:
01-3480296

PO BOX 242
HIGHGATE

LONDON N6 41.Nif
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we need space!
We simply must have a "SPRING CLEAN" - there is not much money involved, the important thing is to gain space. And that iswhy we priced these Collections and Lots ridiculously low. One favour deserves another: you help us in kbuying and we showour appreciation in giving you real bargains. In fact, you can make money: take out of these lots what you need yourselfand circulate the rest in the Helvetia Society Exchange Packet. Lucrative fun! For simplicity all prices shown are inclusive 
of VAT, postage and packing. Please order by number.

Small remainder lot of INTERNATIONAL OFFICES.
SITTING & STANDING HELVETIAS, NUMERALS and later issues.
1 900 UPU79A/B, 25 plating copies with faults.
STANDING HELVETIA 93A & 938 large -quantity mixed, used.
Small Collection from 1862 with better values.
STANDING HELVETIA 25c. blue,very large mixed Lot of Nos. 730,73E,87A,93A & 938. Mixed condition, mostlywith shades, postmarks and varieties.
COVERS, nice mixed Lot of 22 items.
POSTAGE DUES, FRANCHISE & TELEGRAPH clean small Lot including complete mint sets.
SITTING & STANDING HELVETIAS & NUMERALS, many stamps.
Small Collection from 1862 (including mint copies of 648,670,680 & 93A; used copy of 107).
STANDING HELVETIAS & NUMERALS small collection mint.
Lot 1854-1934 in mixed but useful condition. Offered at about 1/12 catalogue.
Lot scarce stamps with very minor faults offered at about 1/10 catalogue.
SITTING HELVETIAS, NUMERALS, POSTAGE DUES extensive mixed Lot with shades, postmarks and minor varieties.
Hours of fun.
VARIETIES Remainder Lot of 65 items (some with faults) originally priced at over £270.00.
NUMERALS, STANDING HELVETIAS, 1900 UPU mint Remainder Collection. Some faults, others very fine but allvery fresh and fine appearance. Offered at approximately 1/20 catalogue.
Collectors accumulation with STRUBELS, NUMERALS, SITTING & STANDING HELVETIAS to about 1936.
NUMERALS mostly used Lot with shades and minor varieties but including mint copies of 63A & 648, etc.
Some 150 stamps.
PRO JUVENTUTE used sets of 1916 & 1917.
Over 100 COVERS with Railway cancellations. Not often seen in such quantity.
LUCKY DIP Lot much useful material with better items.
OFFICIAL POSTMARKS Internal Strikes of various Post Office 

Depts. 
some of these are extremely rare.

Magnificent Lot.
£ 40.00Collection(with 3 fair RAYONS & some STRUSELS) hundreds of stamps. £ 40.00•

HOTEL POST small Lot, catalogue over $400.00.
£ 40.001 862-1968 almost entirely mint Collection with several good items. Few stamps but surprisingly highcatalogue value. In practically new Biella Album (this alone worth about £20).

Another small Collection of HOTEL POSTS (catalogue exceeds $425.00).
AIRMAILS small Lot including No. 2 mint & used & No. 42 used.
PRO JUVENTUTE 1915, 1916 & 1917 the 3 complete MINT sets, virtually perfect condition.
1909 TELL BOY & 1915/21 PROVISIONALS Nos. 118,132,133,134 & 147 in mint half sheets of 50. 5 spectacularexhibition pages.
Very good LOT including STRUBELS & SITTING HELVETIAS, later material mostly in sets, many unmounted, cleanexcellent.condition. Offered at about 1/6 catalogue.
COLLECTION 1850 ONWARDS, mostly used, in spring-back album. Includes average copies of STRUBELS 26C & 25Fand a reasonable copy of STRUBEL 22F. Catalogue well in excess of £1000.
COVERS:Collection of 34, dating from 1850-1929. Priced singly at over £240. In Godden Album.
PRO PATRIA Complete Collection 1938-1974 (without shades or paper varieties) 155 stamps fine used.(Zumstein approximately £290, our usual price £165).
Mammoth Lot of used STANDING HELVETIA in mixed condition (Zumstein catalogue approximately Fr.18,000.-i.e. £6500). Yes, really only
AIRMAILS 1919-1988 complete MINT Collection of Nos.2-49 plus 4 Vignettes (except grilled papers & varieties).Usual price £350.00.
TETE BECHE superb quality mint Collection complete Kl-K37 INCLUDING the grilled papers (but without K25z& oil paper pairs).
AIRMAILS 1923-1988 complete SUPERB USED Collection including grilled papers. 60 stamps.

************************************************************************************************************
**
** ** FRANCHISE 148z/168z Unmounted Mint Set (our normal price £57.50 including VAT) from a special ** ** purchase we offer until May 15th at only £ 40.00 per set (blocks of four pro rata). ** ** ** ************************************************************************************************************

£ 8.00
E 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
E 10.00

£ 15.00
£ 20.00
£ 20.00
£ 25.00
E 25.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00

£ 30.00
Z 30.00

£ 20.00
E 30.00

£ 35.00
£ 35.00
£ 40.00
£ 40.00

E 45.00
£ 45.00
£ 48.00
£ 50.00

£ 57.50

E 60.00

£ 75.00
E 80.00

£130.00:

£200.00

£200.00

£300.00
£525.00

(38) MILITARY (SOLDIER) stamps 1914-1918 Collection of 218 stamps in First World War Saner pre-printed album.Fine Lot
(39) MILITARY (SOLDIER) stamps 1939-1945 Collection of 264 stamps plus 34 Miniature Sheets & 5 covers withbetter-class items. Excellent base for a major collection.
(40) MILITARY (SOLDIER) stamps 1939-1945 fine Lot of 391 stamps in printed album, many better-class items.(41) MILITARY (SOLDIER) stamps 1939-1945 major 2-volume Collection in printed Muller albums containing 725 stamps.Very many scarce stamps.

„Immotre.4 .7,747.. H. L KATCHER

(Amateur ceiteator „Ltd
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Armchair Traveller 1 Appenzell By D F Arthur

I have been fortunate enough to spend a number of holidays in
Switzerland, so that my stamps, and particularly my thematic collection,
provide holiday souvenirs, bringing back memories of many happy days
spent travelling and walking in Switzerland.

Appenzell, which is near St Gallen in the north-east of the
country, is the chief town of the half-canton of Appenzell Inner Rhoden.
It is a charming little town of 5000 inhabitants, with painted house
fronts and elaborate shop signs. It lies in the Sitter valley, a dairy
farming area in the foothills of the Alpstein mountain chain. The
Alpstein was illustrated on the 1969 Swiss Alps issue (Z468) and on the
1941 60c airmail stamp (Z30).
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This part of Switzerland is not a tourist area, but the Alpstein
with peaks up to 8000 feet attracts many local people from the St Gallen
and Winterthur areas for skiing in the winter.

The church of St Mauritius in Appenzell appeared on the 15c
definitive of 1968 (Z414) and the gabled houses of Gais appeared on the
30c value (Z416). Gais is a neighbouring town which can be reached from
Appenzell in an easy two hour stroll along well-marked paths through the
hay meadows, with several alternative return routes available.

The principal peak of the Alpstein is Sntis (8215 feet), which
can be reached from Schwagalp by a cable car, which featured on the 1949
50c definitive (2306). Another local scene featured on stamps is the
Seealpsee, a beautiful little mountain lake, which appeared on the Small
Landscape 40c issues of 1936 and 1948 (Z209 & Z290). The Seealpsee is
reached by taking the St Gallen-Appenzellbahn train from Appenzell to
Wasserauen, or once each day by the grandly named "Seealpsee Express"
from St Gallen,express only by virtue of missing four or five stops on
the way!. From Wasserauen a steep one and a half hour climb brings us to
the lake, worth every step, despite doubts on the way! Surrounded by
peaks and overlooked by Santis, the little lake with an hotel at one end
is a perfect example of Alpine scenery, and can be enjoyed to the full
in an easy stroll around the shore.
The coffee or cold beer on the hotel terrace next to the lake
resuscitates the weary on arrival and speeds our returning footsteps
downhill to Wasserauen.
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NORTHERN GROUP REPORT by R A Hoyle
The meeting of the Northern Group in Leeds on March 4th was devoted toCensored Mail with Mr Hope presenting a paper and display on thisinteresting subject.
He described how the system operated and illustrated with maps thevarious routes taken for both air and surface mail. He divided hisdisplay into sectio4s relating to mail to GB, Germany, the rest ofEurope, USA etc. and displayed a large number of covers and cards witha fantastic variety of stamps, labels and markings including examplesof covers censored in Argentina, Bermuda and the USA.
Mr Ripley also produced a large selection of covers and all membersagreed that this had been a most interesting and informative afternoon.

REPORT OF THE LONDON MEETING held on 8th March by G W Hubbard
Apologies for absence were received from Mrs E J Rawnsley, Mrs M 0Bidmead, Mr L E Stiles and Mr V J Mitchell.
A Swiss pot-pourri was the title given to the talk and display givenby Stephen Holder PUS L and he was quick to point out that he did notcollect Swiss material, but what he had was the envy of all who wereable to view it. In his first section he showed 18th century mail fromFrance into Switzerland, with almost all the known entry marks androute marks all in superb condition. Some of the mail going into Francewith the St.Louis strike were no doubt the efforts of a small shed usedas a customs post, but more information is needed by Mr Holder if any-body should have it. The Franco-Prussian war was brought back to lifewith a fascinating array of covers; the 1870 Red Cross items were notforgotten, neither was the Siege of Strasburg Which was probably thefirst item of postal stationery to be recorded. Gratis labels in mul-tiples and on cover were also shown - but not the rare t8te-beche pairs,but as our speaker said 'he did not collect Switzerland'. The Germanproduced Alsace-Lorraine stamps (on cover) were also shown, since theywere covers going into Switzerland. Section two was Sitting Helvetia oncover - all values and all shades except the 3c and 1fr. These were allselected from the stock of a retired dealer for clear strikes and cleallii-ness. In this section Mr Holder pointed out that he was seeking moreinformation on the 30c on cover, such as where from, type of strike,where to, what entry mark etc. All information to the Secretary willbe passed on.
In summing up the Chairman stated that it was a long time since we hadseen a real exhibition of such quality and a speaker who spoke with suchenthusiasm. Mr D Houtris and Mr A Balmforth gave a vote of thanks. Theyboth said what a pity it was for a couple of members who could not attendto have missed such a brilliant display of Postal History and each inturn enthused over the Red Cross items and Sitting Helvetia covers.An excellent evening was enjoyed by all who were able to attend.

EDGAR C SLATE - 14th August 1917 to 16th March 1989
Edgar Slate joined the Society in February 1956 when he was a memberof the staff of the Amateur Collector. His vast knowledge af Classicsas well as Military stamps was an encouragement to all who knew him.He was Chairman of the London branch for about 12 years until he tookearly retirement to Devon 14 years ago. He will be sadly missed by allwho had the honour to know him, and his nephew Derrick has our deepestsympathy on this sad loss.

G W H



DID YOU KNOW?
- that to the average collector
the PIP (Federation Internat-
ionale de Philatelie) rates
about the level of the KGB , as
far as publicity is concerned.
This has now changed as there
is a permanent secretary in
Zftrich who issues, four times
a year, their bulletin 'Flash'
to those interested. Printed in
F, Ger, E and Sp it details all
competition rules and other
decisions affecting collectors,
and international exhibitors in
particular.
-that another publication has
been face-lifted, and renamed
'Zack'. This is distributed
every 2 months, free, to all
young collectors belonging to
the Youth Section of a rec-
ognised PS. It was very good
before, and now under a new
editorial committee promises to
be even better. Editor is
Christina Rölli of Luzern.
-that the Philatelic counter in
Chur has again shown its in-
itiative by issuing a set of 4
FDCs for the 80c RhB stamp.
Using the Bern FD covers the
cancellations are Bahnpost,
then K cancels for-Brusio,
Filisur and Langwies, which all
show a RhB viaduct, for 7.3.89.
-that this will be followed by
machine slogans in a number of
languages and sizes for eleven
towns on RhB routes.
-that the machine slogan now in
Lugano will give great pleasure
to all chess players and others,
with its 'come play with us'
slogan and lively figures, es-
pecially combined with the 30c
stamp of 1968, Z 464.
-that in 1990 a new design of
FRAMA ATM labels will appear,
with full philatelic acceptance
( after .14 years), that means
FDCs and inclusion in their
Sales List. About time too.
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-that I am sure that Charlie Chaplin
the only Englishman to be honoured wil
a special cancellation, to be used in
the village where he lived after bein6
refused re-entry into the USA, on 16t1
April to celebrate the centenary of hi
birth in London. Illustrated is the
monument erected in this village.

M Rutherfoord
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Dora Bulstrode MA Oxon.

The beloved wife of our ex-Chairman,
Frank Bulstrode OBE, passed away on
30th January 1989 in her 94th year.
The Society wishes to convey its
deepest sympathy to Frank, and your
Secretary has already written to this
effect. Three members were present
at the funeral service that took place
on 7th February 1989.

Forthcoming Meetings
London Group
12th April - Cup Competition and

Moore Trophy contest.
If you are not competing do come and
help with the judging.
10th May - Odds & Ends, queries, bits

and pieces, new acqui-
sitions etc. All members
invited to display.

Sussex Group - 22nd April. Meet in
the Church Lounge, All Saints, Patcham
Brighton at 3 p.m. Programme to be
announced.

Society Seminar in Chippenham, 8th Apr:
Your last chance. See the details
with the newsletter last November and
ring Mrs Wendy Lamble on 0803 866041
now if you want to attend.

Don't miss this chance to see some
excellent displays and meet other
members. SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY.
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P 0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

NEW LISTS AVAILABLE COVERING ALL

ASPECTS OF SWISS PHILATELY

If you collect AIR MAILS I have
a particularly good stock of
STAMPS and COVERS including
UNMOUNTED SINGLES, BLOCKS and
SHEETS.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

I have recently purchased a
nice collection of LIECHTENSTEIN,
which I am breaking up.
Wants lists always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) • 4055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Prices: ,

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

Postal fees for Europe: 

SFr. SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

paper cover
spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: .12035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS? by Dennis Cairns

I wonder if any members are able to throw a little light on these two
items and the queries to which, as yet, I have been unable to find
satisfactory answers?
The first relates to a 5c postcard, dated 3.IX.(18)84, from Lavey-les-
Bains (VD) to Lausanne. The former locality,. not on a railway route,
is some 3 km south of St. Maurice, which is on the Lausanne - Brig
line. During various periods throughout the 1880s TPO Ambulant No.11
was allocated to the route between Pontarlier and St. Maurice, and the
card has been postally cancelled on this TPO. But can anyone offer a
logical explanation for the double oval handstamp (purple) depicted on
this card? Obviously it is not a station handstamp and it does not
appear to be listed in Emmeneger. Indeed the only reference to Lavey-
les-Bains I can find in that work is a telegraph cancel (Gr.152P/44).
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Therefore, was there in this village at that time an unofficial
collecting point for mail where the oval handstamp was applied; was it

- H.::LV PHIL SOO NL:WSIp3rd yearko 5I pp 33-40[London Uay 1 989IISSN 0951-0001
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used by an hotel, or was it simply the work of an over officious corre-
spondent playing postman before popping the card on the TPO? The latter
theory can be supported by the fact that on the reverse is to be found
a straight-line handstamp LAVEY-LES-BAINS, 42 x 5mm, also in purple,
which was most certainly applied by the writer of the card. But what
is your opinion?
My second query relates to an airmail cover, dated 5.XII.29, from

Bern to St. Petersburg in Florida which is considerably underfranked
at 80c. The correct franking, assuming that the letter was within the
basic 20g weight, should have been 1.35 fr. - i.e. foreign letter rate
of 30c, foreign registration fee of 400, airmail surcharge to the USA
of 65c.
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Bern'
5 5

How far the letter was actually flown is open to speculation. At
that time there was a winter air service operating between Basel, Paris
and London, therefore it could have been flown to Paris (for Cherbourg),
and certainly by 1929 there was quite a flourishing airmail service
from New York to many parts of the USA and Canada.
On the cover itself there is no indication by the Swiss PTT that more

postage was due, and the only suggestion that an additional payment
was expected is to be found in the St. Petersburg receiving mark of
DEC.21.1929 and which is inscribed 'C.O.D.' - if indeed this does mean
Cash on Delivery. However, two acquaintances who specialise in the
philately of the USA could offer me no help on this point. Is there
any reader who can?

New 'K' cancels T

K nmK 1212 K 1214

Would any members who have copies of Temporary Cancels which are
not in the PEN catalogue please let us have photocopies for the
revised edition now in preparation. Help others help you.
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PRO PATRIA

Size 33,4 x 28 mm

Designer
Lilian-Esther Perrin. Bern

Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,
La Chaux-de-Fonds

Paper
white, fluorescent

Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
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Particulars
Sale
while stocks last

Post offices:
from 23 5 to 31 8 1989
Philatelic offices:
from 235 to 30 12 1989

Advance sale
from 175 1989

Validity unlimited
from 23 5 1989

700 YEARS OF ART AND CULTURE
3 witzer ictrict 3 The <700 Years of Art and Culture> series started
Pictorial Chronicles last year continues with a set featuring Swiss

pictorial chronicles. - For a century or so from
about 1470, a number of richly illustrated chron-icles were compiled in Switzerland. Some of these weighty volumes were the result of per-sonal interest in historical events while others were commissioned by the authorities or high-ranking personages. - There were, of course, many other pictorial chronicles in Europe - oftenillustrated by excellent miniaturists - but they reflect a society ruled by kings, princes andknights while the Swiss works are influenced more by bourgeois and peasant aspects. Theillustrations in the Swiss chronicles may not be the work of the foremost artists, but they canlay claim to a special rank because of their unsophisticated originality and a gift for closeobservation. - Of the surcharge on the stamps, 90 percent goes to the 1989 National Day col-lection, which will be devoted to funding social work by women and to aiding mothers. The re-maining 10 percent will be used for special cultural or social work on a national scale.

35 c. Bendicht Tschachtlan Chronicle, 1470 (Zurich Central Library)
The year 1218 is one of the most important in Swiss history. It was the year in which BerchtoldDuke of Zahringen, died as the last of a powerful dynasty that had controlled southern Germa-ny and the territory between the Jura and the Alps. His estate went to several heirs, and thecities he had either founded or controlled - among them Zurich and Bern - were able to obtainimperial free status. It is with good reason, therefore, that the chronicler depicts the scene inFrankfurt/Main where King Friedrich II presents to the representative of Bern the documentlaying the foundation for the rise of his city. The persons' official dress is not, of course, that of1218 but of the chronicler's own time.
Bendicht (Benedict) Tschachtlan, who died in Bern in 1493, was made a councillor in 1451and held important posts. He compiled his chronicle in 1470, possibly encouraged by thetown clerk, Diebold Schilling, and with the support of his fellow councillor Heinrich Dittlinger.Schilling probably also contributed illustrations to this first Swiss pictorial chronicle.
50 c. Bern Chronicle by Diebold Schilling, 1483 (Bern Burgher Library)
Soon after his defeat at Grandson on 2 March 1476, Charles the Bold. Duke of Burgundy,whose troops had not suffered heavy losses, renewed his attack on Bern, marching on it fromthe west. The Bernese sent about 1500 armed men under Captain Adrian von Bubenberg tomeet him at Murten and haltthe Burgundian advance. The picture shows von Bubenberg in lateGothic armour on a white charger, a mace in his tight hand, as he atches his troops passingthrough the town gate of Murten. - In 1474 the Mayor and Council of Bern commissioned theirmember and Town Clerk, Diebold Schilling, to compile &Bern chronicle. Between then and1483, the year in which he completed his work. Schilling produced the most voluminous ofSwitzerland's pictorial chronicles. Some of the illustrations are his own, others were contri-buted by two or more assistants. The chronicle reflects the increased self-confidence gainedby Bern's rulers as a result of the Burgundian wars.

80 c. Gerold Edlibach Chronicle, 1485/86 (Zurich Central Library)
The picture shows the official messenger - recognizable as such by his spear, doublet and an-kle boots-handing a missive with a dangling seal to the representative of the Council of Zurich,who accepts it with a haughty gesture in the presence of other councillors. - The incident
shown here is an episode from the quarrel between Zurich and Schwyz over the lands of theCount of Toggenburg, who died in 1436. This was the most serious crisis experienced by theConfederation in the Middle Ages and culminated in the Old Zurich War. In 1443 an attempt toreach a peaceful solution was made at a mediation assembly in Einsiedeln. However, Zurichrefused to attend and this lead to the Battle on the Sihl, which took place just outside Zurich in
July of the same year.
Gerold Edlibach (1454-1530) was a stepson of Zurich's Burgomaster Hans Waldmann. Evenafter Waldmann's fall from power, Edlibach continued to serve as a councillor and holder ofimportant offices. An interest in history led him to compile his chronicle of the Old Zurich War.He later expanded this and enriched it with his own - not very skilfully executed - illustrations.
90 c. Diebold Schilling's Lucerne Chronicle, 1513 (Lucerne Central Library)
In the council chamber with its heraldic windows sit the Mayor and some of the Councillors.
Diebold Schilling, in clerical robes, is seen presenting to them the weighty tome containing his
work. Schilling (ca. 1460-1515) was a nephew of the Bern town clerk and chronicler of the
same name and a son of Hans Schilling, who had served as clerk in Lucerne. Particularly valu-
able artistically are the pictures by unknown assistants. The richly coloured work took about
two years to complete. It was held in high esteem in Lucerne and has been carefully preserved
up to the present day. - Schilling's work is considered the Old Confederation's most extensive
and colourful chronicle. The illustrations in particular are an excellent source of information
about everyday life in Switzerland around 1500/1510. Like the other authors of pictorial
chronicles. Schilling concentrated mainly on episodes and scenes of war (call to arms, setting
out, deployment, camp life, battle, victory or defeat, returning home) but with equally sharp
observation he also depicts religious ceremonies and occasions as well as accidents andcrimes, executions and the forces of nature.

EUROPA CEPT
CHILDREN'S GAMES
50c Hop-scotch A few stones, a piece of chalk and a quiet corner somewhere - that is all
children need for playing hopscotch. If onlytherewere more places for such games in our busytowns and cities!
90 c Blind-man's buff Do you remember playing blind man's buff in the school yard and
suddenly finding it an eerie place? What relief then to be able to remove the blindfold and pass
it on to someone else!



SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE

only £80.00
only £ 9.75
only £12.50

only £13.50
only £25.00

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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1989  CATALOGUE

HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR 1989 CATALOGUE YET? FROM OUR POINT
OF VIEW THE SWITCH TO U.S. DOLLAR PRICES HAS BEEN AN
ENORMOUS SUCCESS AND SALES ABROAD . HAVE INCREASED BY 80%.
IN VIEW OF THIS THE PRINTING OF A FUTURE CATALOGUE IN
POUNDS IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY SO PLEASE DO NOT WAIT IN VAIN!
ONCE you HAVE STARTED USING THE DOLLAR CATALOGUE YOU
WILL FIND THAT DEDUCTING 30% FROM THE PRICES IS NOT REALLY
DIFFICULT! (PRICE OF CATALOGUE: £7.50 ($12.50) POST FREE)

Special 0 er
STANDING HELVETIAS: USUAL PRICE
No.67Ca (Yellow green)fine mint (Zum.S.Fr.525.- = £187.50) £115.50No.68Ec fine mint (Zum.S.Fr. 50.- = £ 17.85) £ 14.00No.74Eb (bluish green)fine mint (Zum.S.Fr.100.- = £ 35.70) E 17.50No.74Ec (yellowish/

green)fine mint (Zum.S.Fr.100.- = £ 35.70) £ 19.25No.93B fine mint (Zum.S.Fr.175.- = E 62.50) £ 35.00

1900 UPU:

No.77B/Ret.2 used. The scarce major variety "Missing Florian",
one of the most popular varieties on the UPU
stamps. (Zum.S.Fr.200.- = £71.50) only £38.501924 UPU:

No.168Aw/Bw ** sheet (Zum.S.Fr.156.- = E55.75,as singles) only £45.00
PUNCHED HOLE GUTTER PAIRS:(only a few copies available,

unrepeatable at these prices)
No.S1 fine mint
No.S12 (1915 Pro Juventute) fine mint

£262.50 only £200.00
£ 87.50 only £ 67.50

USED BLOCKS OF FOUR:(very fine,centrally cancelled)

POSTAGE Nos.297/308 (1949 Technical Landscapes)
1961 PRO JUVENTUTE Nos. 188/192

£ 30.80 only £21.00
E 23.00 only £16.00

PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT - OVERSEAS CLIENTS KINDLY DEDUCT 13%

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

TheSwissSpecialists
P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England
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UNFAMILIAR AND LITTLE-KNOWN ITEMS
issued by the Swiss Philatelic Office by Adriano Gervasi, Bern
The PTT Souvenir
After the Second World War many US soldiers came to Switzerland for
relaxation to forget the strenuous period of war. To make it easy for
them to buy Swiss postage stamps for personal use the PTT created a
packet containing a selection of stamps at a cost of 5.- and 10.-fr.
The packets were sold at post offices in centres where US soldiers
were staying. The packets remained on sale for many years, even after
the time the US soldiers had left Switzerland.

In the meantime, from about 1950 to 1977, specific items were not
produced for Swiss tourist centres but it was seen that there was a
requirement for a special philatelic souvenir.

In 1977 a new philatelic 'hit' was produced - the PTT Souvenir. It
went on sale at all Philatelic Offices and also in tourist centres
throughout the country. To date five Souvenirs have been published.
1st - Swiss postage stamps/For lasting pleasure

Issued 27th August 1977, containing one set of Landscape stamps
of the four linguistic regions, Z523-533. The text covered the
Historical Background, Polyglot Switzerland, Education, Customs
and Traditions, Citizen and State, and Culture.

2nd - Portrait Gallery on Postage Stamps/Swiss Citizens by Choice
and Ancestry
Issued 6th September 1979, containing one set of Portrait stamps
1978, Z 617-620, and one set of Portrait stamps 1979, Z 626-629.
The text gave a short biography of each of the eight people.

3rd - Greetings from .Switzerland/The presentation of the four PTT
services
Issued 5th September 1980, containing one set of the PTT stamps
Z 645-648 and a very rare Jubilee vignette (free of charge) with
motifs taken from the four seasons (the 1961 high values compe-
tition essay). The text gave a description of the events shown
on the four stamps.

4th - Multi-Faceted Switzerland
Issued 25th November 1982, containing 14 different stamps and
a text covering Folklore, Transportation, History, Industry, and
Culture.

5th - 200 Years of Tourism
Issued on 4th September 1987, containing a set of the special
tourism stamps, Z 752-755, and the miniature sheet. The text
was Lakes and Rivers, Mountains and Peaks, Passes and Roads, and
Sport and Games.

It is probable that other PTT Souvenirs will be issued in the future.

postage stamps
For lasting pleasure

Centre of the
1980 block
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Detail missing
in this area.

The figures have
been cropped to
fit the space
available. Ed.
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Report of the London Meeting of the 12th April 1989 

Apologies for absence were received from Mr & Mrs R A G Lee, Mr M Hewson,
Mr L E Stiles and Mr R F Bulstrode.
The meeting was opened by the Chairman, Mr F Pickard, who called for a
moments silence for our late friend, and ex-Chairman, Edgar Slate.

A brief report on the seminar held in Chippenham was summed up with
the words "a great success, wonderful organisation, thanks to Wendy
Lamble, and let's do it again next year". It was suggested that Wendy
Lamble be asked to be the Society's voice in the West Country by inviting
her to join the Committee; everyone was in full agreement with this idea.

The Helvetia Silver Cup and Moore Postal History Trophy attracted
fewer entries than in the past, but the following topics were on show:
Pro Patria, 1938-1946, Sitting Helvetia perf., Reply Paid Postcards,
Fiscals, and The Conquest of the Air in Switzerland. There was only one
entry in the Postal History section, entitled 19th C. cancellations of
Luzern & Canton Luzern. This was judged, just to ensure it was up to
standard.

By popular vote the results were:
Silver Cup winner Mr F Pickard - Reply Paid Postcards
Runner up Mr D Houtris - Sitting Helvetia perf. -
The Moore Trophy Mr A Payne - 19th C. cancellations of Luzern
The Chris Rauch Trophy, awarded by your postal votes, went to Mr
Adrian() Gervasi for his many excellent articles in the Newsletter.

The remainder of the evening was spent discussing the sort of programme
that those present would like to see for the forthcoming season, and the
possibility of holding a meeting during London 1990.

G W Hubbard

POSSIBLE NEW VARIETY?

The report for the London Group meeting of 14th December last (HNL 1/89)
included further information on the 1936 Landscapes issues, including a
possible new variety of the 5c value. The right-hand figure shows this
as white patches in the middle - an incomplete transfer due to insuf-
ficient rocking of the die was suggested. Six copies are known so far.
Check your stamps and let the Editor have photocopies for the Study
Group please.

The photographs were taken for the newsletter by GB Photography, P 0
Box 108, Bridgewater, Somerset TA6 7NU. With many years experience of
photographing stamps, they offer to make 7x5 in colour prints, or 35mm
slides, at £1 each, minimum order £6 + p&p. The quality is excellent
and the service rapid. Send for further information, enclosing an sae.
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Did you know?
- that the Zurich Sechseldute
Festival has taken place on the
third Monday of April since 1953
because of the better weather to
be expected later in April,
rather than the original date of
the Monday following the spring
equinox, which often collided
with Easter. The'Ringing of the
Bell at Six' was introduced in
the 14th C. to tell the town
workers that the so-called
'Light Day' (when one worked
only when there was enough light
in the winter) was annuled, and
that all had to work until six
during the summer. At the autumn
equinox the 'Light Day' became
valid again (but is no longer
celebrated). But it rained all
day this year, again.
- that the Pro Juventute Sec-
retariat in Ulrich sells 'old'
stamps of theirs until exhausted,
long after the published with-
drawal dates.
- that the PTT have given Bottle
interesting figures for phil-
atelists. The number of business
meter franking machines has risen
during 1988 from 26 to nearly 28
thousand, and the Frama ATMs from
740 to 850 (1000 are planned).
This is part of the reason for
the drop in the number of stamps
printed from 802 to 788 million.
- that the drop in PTT standing
order customers has been halted,
with a slight rise in 1988 to
192 000 at the end of the year.
Of these 120 000 are inland and
72 000 foreign.

4.2.318 - 14001Pk-L4
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- that the machine cancellation
slogan for the Centenial of the
Rhatische Bahn (above) was de-
layed due to a spelling error,
discovered at the last minute,
in the new Romontsch Grischun
language (the common written

language for the five dialects).
- that an important date should be
noted. The next big National Exhibitia
will be held in Geneva from the 5th to
the 16th of September 1990, and the
publicity has started already. Shown
below is the machine slogan to be used
soon.

M Rutherfoord+NTIONALE DE PHILyELIE

00 -114- (The Editor has
E 0.14 already booked
a tibeviv.rg4100 = his room.)

A+0"' Ln
LU ^1-

Exchange Packet
Booklets for the 1989/90 season can
be sent to the Packet Secretary from
now on, but not July and August, pleas(

D M Slate

A Collector in the USA seeks used GB
stamps in exchange for US or Canadian.
If you are interested send an sae to
the Editor for further details.

Our Sussex Group, meeting in Brighton,
seek new members. There are four
meetings a year, 3 p.m. on a Saturday
in the 'Lounge' of All Saints Patcham.
Ring Brighton 55 29 53 or Bognor
Regis 82 03 67 for more details - and
watch these pages for the new session
which starts on the 7th of October.

A - Z CF SWISS PHILTELY 

'WARE FORGERS. Too many fine and valuable
articles have attracted the

attention of forgers and the early Swiss
Classics were no exception.

Security measures had to be found.
The first was the use of coloured silk
threads inserted before printing into the
paper for the 'Strubel' issues, which were
partially successful, but sometimes the
coloured threads faded or were misplaced and
new ideas were sought.

ToL_replace_t_hs_threads_an embossed_
control mark, a Federal cross in an oval
frame was chosen for the 'Sitting Helvetia
Perf.' in 1862, the 'Cross & Figure' of 1882,
with wide and later narrow frames, also the
'Standing Helvetia' issues of 1894 and UPU
1900. Here, too, difficulties arose as
often the complete oval would drop out.

Therefore, in 1905 a true watermark
appeared consisting of a large Federal
Cross but after the 1934 small 'Landscapes'
watermarks were also discontinued and tiny
coloured thrads were introduced. ,
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P 0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

NEW LISTS AVAILABLE COVERING ALL

ASPECTS OF SWISS PHILATELY

If you collect AIR MAILS I have
a particularly good stock of
STAMPS and COVERS including
UNMOUNTED SINGLES, BLOCKS and
SHEETS.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

I have recently purchased a
nice collection of LIECHTENSTEIN,
which I am breaking up.
Wants lists always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Prices: 

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

Postal fees for Europe: 

SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

paper cover
spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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THE FIRST SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE by E J Rawnsley

There are still some aspects of early philately which are now so rare
they are seldom seen, but that does not mean that one should not know
a little about them.

In this case I refer to the so-called 'Cito' covers. As far as is
known they seem to have emanated from Italy on State letters, mainly
from the 15th C. with handwritten marks calling for transmission by
mounted messengers in the days when travel from one country to another
was extremely hazardous. So in fact they may be said to have served as
forerunners of our more modern Express or Special Delivery marks.

The letters bore various marks such
as those shown in this figure. The
cover is a superb example from the
15th C., the triangles represented
stirrups and usually signified the
number of horses required for the
journey. It has also been suggested
that in the case of a very important
mission three riders should travel
together for safety. In Italian the
word for stirrup was 'stafa' from
which came the French 'estafette.
Similarly 'gallows' marks were also
shown to remind the rider of the
fate awaiting him if he did not use
all speed, or if he were robbed of
his precious missive.

Then came the use of the word 'Cito'
meaning hurry or hasten which varied
from one to several, such as the
eight in the figure, one below the
other and all enclosed in a big 'C'.
The seventh one would be 'citissimo'
meaning most urgent.

PH IL SOC yearlNo Ipp 4-1-4E London June 1969 ISSN 0951-0001 '
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In this next figure is shown a cover from Connstatt to 'Stoutgart' of
1693, with one 'ito' and one 'itissimo' again within a large 'C'.
Since Italy was strategi-
cally situated as a dis-
tribution centre for the
rich trade of Byzantium .•••••••-•"77(‘-i4eze,....„,and the Levant and the C)4_„..r
wealthy merchants of the
Hanseatic League through

;< •the great ports of Italy, 7cet tr,„ C
Germany and France, it is

t4/12 tnot surprising that this "-,,/"Z iht fee: / ti-czmethod of assuring mail -
./11..CfitC1Z4Z-7speed and security was

taken up by the important t
64../

Italian families such as fd-f/a t
the Sforzas, Visconti and
others.
Also the Torre & Tassis family, who later became Counts of Thu= &
Taxis and operated the postal services for the Germanic Emperors, along
with the rich silk merchants were able to extend their trade to other
parts of Europe.

It is said that letters do exist from England in the time of Queen
Elizabeth I but they were more likely to have borne the inscription in
English as 'Haste, haste for your life' or more simply 'Hurry, hurry,
hurry'. Such covers if found today would be even more rare than those
from other parts of Europe.

Even some eminent Swiss collectors for long maintained that 'Cito'
covers from Switzerland-Aid mot-exist, but Mrs -E M-Faulstich, who was
a noted member of our sister society the AHPS and a well known collector
of Postal History, not only acquired a few of these rarieties but also
studied the subject and published a slim booklet. I had the great
pleasure of meeting Mrs Faulstich at the London Exhibition 'Philympia'
in 1970 and corresponded with her for a number of years.
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My only example of a 'Cito' cover is, unfortunately, not Swiss but
Austrian but is such a fine example I do not hesitate to include it
here. It is dated 24 April 1580 and is from Ferdinand V, Archduke of



Similar to the
above except that
the dues are 15Gb
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Austria, possibly to a relative. On the reverse is a seal - parti left
Hungary, right Bohemia but could not be reproduced for this purpose.
The ink is as clear as when it was written, despite its great age, and
so is the two page letter inside, although in a different handwriting.
So far efforts to have it, or indeed the cover itself, translated have
failed, perhaps one day . . .

YET MORE OF THE ELUSIVE lc ON COVER from Geoff Hubbard
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for the serious collector
If you plan to exhibit at

ccXaff7r6rd/Yolwk7296

NOW IS THE TIME TO

CONTACT US!

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

The Swiss Specialists
P.O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot.

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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THE LAST OF THE STRUBELIS by Alex S Newall

Single rate postage was introduced throughout Switzerland on the 6th
of February 1862. On 19th August 1857 a law had been passed to make
the use of stamps for prepayment of postage on printed matter mandatory.
It came into force on 1st February 1862. This was a time of some con-
fusion caused mainly by the introduction of the metric system of weights.
kilograms and grams took the place of pounds and loths (1 lb = 16 lo the
or ounces).

Thus while weights up to 15g called for 2c fee, Sc in some post
offices prepaid weights up to 50g (Mirabaud & Reuterskfold), in others
50 paid for 'up to 60g (Zumstein). For weights up to 250g then 10c was
needed.

The new issue of perforate stamps was already being prepared but it
was impossible to have it ready in time (it came out on let Oct.1862).
The Swiss Post Office was forced to adopt an intermediate solution to
cater not only for the printed matter carried internally but also for
that to Italy, in view of negotiations with that country (6th Aug.1861)
which called for a 3c fee on printed matter posted to there.

The 20 (Z21) was hurriedly produced and was available in post offices
on the day the new rates for printed matter came into force. Special
dispensation allowed the use of a halved 2c stamp to make up the 3c of
the Italian rate. (This was withdrawn as soon as the 3c stamps (Z29)
became available in October of the same year.)

The authority for the whole operation is based on an instruction
sheet (Archives Federales 29) of 26th April 1862. Just under 1 million
of the 2c stamps were printed. Fabrik an der Sihl of Zürich supplied
the paper and it was the thickest of all used on the Strubeli (Zumstein
G Classification, well over 0.1mm and sometimes reaching 0.14mm). The
stamps were printed in the Federal Mint Factory in Bern.
At the time the paper for this issue was ordered all original ideas

about multicolour silk threads were quietly abandoned. All new paper
manufactured by Fabrik an der Sihl had a green thread. As always,
however, Fabrik an der Sihl was wont to dye any odd leftovers. And so,
apart from the usual varieties of double thread and no thread at all,
there exist examples of a yellow and even a white one in the 2c stamp.

We know today that with or without intent almost any colour can be
bleached to white and that green can be reduced to yellow. As the
thread is embedded in the paper both bleaching and colour change can
be spotted today by the identification of witnesses left in the paper
itself. Thus the technology in the hands of the investigator chases
that used by the malefactor.
A specialist collector of Strubelis (M Darteyse) claims that a

miniature grill appearing in the eye of the letter R of Happen on some
values was placed there by the engraver. I chose not to believe it
when in 1965 such a grill was reported to have been found in a 2c stamp.
I am still waiting for the substantiation of the claim.
Another interesting point is the quantity of nearly 1 million printed.

The 20 ceased to be valid on 1st August 1863 and by then the remainder
of only 1000 was left to be destroyed - while the most popular stamp
in general use accounted for a sale of 2 million.

Despite repeated warnings to members not to haz PTT Specimen Prints
one of our advertisers is offering them at £1.50 each Do not waste
your money this way. You can get them-FREE from the PTT. See page 11
of the Newsletter in February this year for details.



letter rate,
but only +5
for p/cards

Sept
1 Sep

1871 +10,all mail
1876 +20

Nov 1884 +10
1 Jan 1918 +15
1 Jan 1921 +20
1 Mar 1934 +20
Jan 1947 +20

1 Mar 1948 +20
1 Jan 1963 +30
1 Apr 1966 +30
1 Nov 1967 +50,
1 Jan 1973 1 +70
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REGISTRATION AND EXPRESS RATES by Geoff Hubbard

Following up the article on Nachnahme rates it seems logical to continue
this 'extra to pay' theme with the rates for both Registered and Express
mail. Much information is still to be obtained and it is hoped that this
little piece will encourage others to offer any information they may
have. It should be noted that throughout our philatelic life we pick up
some anippits of information that become invaluable in our own research
projects. Do not think that everybody is aware of this knowledge and,
furthermore, do not be afraid to ask, it is after all the only way to
learn.

The next part in this series will deal with Postage Due rates and in
future articles the Airmail rates, but this is most complicated since
account must be taken of the routes as well as the weights.

Straightforward postal rates will be published also with a different
way of presentation in order to understand what for some is quite complex.

INLAND

' Express IDate

1 Jun 1869

OVER

Registered I E±press

+25 for
+40 for

Germany
France

+30, but +25 for Italy
only if +25 for Austria
registered +50 for U.S.A.
+30 for 1 Jul 1876 UPU, +10 UPU within
all mail Non UPU, +60 Europe, +30

• Jul 1877 'UPU, +20

Date

1 Oct 1849

1 Jan 1868

1 Sep 1868

1 Oct 1870

Registered

Double the
letter rate

Double the

1 Apr 1879
Non UPU, +70
UPU, +25
Non UPU, +75

+30 1 Jun 1883 UPU, +25 All UPU, +30
+30 Non UPU, +75 I
+30 0 Aug 1884 UPU, +25 ITPU, +30
+30
+60
+40

1 Jul 1892
1 Oct 1907

Non UPU,
All UPU,

+25

+50 I

+25 I +30
+30

+60 1 Jan 1922 +40 +80
+80 1 Oct 1924 +40 +60
+80 1 Jul 1930 +30 +60
+150 1 Jan 1935 +30 +50
+150 1 Jan 1943 +30 +60
+150 1 Jul 1 948 +40 +80

1 Apr 1959 +50 +80
1 Jan 1966 +70 +120
1 Jul 1971 +70 +150
1 Jan 1976 +70 +300
1 Jul 1981 , +100

Even for those members who are not interested in postal rates it is
painfully obvious that Express mail is more expensive than Registered
mail. The reason as I understand it is that Registered mail is similar
to the UK Recorded Delivery service. I do not know what, if any, com-
pensation fees for any loss is paid. The Express fee is higher since
another department is involved - the Telegraph Office.

Should any members know more on these services please forward the
information to the Editor for publication.

YOUR EXCHANGE PACKET - Booklets for the 1989/90 season can be sent'tn H. • ,
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Did you know?
-that the PTT has just started a
massive publicity campaign for
their Philatelic Bureaux. At all
POs a free poster calender can be
had, A2 size, with 12 full-colour
stamp reproductions for the months
May 89 to April 90, in German and
probably French. Very nice, try to
order from UK by writing to: GD
ITT, Philatelic Bureau, CH-3030
Bern, Switzerland.
-that it took 25 years to discover
that the date die of a franking
meter used by a sausage factory in
Klus had not been modified to
include the postcode. Naturally it
was found by an SVP member and not
by a PTT inspector or meter reader.
Swiss meters are paid for monthly,
after use, i.e. no pre-payment is
needed. This has helped their use.
-that in the April BBZ is an inter-
esting article on Express labels.
One of the references mentioned by
the author Max Schio is a 1973
article by the HPS member Ivan
Tillen who has done such a lot for
label collecting, including push-
ing me into it. Thanks Ivan.
-that a new Fragile label has ap-
peared, in a combined form, red
with black fingers, peelable, PTT
no 236.27-1, 100 x 71(76).

.*4Fr--:

I

-.,

t 41v",:-.411 1

41FA !
. 41/

 ' 1 ,.
-__ .....

-that one important item of foreign
mail also went up with the inland
rates on 1st May, namely the Express
fee, from 4 to 5 Sfr. Otherwise the
foreign letter rates have remained
unchanged.
-that for the Centenary of the Swiss
Field PO, Arthur Wyss (ex Postal
Museum) has written a 32-page bro-
chure, in German. This can be had
from: Feldpostdirektion, CH-3030
Bern, for Sfr 2-. plus postage.

-that at the end of May the first
stage of the new extensive Zdrich
S-Bahn network comes into service
(Express trains with double-decker
coaches), whereby the station
"Lettee in Zfirich closes. Does
anyone have a cancellation of this
station? Does anyone want a map of
the new system, which opens in May
next year? The area covered is
Brugg, Winterthur, Rapperswil,:,Zug.

M Rutherfoord
HurdAckerstr. 40
CH-8049 Zurich

YOURS FOR THE ASKING, plus postage

Member Mr J R Harben has for disposal
the following:

Swiss Philatelist Nos 1-18, 20, 22,
24, 25, 27, 33 & 34.
Helvetia Newsletter, May to August
1972, odd runs to May 1974 and then
complete to May 1975.

To post them all to one address would
be £1.50. If you are interested then
write direct to Mr Harben at:
5 Audrey Close, BRIGHTON BN1 8X1.

A - Z OF SWISS PHILATELY

EXTRA COURIER Covers with this mark are
becoming rare but are worth searching for.
Their origin stems from the time of the
Helvetic Republic for by 1798 Napoleon had
'liberated' the Old Confederation and set
up his own administrations, among them the
postal services. Luzern was chosen as the
headquarters for the Central Post Bureau
and large oval cancels were used. Later
the Bureau was transferred to Bern.
The Fischer Post; appointed to run the

Bern mail, soon complained of the extra
cost of carrying specially important mail
by mounted messengers and finally it was
agreed that dragoons should be used to
transport Government mail from Luzern. So
successful was it that, in 1799 a service
of Extra-ordinary Couriers was set up,
but with messengers on foot. Nine special
courier routes were established and car-
ried letters and parcels.
This lasted until 5th February 1800 -

a comparatively short period - although a
few of a Later date are known. It is in
fact a Special Delivery item and is the
rarest of the pre-stamp covers.

E J R
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

NEW LISTS AVAILABLE COVERING ALL

ASPECTS OF SWISS PHILATELY

If you collect AIR MAILS I have
a particularly good stock of
STAMPS and COVERS including
UNMOUNTED SINGLES, BLOCKS and
SHEETS.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

I have recently purchased a
nice collection of LIECHTENSTEIN,
which I am breaking up.
Wants lists always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

zumsbein 
europa 
1988/89 

Postal fees for Europe: 

SFr. 23.-a- SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

zumetein 
--1--A-;

.7.,=

19a8189

Prices: 

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!

paper cover
spiral binding

zumsbein
ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.

P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd.. Chichester GB



Switzerland Adhesive stamps
Basle

21 rappen, rect. red and green
Geneva

5 centimes, rect. blue -green
5 SP yellow-green
5 i, green on white
5 „ small rect. green

Envelopes
5 >, light-green:

Neufchatel
5 centimes, rect. black and redi

Vaud
4 centimes, oblong black and red
5 ff black

Zurich
4 rappen, rect. black
6 ,,, black

Winterther
2i rappen, oblong red and black

German and French Cantons.
[orts. post.]

2t rappen, rect. black and red
[poste localel

21 rappen, rect. black and red
Federal Administration.
white cross on red shield

1 rayon, rect. light-blue
1 ,. dark-blue
2

ft yellow
3

f t rose
15 cents . rose

issued 1855 [Franco]
2 rappen, rect grey
5 ff lutlim

10 . blue
16 ” rose
20 f t yellow
40 79 green

1 franc grey
Essays different colours and values

issued 1862 [Helvetia Franco]
2 centimes, rect.

10 PP

60 tf

ft

t f

f f

tf

grey
3

PP black
5 brown,

10 blue
o orange

30 vermilion
green

bronze
1 franc

:

Un- used Used
used Used per per

doz. doz.
i. d. s. d. 5. djs. d

1

1

110
110 1
20 1

O 1
O 1
O 1
o
O 103
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No 7 JU LY  1989 43rd year

A PEEP INTO THE PAST by E J Rawnsley

While cataloguing the Library for trans-
port to Mr Hafner in Exeter - who now
has the task of sorting out the contents
of the numerous boxes - I came across the
Stanley Gibbons Centenary Exhibition
booklet of 1965. Apart from one or two
interesting articles recalling the early
years of the firm, it includes a repro-
duction of their first catalogue pub-
lished in 1865 by E Stanley Gibbons,
Foreign Postage Stamp Dealer of 15
Treville Street, Plymouth, who under-
took to send it free to any address in
the Kingdom post free for 2d.

Consisting of only 20 pages it lists
items from all over the world. When one
thinks of the present day Simplified,
as well as the many sections in which it
now appears, can one ever believe" that
the entry for Switzerland offered the
Basel stamp at 1/6d.(7ip) used, the
Geneva at 1/- 1/6d., and the small
envelope at 2/6d. mint. The Rayon I
is shown at 2d. used & 9d. per doz.,
while Strubels were 1d. used and 1/- to
1/6d. per dozen, and so on.
How this list makes one realise the

incredible growth of our hobby, and the
way in which the value of these early
stamps has risen to its present dizzy
height.

Oh that we had been able to acquire
them at such rates.

SN 0951-00011-1 J,V PHIL . SOC NE:iSLI43rd yearro 7IPP 49-56ILondon July 1989
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Armchair Traveller 2 - Zurich, by D.F.Arthur

Because we are usually passing through Zurich on the way to a holiday
or on the way home, we tend to neglect it as a place to visit. The
Zurich-Manchester Swissair service leaves from the airport at Kloten
(see Z313 in 1953), at about 7-30pm and by leaving our resort early we
have spent several afternoons exploring the sights of Zurich.

The 1984 NABA ZURI 84 miniature sheet (Z64) sets the scene,
showing many of the fine old buildings on or near the banks of the
Limatt. The three churches are (from left to right), the graceful
Frauenkirche, with superb modern stained glass, St Peter's, with the
largest clock face in Switzerland and a baroque galleried hall and the
Grossmunster, with a statue of Charlemagne on one of it's twin towers,
which is a copy, the original is in the crypt. The Grossmunster appeared
on the 30c definitive of 1960 (2360). The Peterhofstatt, the cobbled
square in front of St Peter's, has some fine houses around it, including
Number 6, 'Haus zum Armbrust', the house of the theologian and incumbent
of St Peter's, Johann Caspar Lavater (1741-1801), who appeared on the 5c
Pro Juventute stamp of 1941 (PJ 97).

NABA' zORI 84 -

n••n=1

...,

...... .-t .., _,.. .':.:...".::-..

..

.,..,...,.

Z313 Z360 PJ97
HELVATIA

= "] . ` tr

4 0

Z672

On the bank of the Limatt, behind the Hauptbahnhof or main
station, is the beautiful and elaborate Landesmuseum, the national
museum of Switzerland. Inside are many marvels, including Just Burgi's
celestial globe, built in 1594, which appeared on one of the 1983 Europa
stamps (2698). Also many of the archeological finds shown on Pro Patria
stamps between 1972 and 1975 are on display in the Landesmuseum.

It is several years since we visited the park behind
the Landesmuseum, on the bank of the Limatt, but recent reports say that
it is now the haunt of drug addicts and dealers, so beware!

From the main station to the lake runs the Bahnhofstrasse,
probably the most expensive shopping street in Europe. It is
pedstrianised, but watch out for the trams! The 100th anniversary of the
Zurich trams was marked in 1982 by the issue of a stamp (Z672). At the
station end of the Bahnhofstrasse there is a very fine musical clock
with an elaborate display of processing figures at each hour. --00'
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Across the Bahnhofbrucke, the bridge near the
station, is the lower terminus of the Polybahn, a funicular which runs
up to the Technische Hochschule, the technological university of Zurich.
From the terrace there is a superb view of Zurich and inside the main
entrance is an interior courtyard running up through three floors, which
is well worth a visit. The University which is nearby celebrated its
150th anniversary in 1983, and a stamp was issued (Z695)

Zurich has come a long way since it was a customs post in
the Roman Empire of Augustus, 2000 years ago (see Z724 issued in 1986).
It can provide some suprises, sleepy cobbled squares, only yards from
busy main roads and some interesting narrow alleys off the Limattquai,
as well as some magnificent buildings, try it next time you are passing
through.

REPORT OF THE LONDON MEETING, 10th May 1989

Apologies for absence were received from Mr V J Mitchell, Mr L Stiles,
Mr F Bulstrode, and Mr Mrs R A G Lee.

The last meeting of the current season was the ever popular 'Odds
and Ends' and, as always, brought out some very interesting material.
Mr A Payne started with two new acquisitions showing a boxed Luzern
strike with manuscript "2" either side - the other cover was with a
Gratis label. Mrs E J Rawnsley showed some pen and ring cancellations,
originally intended for use on oversize packets. A query was raised
on a cover dated 31st December 1839 with a 7 & 8 as the probable rates;
but why the two different rates? Mrs C Scholey then offered Pro
Juventute marginal copies with the Latin names of the birds on the tabs.
Mrs M Bidmead showed a new cachet being used - Ausgefuhrt uber Basel 2 -
from Basel to UK with a green customs form and registered. Manuscript
to confirm the weight and contents done in Switzerland. This is
possibly something to do with the new VAT regulations. Also shown was
a strange Luzern mark of the Helvetic period; it seems as though the
central government was in Bern, but the Finance Offices were in
Luzern! But how long was the mark used? Mr Eric Lienhard, making a
welcome return to a London meeting, showed some of the 'black' prints
of Aargau - these fiscals made many very envious. Mr D Slate showed
picture cards of the Cantonal Costumes with the stamps on the picture
side and all cancelled In the correct Canton. Also, to make a lot
envious, a full sheet of trial prints. Mr F Pickard showed the current
5c definitive stamp showing the interruption in the perforation, one
on cover and a photocopy of the sheet to show the actual positions.
All in all it was agreed that the evening was very fine and it is

hoped that all will have a good summer with happy hunting. G W H

LAVEY-LES-BAINS query in the May newsletter, an answer from Stuart
MacKenzie says that this is a Hotel cachet from one of the two
seasonal theraputic establishments (the other was the Grande Hotel).
They were open between 15th May and 30th September so the date of the
cachet, 3rd September, is within this period. The postcard was evi-
dently sent from the hotel by the Manager or even the Physician, hence
the straight-line cachet on the back (Denereaz?).

The postcard would have been taken by a member of staff, probably
the Porter, to the nearest posting point - St. Maurice on the Simplon
railway. The Telegraph Office there opened in 1872, closing in the
early eighties.

It is too hot to sit in the garden so why not prepare some booklets
to send to the Exchange Packet Secretary at the end of August?
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COVERS:
WE HAVE BOUGHT A HIGHLY INTERESTING LOT OF COMMERCIALLY
USED COVERS. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE SOME MORE EXPENSIVE
ITEMS THEY CONSIST MAINLY OF LOWER PRICED MATERIAL WHICH
SO MANY COLLECTORS WOULD LIKE TO OWN BUT CAN SO RARELY

AMOS
LOCATE. THE PROBLEM IS THAT HANDLING SUCH MATERIAL IS SO
UNECONOMICAL THAT WE CAN OFFER MOST OF IT IN GROUPS ONLY,dr
WITH THE REQUEST THAT ORDERS ARE KEPT TO A MINIMUM OF
$30.00. THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO "DECORATE" YOUR ALBUM
PAGES TO MAKE THEM MORE INTERESTING, AT LOW COST. PRICES
INCLUDE INLAND POSTAGE.

1908 HELVETIA & SWORD 2 Express Covers (early "Durch Expressen" Vignettes) with extremely rare No.107 (a little
gum staining around stamp on 2 sides) and No.112-Fine quality covers. (Zum. Fr.358.-). ONLY $ 160.00
1914-1944 (+ one 1948) 23 REGISTERED Covers, some with Express & Insured labels, some censored; Transit markings
and interesting Official Post Office strikes. COMMERCIAL non-philatelic uses only, with some scarce frankings.
Exceptional rarely seen lot, ideal for Exhibition Display. $ 200.00
1919 PAX SET on 3 fine covers. S 18.00•,

C.O.D. DEMAND FORMS & ENVELOPES superb lot of 15 including unpaid "failures", some with fiscal stamps on reverse,
some with official Post Office Labels. ALL REGISTERED. Franked with Postage Nos. 110,140,156,161,186,189,213,
219 & 220 - Period 1920 - 1939. S 55.00
1936 PRO PATRIA 7 Covers (not often seen!) with 10c. & 20c. values, all commercial non-philatelic uses, with
1 block of four, 1 pair and one as mixed franking with Pro Juventute. Nice small group, ideal for display. $ 30.00
1937 CAPITULATION CONFERENCE, MONTREAUX. 5 Cover group variously franked with Nos. 194,197,203,202,205z,207 &
209 (2 of these covers are Registered)fine clean lot. S 15.00
1938-1945 POSTAGE COVERS with Salvage Campaign (incl.Z.33a & Z.33d), Airmails, Pax, Crossbows, Mobile P.O.'s,
Buildings, etc. Useful lot of 27 covers. S 15.00
1938-1961 Group of 24 clean Commercial Covers with Postage, Air & Pro Patria stamps. $ 17.50
1939 EXHIBITION No. 226 with EMERGENCY CANCELLATION OF JENAZ. Rare. S 15.00
1939 EXHIBITION 2 Covers, one with No.226 the other with rare No.226a. S 20.00
1939 EXHIBITION (CROSSBOW) Se-Tenant pair Z26e. Scarce on cover. $ 17.50
1939 CROSSBOW fine group of 11 Commercial Covers, not often Seen. All different, including Coil stamps 232y & 237y
and the scarce Se-Tenants Z26e and f! Ideal for a small display. (Zum. Fr.141.-). S 75.00
1942 SALVAGE CAMPAIGN very rarely seen covers, fine group consisting of: 254;255;256;254 & 255; 254 & 256; Z.Nos.
33a;33b;33c;33d;33e;34a,34b;34c;34d;34e;& 33a+ 34d. Collection of 15 Covers. (Zum. Fr.301:50). S 175.00
1942 SALVAGE CAMPAIGN very rarely seen covers, group of 10 with 254;255;256;254 & 255; Z.33a;Z33c;Z33d;Z34a.
Z34d. (Zum.Fr.49.-). $ 24.00
1942 SALVAGE CAMPAIGN very rarely seen group of 11 Covers with 254;255;256;254+255;233b;Z33c;233a;233d;Z34a;Z34b;

Z34d. (Zum.Fr.51.50). S 25.00
1945 PAX STAMPS on 19 Covers. Various uses: Slogan Cancels, Official Markings (2 x 30c to overseas, one with
interesting contents); 1 x 40c Registered; 1 each FOC 5c. & 20c.; 4 x Red Cross 5+5c. All different in their way.
Ideal for Exhibition Display. S 65.00
1945 PAX No.262 on printed matter FIRST DAY COVER •, 	S 12.50
RAILWAY & EMERGENCY (AUXILIARY) POSTMARKS group of 9 different. S 15.00
1943-1963 PRO PATRIA (mostly to 1956) good lot of 35 Covers, mostly 5,10 & 20c. values (with block of four Nos.22
& 46) Slogans, etc. All commercial use. (Zum. Fr.115.-). S 55.00

&OFF-COVER
20. VARIETIES - small stock book with nice lot of Varieties and Plate flaws from Strubels to the 1950's. Very little

modern, mostly middle issues, good Standing Helvetias and some Numerals. 64 Items. S 60.00
21. POSTMARKS - small stockbook strong in Sitting and Standing Helvetias, a few 1934/48 items. With Dwarf, Thimble,

Used Abroad, Ambulants, Razor, Geneva Bulges, Railways and other interesting strikes. Good varied lot! 84 items. S 100.00

FOCUS ON VALIJE approx.1/2 price!!! offers
to balance our stock.

Only surplus can be sold at these prices. When stock equilibrium is reached we
must revert to our normal prices. TREAT YOURSELF TO THESE REAL BARGAINS!

(Usual price in Brackets).

KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT 0/P : Nos 4 & 5 MINT. - ($18.00) $ 8. 00
No 13 MINT ($14.00) $ 7. 00

PERFORATED CROSS : No 11 MINT ($ 35.00) $18. 00
No 22y USED ($ 17.50) $ 9. 00
No 19z USED ($ 7.50) $ 4. 00CROSS 0/P : No 39z & MINT ($ 6.50) $ 3. 25

45z
SON : Nos 9z,11z,22z,24z,25z & 26zMINT ($15.20) $ 8. 00

CLIENTS IN THE U.K.

To arrive at £ Sterling
Prices please deduct

30% DISCOUNT
(V.A.T. i ncl.)

H. L. KATCHER
BIT : No 56 USED ($ 6.00) $ 3. 00

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
OMS : Nos 17,19,22 & 24 USED ($ 9.30) 4. 75

The Swiss Specialists

Or 1 of each ONLY $57.50
P.O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

$65. 00
Telephone: 01-348-0296

1.

2.

3.
4,

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
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UNFAMILIAR AND LITTLE-KNOWN ITEMS
issued by the Swiss Philatelic Office by Adriano Gervasi, Bern

The Collection Sheet, issued on the occasion of
Philatelic Exhibitions in foreign countries

In order to increase the number of visits by the public during an
exhibition, and also to promote sales, the Swiss PTT introduced a
special Collection Sheet (size 210 x 148 mm), starting on the 14th
June 1979 in Rottweil, West Germany.

The collection sheets were only available during the period of the
exhibition and then only at the Swiss PTT counter inside the exhibition
hall itself. The sheets were not available by post or to subscribers.

This philatelic collection sheet usually carries one or more normal
Swiss stamps and is cancelled for the date of opening of the exhibition.
Both the stamps and the cancellation have a special relation with the
foreign place or with the exhibition itself. The number of sheets that
are produced is often small and adapted to the expected number of
visitors to the exhibition. More than once it has happened that the
stock of sheets has sold out before the end of the exhibition.

Since the first sheet in 1979 and up to the end of 1988 a total of
33 different sheets have been issued. The complete list of these, with
the date and type of event is given in the table overleaf.

PIT
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COLLECTION SHEETS LISTED BY FOREIGN PHILATELIC EXHIBITION

No. Place Exhibition Dates Cancel 

1 Rottweil Bilaterale Ausstellung 14.06.-17.06.1979 14.6.79
2 Hamburg Intern. Verkehrsausstellung 08.06.-01.07. 8.6.79
3 Leverkusen Najubria 79 13.09.-16.09. 13.9.79
4 London Intern.Stamp Exibition 06.05.-14.05.1980 6.5.80
5 Essen 3.Intern.Briefmarken-Messe 15.11.-19.11. 15.11.80
6 Stuttgart Naposta 81 28.04.-03.05.1981 28.4. 81
7 Essen 4.Intern.Briefmarken-Messe 28.04.-02.05.1982 28.4. 82
8 Paris Philexfrance 11.06.-21.06. 11.6. 82
9 Leverkusen 36.8undestag, 83.Phil.Tag

Bund Deutsch.Philatelisten 28.10.-31.10. 28.10.82
10 Rodenberg Najubria 83 25.03.-27.03.1983 25.3. 83
11 Limburg an der Lahn Lympurga 83 16.06.-19.06. 16.6. 83
12 Osnabruck 37.8undestag, 84. Phil.Tag

Bund Deutsch.Philatelisten 13.10.-16.10. 13.10.83
13 Hamburg Vor15ufer z.Salon der Philat. 08.05.-lo.05.1984 8. 5.84
14 Essen 5. Intern.8riefmarken-Messe 26.05.-31.05. 26. 5.84
15 Rottweil Modern 84 31.05.-03.06. 31. 5.84
16 Hamburg Salon d.Philatelie

zum Weltpostkongress 19.06.-26.06. 19. 6.84
17 Rom EURPHILA

84 Salone internaz.d.francob. 12.10.-14.10. 12.10.84
18 Braunschweig 100 Jahre Verein Braunschweig.

Briefmarkensammler 26.04.-28.04.1985 26. 4.85
19 Stuttgart SOdwest 85 03.05.-05.05. 3. 5.85
20 Hamburg NAPOSTA / MOPHILA 85 11.09.-15.09. 11. 9.85
21 Sindelfingen Briefmarkenbörse SOdwest 85 25.10.-27.10. 25.10.85
22 Rom Esposizione mondiale filatelia

ITALIA 85 25.10.-03.11. 25.10.85
23 Essen 6. Intern.Briefmarken-Messe 10.04.-13.04.1986 10. 4.86
24 Osnabruck UNO-Pax 20.06.-22.06. 20. 6.86
25 Stockholm Stockholmia 86 28.08.-07.09. 28. 8.86
26 Villingen/Schwenningen Najubria 86 25.09.-28.09. 25. 9.86

-10.Nationale Ausstellung
27 Paris 40

e

 Salon philat.d'automne 06.11.-11.11. 6.11.86
28 Lens 60

e

 Congres phil. nationals 06.06.-08.06.1987 6. 6.87
29 Sindelfingen SOdwest 87,

griefmarkenbörse SOdwest 22.10.-25.10. 22.10.87
30 Köln Philatelie 87 06.11.-08.11. 6.11.87
31 Essen 7. Intern.8riefmarken-Messe 14.04.-17.04.1988 14. 4.88
32 Salzburg Trilaterale 88 12.05.-15.05. 12. 5.88
33 Den Haag Filacept 88 18..10.-23.10. 18.10.88

Surprise, surprise. Without any visible
announcement or marketing effort the
Pro Patria Committee in Zurich put on
sale a well-designed stamp booklet, but
only available mail order, five at a
time, or from Zurich Philatelic Counter
but not from Bern. The cover is black,
with a stapled-in strip of ten 50+20c
PP stamps, neatly folded, for Sfr7.50
inc. 50c for making up. All in a clear
plastic wallet like the PJ ones from
which it is obviously copied. Because
of the lack of notice first day cancels
will be rare.

M Rutherfoord

PRO ?ATRIA STAP BOOKLET
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the new Pro Patria booklet
(see opposite) was issued as a
pilot run in only 20 places in
Switzerland, but including •both
Zurich and Winterthur. The actual
selling being done by school
children, together with the
stamps. Only at the ZUrich Phila-
telic counter were they on sale,
and atno POs. -Only 10 000 were
printed. If successful all the
country will be covered in years
to come.
-that at long last the Frama
label machine has been adapted
to take the 'Taxcard' as Phone-
cards are known here. With the
same card, bought for Sfr 20- or
10- at any PO, you can phone or
make Frama labels.
-that Pitney Bowes have put out
two new franking meter value
frames. The type 6900 appears
with two extra '0' signs; PB
have not yet been able to explain
their purpose to me. A new type
6500 machine on sale here has
four digits and is suitable for
high-speed electronic control.
-that the Durst Handbook on
meters has been reprinted to
include type 6900, with colour-
ed publicity slogans (mentioned
here before), given catalogue No.
4L. Copies can be obtained from
me at Sfr 14-.
-that Boston (USA) member Charles
LaBlonde won a Gold at the recent
Boston National Stamp Show with
his collection of 160 sheets of
Old Geneva, and was also success-
ful with it at Stampex and NABA.
His modern collection of Swiss
machine cancellations has won
several Silvers in the USA.
-that a wonderful book has been
published on 75 Years of the
Lötschbergbahn. In German, with
480 pages & 1600 illustrations
for Sfr 118-.
-that for Sfr 5- the cancellation
specialist Karl Gebbert of Ebnat-
Kappel has published a regional

booklet, this time on the various
cancels of Alttoggenburg.

M Rutherfoord
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Mr E JENNINGS of Bognor Regis, who
has been a member since July 1969,
has died only 6 months after retire-
ment. He specialised in the PJ issues
and Bundesfeier cards. A letter of
sympathy has been sent to his wife.

Member Mr J Holman has prepared an
index of the Newsletter for Jan 1960
to June 1989. Write direct for a copy
enclosing £1- for copying and postage
to: 7 Stonepound Rd, Hassocks, West
Sussex BN6 8PN.

A - Z OF SWISS PHILATELY

OUNGER MEMBERS tend to find the early
stamps too expensive nowadays but

Switzerland can offer so any facets that
there is no lack of interest.

Apart fvom Postal History and Station-
ery which are inexhaustible, the UPU 1900
still provides a fruitful field for study
while the League of Nations overprinted
issues together with the later Internation-
al Offices now cover a wide field.

The 'Tell Boy' & 'Tell' issues cover a
large group since they include the post-

. .I Provisionals and also many of the
t gte-bleche and se-tenant items from the
first stamp booklets. Covers with 'mixed
frankings' are still plentiful.

Each of the earlier definitive series
tended to last up to 20 years or so and
have varieties etc. to look for.

Airmails, too, are always popular and
as for thematic subjects they are legion.
So there is no need to deplore the lack of
a well filled purse.

E.J.R.

_ 40NTE/e,

o
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P 0 Box 27
(They
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

NEW LISTS AVAILABLE COVERING ALL

ASPECTS OF SWISS PHILATELY

If you collect AIR MAILS I have
a particularly good stock of
STAMPS and COVERS including
UNMOUNTED SINGLES, BLOCKS and
SHEETS.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direct4on, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

I have recently purchased a
nice collection of LIECHTENSTEIN,
which I am breaking up.
Wants lists always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

7471 Eir

zumsbein 
europa 
1988/89 

Zumsbein 

led*:;;Tk7,1; 

1988189 

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Prices:

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french
NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!

Postal fees for Europe: 
SFr. SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

paper cover
spiral binding

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.
P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send yougladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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No 8 AUGUST 1 989 43rd year

THE UNDATED STRAIGHT LINE MARKS OF SWITZERLAND
FROM AROUND 1870 by B S Clapshoe

Before the introduction of dated handstamps, straight line marks (SI,$)
were among those used in Swiss post offices for normal postal duties.
these early marks and their use are, at this time, outside my . collect-
ing interests which concentrate on those groups of SLs in use, or still
in use, from around 1870.
Most, but certainly not all, of the STA of the later period are re-

corded in the revised edition of Andres & Emmenegger, and the relevant
sections borrowed from the Society Library have been my main source of
information. Mention of the actual use of these marks however in the
Newsletter and elsewhere appears to be rather sketchy and in some cases
conflicting. It should be made clear that this is by no means a defini-
tive article on SLs but an attempt to throw some light on.the.subject
and to elicite information with questions and assumptions. So, why are
these marks used?

Their prime purpose was to indicate the point of entry, or re-entry,
into the postal system where the point of entry was other than a post
or sub-office. There were at least two reasons why this information
was required by the postal authorities: to determine that the correct
postage had been paid (with special regard to the local 10 km rate),
and to keep a check on the expanding postal traffic originating outside
of post offices proper with a view to upgrading those sources to post
and sub-offices.

The use of SLs during this later period was wide-spread making them
reasonably common in general but, with some exceptions, individually
uncommon to extremely scarce. I assume these marks were issued by the
postal authorities but why there was not more standardisation by this
time with regard to size and type of lettering I do not know. A few
groups incorporated upper case san-serif lettering in one or two lines
and while this was the most common and logical style there were a
number of other types including script, as shown in the illustrations.

Group numbers in the following list are as per Andres & Emmenegger,
as are a number of illustrations. Some of the groups were introduced
well before 1870, Group 39a for example first appeared in 1833 while

HELY PHIL SOC NEW5LI41rd vearlNo 8IPP 57-641London Aug.1989IISSN 0951-0001
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Groups 45 and 47 not until 1880. The criteria for appearing on this
list is that the groups were in use after 1870, and at least some marks
of each group were used outside of normal post offices. Date of usage
of all groups and marks are only approximate and are always liable to
expansion. With regard to TPO-related examples it should be noted that
route numbers were often changed, but those listed here as 'parent
offices' have at some time been recorded in conjunction with those
particular marks. The same applies to any further mention of TP0s.
Details omitted regarding certain groups is due to lack of information
at the time of writing, and also prevents the possible inclusion of
Groups 40, 58 & 60a (and others?).
(By each figure is the date used and the parent office.)

Group 30. One line, upper case, serifs. 1897 listed. General period
of use 1843-90 plus a few examples to 1925. Height varying
from 3i-6imm.

BERN
JA-79ab%ci-a°o2 t No 1 3 ALT, WPf

tr 1387'89Lachen

Group 33. One line, upper case, serifs, some letters smaller.
29 listed, used 1839-77.

ST G-ALLE 1871-77 EMS 
BE' 

CH UR 1839-66
Amb. No (53?) Chur

Group 39. One line, upper & lower case, serifs. 31 listed, used 1842-99.

EMS bei nur 1181161;
Group 39a. One line, lower case, serifs. 37 listed, used 1833-1911.

General period of use 1850-1911. Height 4*-9imm.

Geneve 1876/1900-08/1911 MontreuX 1878-81/137-03Amb.No 3 Amb.No 2
Group 43. One line, upper case, sanserif,.. Most common type, 4543

listed, used 1862-?. Height 3-7imm.

MONTREUX 
1910

,
 
LUZERN 

1900-05/1910
Anonymous ty

p
e/ Anon. type Amb.

Ambulant Aib.No 20
At least 7 other Gp. 43 Montreux SLs were used 1880-1910.
Luzern had more, 17+ between 1881-1910.(All TPO related.)

Group 44. One line, upper case, mixed sizes, sanserif, 160 listed,
used 1857-1910. Height 2.1-6imm.

ST GALLEN 1884-94 , , 1889WYL CSTGallen) -Amb.tio Amb.No 57

Group 45. Two lines, upper case, mixed sizes, sanserif. 1443 listed,
used 1880- late 1920s. Height 2i-6mm.

E3 ETU'S 19 06/1910 F1LZBACH 1899-00
BE! WEESEN Wee sen (G L A RUS) Obstald.en

Group 45a. Two lines, equal in height, upper case, sanserif.
23 listed, used 1881-1913/1925.

POSTWAGENEINWURF 1905-1910.
05ERTOCCEN8URG Ebnat Kappel
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Group 46. One line, mixed upper & lower case, sanserif. 111 listed,
used 1872-1907.

_
S

.
TEIN a/Rh

.
1879-00 LANGNAUCt1BERN 1888-00, CHAUX-de-FONDS 193Arab.No 01 Amb.No k?) Anb.No 1C

Group 46a. One line, lower case, sanserif. 16 listed (as per Emmen-
egger but, as with other-groups, unrecorded examples do
surface). used 1872-1907.

Chamby-suRaon t re ux 1906. Tate noire 1899-02i
,:ontreux Lartigny-Ville

Group 47. Two lines, mixed upper & lower case, sanserif. 111 listed,
used 1880-1917.

TOUR-ae-PEILZ 1903-13
Anb.No 8(vAuD)

Group 49. One line, script, all types, some concave. 175 listed,
used 1826-1902. General period of use 1832-82. 147 of
this group used in Canton Bern.

1867-82.
Bienne

Group 51. One line, upper & lower case, serif & sanserif. 23 listed,
used 1877-1900.

AU (St Gallen) 1899 OBERDORRsooth) 1892

Group 52. Two lines, upper & lower case, 14 listed, used 1876-1904.

WYIi 1904 PRE DA
(st.GAL LEN) bei BE RGON

Group 53a. Two lines, upper case, serif & sanserif. 6 listed,
used 1886-1910.

MONST El N 1886-07 ACLA 1892-10
(DAvOS) Glaris

(GRAUBOND)
Group 56. One line, boxed, upper case, serif. 115 listed,

used 1847-1883/1906.

( ST GALLENj 1871-03

Group 60. One line, boxed, upper case, sanserif. 65 listed,
used 1856-1908.

(ST G ALLE_N) 1865-86

Group 64. One line, boxed, double frame, upper case, serif.

1868 (plus?
(.19 T TWYL) Luzern-Ol )

ten-Luzern 1
(TPO)

Group 67. One line, oval frame, upper case, sanserif.

1883 (plus?)BULLE Amb.No 9
(To be continued.)
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We are fortunate to have, at this moment, the
largest Military Stamps stock of both Wars we
have ever carried, including some very dif-
ficult-to-find items. Military Stamps are
now the big vogue in Switzerland and it is only
by virtue of our large stock that, so far, we
have not increased our prices. There can be no
doubt that anyone building up a collection or
adding to an existing one will not regret having
done so. Please note: A wants-list service is
regrettably not possible, but EXTENSIVE APPROVAL
SELECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. It would
be helpful of you could state preferred sectiPns/
units.

We still have a small stock of the

SOLDIER (MILITARY) STAMP CATALOGUE by SULSER

f 22.00 post free
VOLUME II (1979)

VOLUME I

f 7.00 " 11

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

TheSwissSpecialists
P. O. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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NEW ISSUES from the PTT on 25th August 1989 Philatelic office 3030 BERN

35 c. Centenary of the Swiss Electrotechnical Association The Swiss Electrotechnical Asso-ciation was established on 24 April 1889 in Bern. Its founders - industrialists and electricity suppliers,
above all from western Switzerland - were aware of the need to promote electrical engineering, then in its
early stages. Today, the Zurich-based Association has over 4500 individual members and some 1700group members. Its objective is the development of electrical engineering, ie the technology for generat-ing and using electricity as energy and information carrier.
Independent of the Electricity Act, the year 1902 saw the establishment of the Power Line Inspector-ate and the Materials Testing and Standards Office as institutions based on contracts between
the Association and the Swiss Confederation, The Materials Testing and Standards Office carriesout the necessary tests on low-voltage equipment and appliances. It also issues standards

t

covering the whole field of electrical engineering. They are drawn up in collaboration with some
1000 experts from industry, authorities, schools and universities in Switzerland and abroad.
Products approved by the Association carry the well-known federal safety mark consisting of the

letter <5> and Swiss cross in an oval. - The stamp designed by the brothers Eugen and Max Lenz shows
a testing device used in electrical engineering.
50 c. 50th Anniversary of the 'Caisse suisse de voyage' The 'Caisse suisse de voyage' (SwissTravel Fund) was founded in Bern on 22 June 1939 as a cooperative society. According to its constitution,
the Fund aims to promote holidays and travel - above all in Switzerland - and to facilitate saving for this
purpose. At the same time, special efforts are made to meet the needs of people with limited financial
means. As a neutral and independent organization, the Fund is obliged to operate on a non-profit, break-even basis. This can be achieved only by close cooperation with all sectors of the Swiss economy on a
give-and-take basis guaranteeing maximum freedom for all concerned.
The Fund's some 540 members thus make sure that its popular cheques which provide for cheaper travel
and holidays gain ever wider acceptance. By way of illustration, checks totalling 204 million francs weresold in 1987 while the number of nights spent in the Fund's own holiday apartments rose to over 502000.
The stamp designed by graphic artist Willi Weber of Wangen, ZH, expresses joyful holiday mood.
80 c. Centenary of Fribourg University The statesman Georges Python is regarded as thefounderof Fribourg University. Since its establishment in 1889 it has been run as a cantonal institution supported
by the State of Fribourg. Apart from contributing to Fribourg's cultural and economic development, itprovides a link between the German, French, Italian and Romansh-speaking parts of Switzerland. Theappointment of lecturers from all over the world and the admission of students from many different coun-tries and cultures illustrate its international character. Traditionally considered a Catholic university, it now
attempts a broad opening by promoting the dialogue between science and religion and by acting as ameeting-place for humanism and technology.
Only Literature and Law were taught in 1889, but a Theology faculty run by the Dominican order was add-
ed as early as 1890. Today there are six faculties with 5300 students distributed as follows: Philosophy,Languages and Literature, 40 pc; Law, 18.6 pc: Economic and Social Sciences, 18.4 pc; Theology, 9.4 pc;Natural Sciences, 9.4 pc; and Medicine, 4.2 pc.
The stamp designed by graphic artist Fred Bauer of Kijsnacht, near Zurich, reproduces thetwo bronze fig-ures 'Wisdom' and 'Science' decorating the portal of the university's Hall of Honour.
90 c. Swiss National Sound Archives After a four-year preparation period, the Swiss National •Sound Archives opened in Lugano on 1 January 1988. The purpose of this library of sound recordings
(tapes, gramophone records, compact discs, etc) is to collect all sound documents considered important .as testimony to the country's history and culture. They include recordings made in Switzerland, non-
commercial documents from broadcasting and science, as well as foreign material contributing to theknowledge of Switzerland.
The documents are made available to the National Sound Archives either direct by producers, publishers
and distributors, or by SUISA - the Swiss Copyright Protection Society. Particulars of these recordingsare listed in the Archives' own data bank and in the PHONO music data bank held jointly with the Swiss
Broadcasting Corporation. - The Archives are open above all to users with a professional interest, but
private collectors are also welcome. Documents cannot be borrowed, however. - The Archives are afoundation whose members include Canton Ticino, the City of Lugano and the Swiss Broadcasting Cor-poration. The Federal Department of Home Affairs is represented on the Board of Trustees. - The stampdesign by Raffaello Somazzi of Locarno features a symbolic representation of sound recording media.
140 c. Centenary of the Inter-Parliamentary Union The Inter-Parliamentary Union had its begin-
nings in 1889, when on the initiative of two MPs - the Briton William Randal Cremer and the Frenchman
Frédéric Passy - the first Inter-Parliamentary Conference on Peace and Arbitration was held in Paris.A permanent organization and secretariat were established in 1894 at the suggestion of the Swiss Albert
Gobat, who served as Secretary-General from 1892 to 1909 and was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in1902. - The Geneva-based Inter-Parliamentary Union now has 109 member countries and works closelywith the United Nations and its specialized agencies. - According to its charter, the Inter-ParliamentaryUnion wants to enable MPs from all countries to establish contact with each other so that they can workjointly towards their governments' supporting the aims of the United Nations and promoting peacefulcooperation, regardless of the different political systems. - Four committees - for politics, security and
disarmament; for law, parliamentary questions and human rights; for economic and social problems, edu-cation and science; and for decolonization - prepare resolutions_ which are submitted to the General
Assembly twice a year. - The stamp design by Rolf Zöllig of Winterthur symbolizes the building of bridges
between member countries worldwide.

Definitive stamps 'People at Work' The new 'People at Work' definitives, which are graduallyreplacing the 'Signs of the Zodiac' series, feature old-established crafts and trades. Some of these are
shown in traditional, others in contemporary form. The stamps have been designed by the well-knowngraphic artist Walter Haettenschweiler of Zug.
Fr. 2.75 Mason Masons belong to one of the world's oldest crafts. Many historic buildings bear wit-ness to the highly skilled work of masons in bygone ages. Their skills are still very much in evidence today.New building materials and methods may influence their work but, irrespective of future developments,masons will always be needed.
Fr. 5.50 Dressmaker Clothes are more than just something to protect us from the weather; they arean important factor in our lives. Dressmakers and tailors will always be in demand, irrespective of fashiontrends. Although part of their work is now done by machine, the key to success lies in sound craftsman-ship and painstaking work.

50 + 20 c. 1989 Sports Stamp Switzerland's second Pro Sport issue, which has been designed byVreni Wyss-Fischer of Winterthur, highlights club sports. Besides facilities for one's favourite sport, the
club provides a home from home and friendship for people with common interests. - Ninety percent of thepremium goes to the Swiss National Sports Federation and the remaining ten percent will be used for spe-cial cultural and social work in connection with the soorts movement.
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM YOUR SECRETARY

With immediate effect it is regretted that I am having to give up my
position in the Society; this is due to the very heavy work load created
from my business venture. However, it has been possible to find helpers
who will be responsible for the smooth running of the Society, and my
thanks go to those members who have agreed to assist.
General Secretary will be Mr R A Hoyle of the Northern Group. He will

be responsible for replying to letters from collectors wishing to join
the Society.
Mr R S Johnson of London will be planning the Programme and arranging
the printing.
Mrs M . 0 Bidmead of Reigate, who attends the London meetings, will be
writing the reports for publication in your Newsletter.
Mr F Pickard, the London Chairman and BPF rep., will act as Press Officer
informing the magazines exactly what we are up to.
It is hoped that members will give these Officers all the support they

need as I know only too well that assistance is often needed.
Finally, I shall still be sending out the Newsletters and as such will

remain on the Committee to offer any advice that is requested. Thank you
all for the help received and the chance of doing something for the
Society.

Geoff Hubbard

HELP needed by our member Mr A E Quinton. He recently purchased some
Swiss Postal Agency marks. He has a LES ROUSSES mark in blue, an un-
recorded colour. Has anyone similar marks in blue or other unrecorded
colours? The other mark is from CAMPODOLCINO, used in 1903, cNI)01
and therefore not recorded in Andres & Emmenegger. Neither 4‘1 ere,
is this type mentioned by A Auberson in 1937. If anyone has 2701c:‘,

n.a similar mark could they send details of date and tracing 4 05 4!.
to the editor. Any information would be of interest. 1/47 0
AN ANSWER to the airmail cover on page 34 of the May Newsletter. Herr
Fritz Berger, Chairman of the SIT, thinks it was probably not sent by
air at all. Note the air label is over the outer ring of the cancellation,
but not a clear proof. However, the time taken from 5th to 19th would
fit seamail rather than airmail, even in December. Franking is philatelic
so a bit extra is OK.

FOR SALE - Envelopes of Swiss tax stamps to a 1950 catalog value of
over 300SFr. Cash or check U050, add 06 to checks for bank charges.
Gene Kelly, Steinerstrasse 15, CH-8253 Diessenhofen, Switzerland.

The First Swiss Private Postal Stationery - In the SBZ of 10/88 and
11/88 an article in German by Georges Schild gives a detailed account
of this short-lived issue.

On 14th October 1907 the Swiss postal administration announced that
envelopes, postcards, wrappers, and address labels could be submitted
to be stamped with values 2, 5, 10, 12 or 15c in the Cross & Figure
design. The quantities that could be submitted were given, together
with appropriate restrictions as to size and type of paper.

Herr Schild's article includes illustrations of rare covers and a
table of the 140 firms known to have used this service. This table shows
the quantities ordered, where known, and indicates which firms submitted
items for up-rating. This was done using the Tell-boy and Helvetia
designs which appeared on 15th November 1907.

Copies of the articles are in the Society Library and the relevant
rurbE-s a';'," Pf-""Pr t Q A en ,-; n
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Did you know?
-that just on his retirement from
the Chicago School of Music, and
as he was settling down to the
mammoth task of bringing order to
the Swiss ordinary cancellations
of the 20thC, Felix Ganz experi-
enced an unexpected heart attack.
We wish him a speedy recovery.
-that the PP booklet is still
rocking the boat; official or
not? catalogue or not? Anyway it
seems that the original printing
was for 20 000 and an additional
run of about 10 000 was then•
made. The latter are paler, and
the last line of the inside
front cover is all bold, not
only the price, as in the first
printing. The booklet was on
sale in the cantons of Bern,
Fribourg and Geneva, but only at
a limited number of places each.
-that the Geneva 2 MLO started
trials with its new OCR coding
machine about June 1st, in ad-
dition to the 14 video coding
desks there already. The great-
est part of the foreign airmail
coming to Switzerland is coded
and sorted there.
-that the PTT Museum exhibition
from 27th June to 1st October is
by Rudolf Rehm of Stein am Rhein
on the "Postal History of the
Canton Schaffhausen". Being on
the northern border of Switzer-
land ensured that the area had
a colourful and interesting
development of its postal service.
-that the rates for foreign
registration did not go up on
1st May from Sfr 2-, so the com-
pensation paid remains Sfr 300,
inland and foreign.
-that two foreign cancels have
appeared lately which deserve
mention. The first from a Swiss
Day in San Marino is as simple
as possible. The second from
Japan shows not only a DC 10
and the Matterhorn, but also the
date, 1st June in the first year
of the new Emperor.

'ri ff _co

New cancellations from the PTT 
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A - Z'OF SWISS PHILATELY

Z
URICH POSTMARK. For those interested
in the development of postmarks the

nrich postal service must reign supreme.
Villages on the outskirts of the city

first had their own cancels, i.e. Enge or
Hbngg, but as the city grew many were added
to the city post and in 1892 all were given
numbers from 1-39. Gradually more places
were added, and in 1947 the offices were
re-numbered by adding 20 to those already
in existence, i.e. 8 became 28 and so on.
From then on one finds cancels with the

name, i.e. Enge, at the top and nrich at
the base and again, gradually, the names
were reversed with nrich at the top.

Then from 1964 when postcoding was intro-
duced Ulrich as the VIIIth district became
8023 as an example and so on.
These were not the only changes to be made

Over the years some offices ceased to exist
or had the name amended, so that searching
for all the various types will keep a eel-
lector busy-for a long time, as well as
indicating the progress of the country's
largest city to become the leading commer-
cial centre. E JR

,ornario
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
I. G. STAMPS
P0 Box 27
Otley
West Yorkshire
LS21 1JB
England

NEW LISTS AVAILABLE COVERING ALL

ASPECTS OF SWISS PHILATELY

If you collect AIR MAILS I have
a particularly good stock of
STAMPS and COVERS including
UNMOUNTED SINGLES, BLOCKS and
SHEETS.

I have recently purchased a
nice collection of LIECHTENSTEIN,
which I am breaking up.
Wants lists always welcome.

Ian Gilchrist.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more-straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) n'• 4055

d,!4

rza

zumstein 
europa 
1988/89 

carl
'

zurru*n 

achumaiz.:-
lashbensbein 

raaa189'

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1988/89

available beginning of September 1988

ZUMSTEIN EUROPE in four volumes (72nd edition)

Prices: 

Volume 1 EUROPE North
Volume 2 EUROPE Middle
Volume 3 EUROPE South
Volume 4 EUROPE East

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1988/89
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!

SFr. 12.-- SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.-- SFr. 7.--

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!

Postal fees for Europe: 

SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 9.--
SFr. 23.-- SFr. 8.50
SFr. 41.-- SFr. 11.--

paper cover
spiral binding

zurnthein
ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.

P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 222215, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB



PAY-UP and READ by Stuart MacKenzie
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PHILATELIC SOCIETY
NEWS Founder: E. H. SPIRO LETTER

Hon. President: Mrs A Lee FRPSL

Hon. Secretary Hon. Treasurer Hon.Pkt Secretary 

Mr R A Hoyle
8 Rhodesia Ave
Stafford Road
HALIFAX HX3 OPB
Tel :0422-53078

Mr M J Kuriger
'Quarries'
Stone Quarry Road
Chelwood Gate
HAYWARDS HEATH
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Tel :08?-574648
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HERTFORD
Herta SG13 7EG
Tel :0992-587784

Hon. Editor: Peter Hobbs, Six Tyning End, BATH BA2 6AN Tel:0225-31 09 71

No 9 SEPTEMBER 1 9 8 9 43rd year

It is not often that both items shown here survive. The opaque envelope
with circular cut-out window was used to contain picture postcards which
had messages written on them and were noted for postage due. The idea
was the recipient was unable to read the message and had to pay the
postage due. This method was quite common until the 1930s, especially
in Holland and examples to Switzerland are few and far between.

This example shows a picture postcard dated 8th November 1907 from
New York to Zfirich. Posted at New York N.Y.Sta.N it has been noted for
tax because of a message written on the picture side. An envelope has
been prepared and, just visible below the stamps, struck with the cachet,
SUBJECT TO/LETTER RATES/FOREIGN Sta.,N.Y. and manuscript 30. A small
circular N.Y. tax mark is struck and a wax seal applied to the back.
Posted out on 2nd December from Lakewood N.J. it is noted by the Swiss
post office for tax and endorsed 30 in blue crayon. Postage dues of
20 & 10c are affixed and collected at Zarich I, Brieftrager II.

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSLI43rd yearlNo  91PP 65-72]London Sept.1989IISSN 0951-0001
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THE UNDATED STRAIGHT LINE MARKS OF SWITZERLAND
FROM AROUND 1870 (continued from page 59) by B S Clapshoe

When SL handstamps were not available TPO clerks often used manuscript
to denote the pick-up point of mail (fig.1). These are interesting and
certainly belong in any SL or TPO collection, but their monetary value
is low due to the fact that anyone could indulge in DIY postal history
simply by writing a station name on mail bearing only TPO markings.
Continuing the theme of SLs used with TPO marks, some locations used

different groups, sometimes concurrently and, size apart, often with
differences within the separate groups, i.e.Rapperswil/St.Gall:Rappers-
wil/St.Gallen:Rapperswyl/St.Gallen (Gp45); Rapperswil & Rapperswyl
(Gp 43); Huttwil & Huttwyl (Gp 43)(figs.2 & 3). Bern used Groups 30 &
43, Geneve and Montreux 39a & 43, and so on and on.

In 1900 when the ZUrich city post offices and the 13 district post
offices (which had been incorporated into the city post in 1893) were
numbered 1 to 35 at least one Zurich station SL changed; Enge(Zdrich)
(Gp 44) became Zürich 7/Enge (Gp 45). Another station mark, Zdrich 18/
Wollishofen, was used from 1899 to 1905 although I do not know if
another SL preceded it (figs.4 & 5). Various other non-TPO SLs were
issued incorporating these numbers but the main railway station con-
tinued to use a plain Zftrich mark (GP 43).

Straight lines without TPO connection did tend to be more stable but
even here there were some changes, i.e. Eggishorn/(Valais) to Eggishorn/
(Wallis), presumably in this case due to a linguistic boundary change
(figs6 & 7). Further examples of changes and multi-lingual marks are
shown in figures 8 to 14. Various colours were used including purple,
violet, blue, blue-green, and black, the latter being the most common.
Markings at some locations remained the same colour while others rang
the changes.
Although many post offices had (and still have?) undated straight

lines for use on internal and official mail (fig.15), and occasionally
as a substitute for their ode (fig.16), I assume that by 1870 most Swiss
post offices had been issued with dated handstamps for all postal
duties. So, taking into account those offices which had not yet re.-
ceived their ode and continued to use SLs as cancellers et al, where
were all the late straight lines used?

Biasca 1904 (manuscript) Ambulant No. 20
Basel-Luzern-Chiasso TPO,
Gotthardbahn section

Fig.2.

Fig.3.

HUTTIVL
HUTTWYL

Huttwil 1901 (1891-1901 Gp 43) Amb. No. 17
Langental-Huttwyl-Wolhusen Bahn

Huttwyl 1903 (1891-1903 Gp 43) Amb. No. 17

Fig.4. ENGE.(zURtcw4) Enge (Zurich) 1890 (1890-1901 Gp 44) Amb. No.27
Zarich-Linththal TPO of the North Eastern
Railway & United Swiss Railway

Fig.5. ZAJR11214 nT 
Zürich 7/(Enge) (1900 Gp 45) Amb. No. ?

CENCtS)



Eig.7 - EGG1SHORN1
(wA1L...t5)

Fig.8. BIEL
Fig.9. B1ENNE

(BIEL')

Fig.10. B1ENNE

Fig.11. BR1GUE
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Tig
'

6 ' EGGISHORN Eggishorn/(Valais) 1894 (1889-1900 Op 45)
(VAIJUS) Fiesch Parcel acceptance station in the

Hotel Jungfrau

Eggishorn/(Wallis) 1902 (Gp 45) Fiesch

Biel (Gp 43) Amb. No. ?

Bienne/(Biel) 1904 (1893-1908 Op 45) Amb. No. 2
Basel-Lausanne-Brig TPO of the Federal Railway
(ex Jura-Simplon) (And Amb. No. 11, 1903
Neuchatel-Biel-Olten TPO of the Jura-Simplon.)
The Jura-Simplon Rly was nationalised 1.V.03.

Bienne 1907 (One of seven Gp 43 used 1858-1910)
Amb. No. 2 Basel-Lausanne-Brig (Domodossola)
of the Federal Rly. The Simplon Tunnel was
opened in 1906.

Brigue 1906 (1887-1906 Gp 43) Amb. No. 8
Lausanne-Brig TPO of the Federal Rly.

Fig.12. BRIG(BRIGUE) Brig(Brigue) 1906 (1904-1906 Gp 44) Amb. No. 6
Pontarlier-Brig TPO of the Federal Rly.

Fig.13. BRIG Brig (1913 Gp 43) Amb. No. ?

Visp(Vi;
ff
e) 1902 (1902-04 GD 44) Amb. No. 8Fig.14. V1SP ME GE) Lausanne-Brig TPO of the Jura-Simplon Rly

(later Federal Rly). As routes and numbers were
often changed, and during this period at least three routes went up
the Rhone valley, it should be noted the above routes are conjecture

Fig
°
15

*
 BASEL TRANSIT Basel Transit 1902 (Op 43?) Basel Transit cc

7
IRE
us;

•

n Li

. n,
2??1

Fig.16.

Speiz 1924
Underpaid letter
from Birmingham
to Wengen,
redirected to
Interlaken then
on to Speiz from
where it was re-
turned to sender.

' 1 
(to be continued)



In addition, the background of postage labels
0,X7 from vending machines will be changed

Vel e from 20 November 1990.

This list is subject to chanoe
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DOLLAR TO STERLING CONVERSION TABLE Compiled by F Pickard
The introduction of Dollar pricing to the 1989 Amateur Collectorcatalogue suggested the need for the following table. It shows theconversion from U S Dollars to U K Sterling, using a multiplicationfactor of 0.7 and applies at the present moment. Future priceadjustments by the Amateur Collector will invalidate the table.The table is intended only for use by United Kingdom residents.

D.
0.03 = 0.02 1.30 = 0.91 4.25 = 2.970.05
0.06
0.08
0.10

=
=
=
=

0,03
0.04
0.06
0.07

1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50

.
=
=
=

0.94
0.98
1.01
1.05

4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25

=
=
.
=

3.15
3.32
3.50
3.67-

0.12
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75

=
=
.
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

0.08
0.10
0.14
0.17
0.20
0.24
0.28
0.31
0.35
0.38
0.42
0.45
0.49
0.52

1.55
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.75
1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.25
2.50

=
=
.
=
=
=
.
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.08
1.12
1.15
1.19
1.22
1.26
1.29
1.33
1.36
1.40
1.47
1.54
1.57
1.61

5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3.85
4.02
4.20
4.37
4.55
4.72
4.90
5.07
5.25
5.42
5.60
5.77
5.95
6.12

SUMS OVER 10 DOLLARS
CAN BE OBTAINED BY
ADDING TWO SUMS
TOGETHER

FOR AMOUNTS OVER
100 DOLLARS MOVE
THE DECIMAL POINT

0.80 . 0.56 2.35 = 1.64 9.00 = 6.30
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

=
=
=

0.59
0.93
0.66
0.70

2.40 = 1.68
2.50 = 1.75
2.75 = 1.92
3.00 ei 2.10

9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00

=
=
=
=

6.47
6.65
6.82
7.00

1.10 = 0.77 3.25 = 2.271.20 = 0.84 3.50 = 2.45
1.25 = 0.87 3.75 = 2.62
1.30 = 0.91 4.00 = 2.80

1990 Preliminary Stamp
Programme

Value (c.)

6 3 1990 Specials I
25 Centenary of the Union of Swiss PhilatelicSocieties
35 Zurich's Urban Railway System
50 Fifty Years of Assistance for MountainCommunities
90 1990 World Ice Hockey Championships

Definitive stamp
375 People at Work: Fisherman

22 5 1990 Europe CEPT
50/90 Post Office Buildings

Pro Petrie
700 years of Art and Culture
<Street Criers>

35+ 15 Woman Selling Dusters
50 +20 Clock Salesman
80 + 40 Knife Grinder
90 +40 Couple Selling Pine Torches

Picture postcards
50 Three cards marking the inauguration of thenew PIT-Museum (Price: 80 c. each)

5 9 1990 Specials II
50/90 Septicentennial of the Swiss Confederation

Portraits
<Painters and Writers>

35 C. F Meyer
50 Angelica Kauffmann
80 Blaise Cendrars
90 Frank Buchser

Miniature Sheet
300 HELVETIA GENEVE 90 (4 x 50 + 25 C.)
20 111990 Pro Juventute

<Young People: Leisure Activities>35 + 15 Model Building
50+20 Hiking
80 +40 Enjoying a Ball Game
90 + 40 Playing in a Band

Special stamp
50 Federal Census

Fr. 22.-- Total without picture postcards



1 XII 1891

1 IX 1876

double rate

double rate double rate, less
postage paid

missing postage
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POSTAGE DUE RATES by Geoff Hubbard
From 1st July 1862 until 31st August 1876 'local' mail was measured by
the 'journey hour' - Wegstunde - 1 hour was equal to 4.8km and local
mail was classified as 9.6km. After this date, with better conditions,
the distance was increased to 10km and was measured in a straight line
from the despatch office.

Inland Mail Charges 

Local
1 VII 1862 UD to 10a

10 - 250g

UD to 15g
15 — 250g

Unf ranked Under-franked
prepaid rate + 5c prepaid rate + 5c, less
prepaid rate +10c postage paid

prepaid rate + 5c missing postage + 5c
prepaid rate + 5c missing postage + 5c

1 IX 1871

Rest of Switzerland
1 VII 1862 up to 10g prepaid rate + 5c prepaid rate + 5c, less

10 - 250g prepaid rate +20c postage paid
1IX 1871 up to 15g prepaid rate + 5c missing postage + 5c

15 - 250g prepaid rate + 5c missing postage + 5c

1 VII 1925 double rate double missing amount
1 I 1976 prepaid rate missing amount + 50c

+ 50c penalty penalty

Note that from 1st July 1925, when the rule that the missing amount
should be doubled, many offices rounded this to the nearest 5c -
this was in fact the ruling for incoming mail.

Incoming Mail Charges 

Up to 1887 - double the missing amount, rounded up to nearest 5c.
From 1887 - as above, but rounded up to the nearest whole centime.

From 1925 - double the missing amount, rounded up to the nearest Sc.
From 1964 - no instructional marks to charge Due would not or should

not be charged. All other mail should have the amount due
shown as a fraction, the numerator would be double the
missing amount and the denominator would be the actual
amount which should have been paid. The fraction would be
multiplied by the rate from Switzerland to the originat-
ing country at the first weight scale, rounded to the
nearest 5e.

From 1976 - as above, but an additional 50c penalty would be levied.
Note that this extra 50c was, and still is at the time of
writing, intended to cover the cost involved of collecting
the dues and the extra time involved on the postman's
round.
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It is with great regret that we announce the death of Mr L Moore MBE,
FRPSL, at the age of 90. He was, as you will know, one of the earliest
members of Helvetia and in 1950 founded the Northern Group and was from
1967 to 1982 President of our Society. An appreciation will be published
in the Newsletter later.

Helvetia and Northern Group junior member Haydn Vaughan of Bolton has
won, for the third year running, the G W Dyson Cup at the Yorkshire
Philatelic Convention held at Barnsley on 3rd June with a Swiss entry.
A remarkable achievement.

Forthcoming meetings of the Northern Group
September 16th - Members Displays
October 7th - Display by Mr D Arthur, President Yorkshire Philatelic Assoc.

The London meeting on 11th October will be the Letter 'D' - all members.

The Sussex Group are meeting on 7th October when the subject will be
The Small Landscapes of 1936-48 introduced by Mr F Pickard.

Our sister society, the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, has elected
Charles J LaBlonde as their 10th life member for contributions to Swiss
Philately in the United States as a society officer, postal history
writer, and an exhibitor.

OMM - the World Meteorological Organisation has been using the post office
of 1200 Geneve 2 Cornavin from 3rd July 1989 as its "office de depat".
Anyone wanting OMM stamps cancelling to order can get this done but not
if on envelopes or cards. The OMM themselves use franking machines for
their mail and the "service stamps" are a useful source of revenue from
collectors.

The August issue of the SBZ has a leading article on the role played by
the PIP in the organisation of international exhibitions such as the
recent PhilexPrance - required reading for all who care about our hobby.
Critisism has been made of over-commercialisation, interpretation of the
new rules,composition of the jury, and the cost of mounting this and
similar exhibitions. More encouraging is the report in the same issue on
the progress of Helvetia Geneve 90, 5 - 16th September 1990, which is an
event not to be missed for collectors of Switzerland.

Members who have sent recently for the PTT "Test Prints"„ report that
among those they have received are photogravure labels from the 1930s
showing open-top Postal Coaches on alpine routes and "Small Landscapes"
types. Try your luck!

Felix Ganz writes about the Campodolcino mark in the August newsletter
that it resembles closely that of other earlier agencies in Italy, but,
and here is the big but: if this item (and the blue Les Rousses) is on
a out-out, or loose stamp, great caution is advised as it appears that
in the last 20 years someone may have had access to PTT archives and has
struck such marks, and others, on stamps of the period for personal gain.

Send your booklets for the packet to the Packet Secretary NOW
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"pounds per square inch". The cds
shown is for a PO opened on 1st March
within the "Paul Scherer Institute",
part of a Federal Atomic Research
Establishment, but open to the public
remirrerrvwswgwril M Rutherfoord
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DID YOU KNOW by D F Arthur, with
apologies and thanks to Michael
Rutherfoord, who pointed out my
error, and added more facts!
-the correct spelling is Limmat,
not Limatt (Armchair Traveller 2,
July Newsletter); there is a stamp
marking the centenary of the Tech-
nische Hochschule, Pro Patria Z71;
that 1989 is the centenary of the
Polybahn.

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
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Did you know?
-that the PTT is 700 persons
short in the city of Ulrich, so
10% of the POs have been closed
during the holiday period and
nearly all others have somewhat
reduced hours. Nobody is pleased.
-that in the BBZ for August a cal
is made for the Swiss stamp (nor-
mal issue) which occurs least
often on cover, not necessarily
alone, and the proposal made is
for the Fr.1.- gold, No. 51, on a
COD cover for Fr.1.10. Has any
member a suggestion to make?
-that although the French revol-
ution had a profound effect on
Swiss life, there is very little
philatelic evidence. As far as I
can think only one event is com-
memorated on a stamp (PJ 30c for
1926) and on the LUNABA special
cancel for 1987, and three ma-
chine cancels. On 10th August
1792 the Swiss Guards were hold-
ing back the mob successfully
when Louis XVI ordered them to
stop firing. In the retreat 550
were killed and only a few got
back to Switzerland. In 1821,
the monument by Thorwaldsen, 30
feet long cut in the rock, was
unveiled in Luzern. A tourist
attraction ever since, see ill.
-that SWISSPHILA '93 is a pro-
posed international exhibition
in either Geneva or, more likely,
Zurich, to commemorate 150 years
of Swiss stamps, and 50 years
since the Swiss rescued the PIP
from the hands of the Nazis who
wanted to control the worldwide
organisation for their own pur-
poses. See BBZ for August.
-that in 1949 one of the pro-
posed, but not used, stamps for
the new definitives °Technology
and Landscape" showed the rack
railway on Pilatus, which now
celebrates its centenary; pity
it was missed out. However,
such a series would not be poss-
ible today.
1-that PSI does not always mean

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0S2d1 1 dARR
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Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1989/90

available of September 1990

Prices Postal fees for Europe: 

Europe North SFr. 25.-- SFr. 8.--
Europe Middle SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--
Europe South SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--
Europe East supplement SFr. 8.-- SFr. 12.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1989/90
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!
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SFr. 13.50 SFr. 7.--
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Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you!

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.bein P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 22 22 15, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

paper cover
spiral binding

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Rerro.Lzrabhics (Chie StPr) aR
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Some time ago, in fact just before Christmas, I was standing on arailway platform waiting for a train when an elderly lady asked me tohelp her read the timetable so she would have some idea of her time ofarrival.Her problem was she had to change trains, but this was soonsorted out and away she went. You are wondering what this has to dowith philately - quite simply, a lot. A member phoned me last night toask the postal rate from Geneva to UK in June 1925. He had a postalrate chart (in English) but could not work out the rate, mainly becausehis cover was also Registered and an Express fee had been paid. Theanswer was 30c postage plus 40c registration fee plus 80c express fee,a total of Sfr. 1.50.
All this made me wonder if other members have this difficulty and thatperhaps a different approach could be made concerning postal rates.
One would imagine that we (perhaps) all know why certain values areissued when the British GPO issues another set of special stamps. Forthose who are not really sure the usual set are specifically issuedfor the following purposes:
19p - 1st class mail up to 60g, and EEC mail up to 20g.27p - Postcards by Airmail to all zones (worldwide).
32p - Zone B to 10g by Airmail (North America, Hong Kong
35p - Zone C to log by Airmail (Australia & New Zealand).Any extra postage, for heavier letters, parcels, registeredbe made up by the use of the ordinary definitives that are
Now let me convert this to Switzerland and the best place to start iswith the first perforated issue, the Sitting Helvetia. To make sensethe listing must be chronological, starting on 1st October 1862 andending on 23rd November 1881. All stamps were valid until 30th September1883, thus the granite issues are catalogued high as they were onlyvalid for 2 years, plus or minus 2 months.

Note: Mail that is desiginated 'local' is defined as being 10km fromthe Despatching Office. However, this is always measured in a straightline; 10km is equal to 6.225 English miles.
Tables on the next page.
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1 Oct 1862 2c 28

3e 29

10c 31

30e 33

8 Dec 1862 5c

1 Mar 1863 1000
12 Mar 1863 200

18 May 1863

30 Jun 1863

? ? 1867

4 Mar 1867

8 Mar 1867

18 Mar 1867

1 Sep 1868

? Feb 1874
1 Jan 1875

23 Apr 1878

23 Jun 1881 100

3 Jul 1881 20
5 Aug 1881 50

30

36a

32

35
36

34

36b

38

43

41

40

37

39

42

46

44

45

60c

100c

400

1000

100

500

300

25c

20

150

400

15 Sep 1881

20 Sep 1881

1 Oct 1881

6 Oct 1881

40c 50
100c 52

50c 51

15e 47
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Date of Face Cat. Main purpose for the issue.
Issue Value No.

Inland printed matter up to 15g.
Printed matter to Italy.
Letters for rest of Switzerland up to 10g;
Local letter rate from 10-250g; C.O.D. stamp;
Printed matter from 60 - 250g.
Letter rate to France & Italy up to 20g;
Registration fee stamp.
Local letter rate to 10g; Printed paper rate
from 15 - 60g.
Overseas letter rate to non-European countries.
Registered inland mail (Postage + Reg.Fee).
Letters to rest of Switzerland from 10 - 250g.
Letter rate to France & Italy - 2nd weight scab
Overseas letter rate, non-European.
Letter rate to France,Germany and Austria up
to 20g.

Parcelpost - Coach & Horse.
Letters to rest of Switzerland up to 10g;
C.O.D. stamp for minimum fee.
Letter rate to GB, Spain & U.S.A. up to 20g.
Letter rate to France & Italy up to 20g;
Inland Express letter fee.
Letter rate to UPU countries within Europe,
up to 20g.

Inland printed paper rate up to 50g.
C.O.D. (Postage + minimum C.O.D. rate).
Court documents; Overseas letter rate to non-
European countries up to 20g.
Letter rate to the rest of Switzerland up to
15g; Local letter rate from 15 - 25010-
Letter rate to Germany & Austria up to 20g;
C.O.D. minimum fee - to go with postage.
Inland printed paper up to 50g.
Local letter rate up to 15g; Printed paper
rate from 50 - 250g; Inland postcard rate;
European UPU printed paper rate up to 50g.
Court documents; Non-UPU overseas mail.
Parcel post - Coach and Horse.
Letter rate to G.B.,Spain,USA and non-
European UPU countries up to 20g.
C.O.D. (Postage + COD fee).
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Date of I Face 1 Cat.) Main purpose for the issue.
Issue. Value I No. I

22 Oct 1881 25c 49 Letter rate to UPU countries within Europe
- up to 20g; Registration fee for overseas
mail to all UPU countries.

23 Nov 1881 20c 48 Inland registration fee; Letter rate to
France up to 20g; Overseas postcard rate.

Northern Group Report 
The first meeting of the Northern Group in Leeds on September 16th
was devoted to short displays by members and, as usual on these oc-
cassions, a large and varied amount of material provided an enjoyable
start to the new session. The following members gave short displays:
Mrs Davis - A railway journey along the Furka Oberalp Balm from Brig
to Gletsch, then to Disentis and on to Chur with the RhB. Miss Solly -
Stained Glass. Mr Arthur - Stamps and covers of the 1978/88 Pro Juven-
tute issues. Mr Hope - 1939 National Exhibition Issue and stationery,
1943 stamp centenaries, Campione and other issues. Mr Ripley - A large
selection of early postcards cancelled on the picture side. Mr Eastwood
- The Publicity Issues from 1954. Mr Haslam - A new Helvetia member
from Bolton visiting the group for the first time showed various
postal history items. R A H
A DATE FOR YOUR NEXT YEAR'S DIARIES - Saturday 21st April will be the
day for everyone again in Chippenham. Full details will be sent out
with the newsletter as soon as possible. Reserve the date NOW:

BOOKLETS FOR THE PACKET - Your Packet Secretary is depending on YOU
for booklets to put into circulation. There are only six packets in
circulation; last year we had 18 out by now. Your URGENT attention is

, necessary to make sure you, and other members, receive packets.

Mr Quinton wishes to thank all those members who replied to his queries
in the August Newsletter. Any further information will be published.
If you have not already noticed it on the front page your Secretary
has a new telephone number - Halifax 153078.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
The details for the Northern Group meeting on November 4th have still
to be arranged. Local members will be informed.
London - Autumn Stampex is from 17th to 22nd October, Horticultural Hall.
November 8th is the AGM and auction.
December 13th will be an update on the Small Landscapes to be led by
the Chairman, Mr F Pickard with the help of other members.
The Sussex Group will be entertained on Novenber 25th by Mrs Bidmead,
with the subject 'Some Aspects of Switzerland'.
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Telephone:
01-3480296

74ahtateux Cot/eater cittd
DIRECTORS M. L. KATCHER. Managing. 8. E. KATCHER S ttttt al,. Y. 1. KATCHER Members P.T.S.. A.P.S.. S.P.A.

The Swiss Specialists P. 0. BOX 242
LONDON, N20YZ

ENGLAND

See us at ST4MPEX
STAND 43

AUTUMN STAMPEX 1989
(THE BRITISH PHILATELIC EXHIBMON)

BOTH HALLS ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
Greycoat Street and Vincent Square, London, S.W.1

17th 22nd OctoberDear Client,

We look forward to the pleasure of seeing you at the Show. As always weshall have superb and unusual material on display. Even if you are notin the market for some of the high-priced items, you will enjoy seeing the rarities we have on show.

THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, IN ALL PRICE RANGES AND FOR ALL BUDGETS and this year we can also offer excellent lots and selections of covers.

Come to see us and talk SWISS STAMPS. My staff and I will gladly help youwith any queries and show you whatever is of current interest to you.

Specially put aside for Stampex we have, for those who
material and duplicates as swaps or for club booklets,
LOTS AND COLLECTIONS AT TRULY AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES.

Yours sinc-

H.L. KATCHER
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In accordance with the Society's rules NOTICE is hereby given that the
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on WEDNESDAY, November 8th 1989 at
6.30 p.m. prompt at the Victory Services Club, Seymour St., London WC2.
AGENDA
1 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on November 9th 1988
2 Matters arising from the minutes
3 Chairman's Address 
4 Hon. Secretary's Report 
5 Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts 
6 Hon. Packet Secretary's Report 
7 Election of Officers & Members of the Society's Committee for 1989/90
8 Motions and Resolutions
9 Any other business

NOMINATIONS 
Nominations for the Election of Officers & Members of the Committee,
i.e. President, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon.Editor,
Hon. Librarian, Hon. Auditor, and (not exceeding) TWELVE Members of
the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mr R A Hoyle,
IN WRITING, to reach him not later than Monday November 6th 1989.

RESOLUTIONS 
Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual
General Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text of the
Resolution, to the Hon. Secretary before the opening of the Annual
General Meeting.

September 27th 1989 R A Hoyle (Hon. Secretary)
F Pickard (Chairman)

All Members who can are asked to attend this meeting, when they have
the opportunity to criticise the running of the Society and to put
forward suggestions for future policy. After the business session,
which is expected to last an hour, there will be an auction.

Being "in the pink" bodes well for people but not for your cover col-
lection. I've seen a few pink coloured covers recently and the cause
was explained to me by Michael Rutherfoord. It seems that the dye used
to print the grey inside of Goessler and other brand envelopes will
break down and cause a pink stain on the white outer surface of the
cover. This is caused by storing the envelope anywhere near a solvent
source, such as vinyl cover protectors. Vinyl will continuously emit
vapours of the solvents which will then react with the grey coloured
dyes used in these envelopes. This is very bad news because these dyes
were used extensively, including use in PTT official FDCs. There are
no cures for this problem after it has occured. I recommend storing
your covers in an archival quality box without any individual cover
protectors except those made of Mylar. I understand that these problem
dyes have been eliminated from current PTT cover stock.

Steve Weston, Tell Editor, Tell 9/89 p 156.

The article on the undated straight line cancels continues next month.

The 'Office for the Protection of Collectors' has issued a warning 
about dangerous FALSE cancels in the September SBZ. Spread the word!
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LAURENCE MOORE, MBE, FRPS L

With the death on the 13th August of Laurie Moore at the age of 90,
philately, particularly that of Switzerland, has lost an outstanding
character. Until November 1982 he was for many years President of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society ., being one of its earliest members when it
was founded in 1947. Under his guidance and leadership the Northern
Group of the Society met in Leeds for the first time on the 29th April
1950, and until quite recent years Laurie Moore was a regular attender
at the meetings.
Over the years he gave many fine displays of the postal material of

the German and Italian States, but it was his love of the early stamps
and postal history of Switzerland that made him a leader in this field.
He formed and displayed superb collections of that country which in-
cluded Postal History of the Helvetic Republic, Strubels, Perf. Sitting
and Standing Helvetia. Particularly he will be remembered for his re-
searches into the Ship Posts of Lake Maggiore and the Zarichsee. His
knowledge and research of these topics formed the basis of numerous
articles which appeared in the Newsletter and various philatelic journals.
With his outstanding collections, Laurie Moore won awards at County,

National and International level, while at Stampex he became the first
winner of the H L Katcher Trophy. He was a Past President of the Leeds
Philatelic Society and for many years Chairman of the Yorkshire
Philatelic Association, becoming the first signatory of the Register of
Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists at the Harrogate Convention, 1976.
A lover of Switzerland, particularly Graubanden, Laurie enjoyed many

holidays in Arosa. On one occasion he gave a talk and display on the
Postal History of Chur - to Chur Rotary Club!
While the Yorkshire Post, in its obituary, chose to remember Laurie

Moore through his service with Lawrence of Arabia during the First
World War, members of Helvetia will always be reminded of him by the
splendid trophies he donated to the London and Northern Groups -
the 'Moore' Trophies.
To his relatives we send our respects and deepest sympathy.

D Cairns, Chairman Northern Group
Helvetia Philatelic Soc.

Mr L Moore. A personal tribute.

I still remember, as a shy young man of 21 having just finished National
Service, knocking on the door of Mr Highsted's home in Bradford in
October 1953 and asking 'if this was where the Swiss stamp meeting was
being held'. My interest in Swiss stamps had begun following a visit
to Switzerland and the French Alps in 1951 with a school party. That
visit and my first sight of the Alps kindled a love of Switzerland and
high mountain and glacier scenery which remains with me to this day.

During the following two years in the army I collected my first Swiss
stamps, and on returning to civvy street had a very modest collection
indeed of mainly the most recent Swiss issues. That first Swiss meeting
I attended in October 1953 was devoted to a series of Swiss films pre-
sented by Mr Moore. To this day I can remember how much I enjoyed that
afternoon, not just the beautiful films, but the friendly reception I
received from him.

During the following years he was always ready to help and encourage
'this young member' and whenever I dared to show some of my modest
collection he would always take an interest, encourage and help. n7q
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the PP booklet is still in
the news. Hardly had type 2-been
found when types 3 & 4 turned up,
i.e. with blank inside covers, and
with imprint of a smaller Zurich
bank for publicity purposes (I have
seen none of these, but 2 & 3 can
be bought). Now a forged issue has
been found, privately printed cover
with genuine FD cancelled stamps
inside the stapled cover. The PP
Fund are taking this dealer to
court. How will all this affect
their decision on a 1990 booklet?
-that the Sport stamps, 50+20c,
have also come out in booklet form,
but are considered less collectable
than PP. Time will tell.
-that during the NAHA Zuri, some
will recall, there was an exciting
find publicised by the Luzern
dealer Kurt TrUssel on the possi:-
bility that the first four booklets
(1904) were made up from special
sheets with a gutter for row 4 (see
my article in the newsletter 7/84).
Now Rölli of Luzern has found an
incorrectly made up booklet, in
that one of the four pages of six
10c red 'Figure' stamps was inserted
turned around by 180 . Therefore a
full 'stamp', unprinted, but with a
control mark was found in each line.
If this was not enough, Hr J Knägi
of the PTT Stamp Dept. has now
found the original pasted-up half
sheets used to illustrate to the
printers how these special sheets
were to be made up. All nicely il-
lustrated in the Aug. BBZ and the
Sept. SBZ, in colour. Has any
member anything to add?
-that the WIPA in Vienna has de-
clared the Swiss 30c of the Posts
and Transport series to be the best
stamp of 1988. One cannot expect
the rate for a letter to drop from
50 to 30c thereby.
-that at the PhilexFrance '89 show
12 members of the Swiss Thematic
Society (SMV) exhibited and all got
a prize: 5 gold, 4 large vermeil
and 3 vermeil; can anyone beat that?

-that in Sofia the judges gave a gold
medal at the Bulgaria 89 to the Leich-
tenstein poster which shows all their
stamps in full colour and size issued
in 75 years. Well over 10 000 copies

were sold.
M Rutherfoord

A personal tribute, contd. from p 77.

When in 1965 I became Secretary of thE
Northern Group, his advice and encour-
agement (for I was still the youngest
member) was always a great help to me,
and I know that the strength and suc-
cess of our group today is still larg-
ely due to his influence and the en-
thusiasm and guidance he has given
over the years.

I shall always remember and be
grateful to him, and if, as Secretary
I can do anything to ensure the con-
tinued success of Helvetia then that
would be my way of paying tribute to
him and thanking him for the happy
times membership of Helvetia has giver
me over the years.

Richard A Hoyle, Hon. Secretar5

1. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055
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SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1989/90
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies!
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paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 13.50 SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.50 SFr. 7.--
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SOMETHING ABOUT THE POSTAL CONDITIONS IN THE GERMAN
BORDER AREA IN THE let WORLD WAR by Georges Schild

"Addressee lives in Switzerland. Delivery during the war inadmissible"

Immediately after the outbreak of war on 1st August 1914,both foreign
and inland postal traffic in Germany was severely restricted. Censor-
ship was immediately brought into operation and it was decreed that
not only post for abroad but also for certain border areas had to be
delivered open. These border ares were Alsace-Lorraine, the Rheinpfalz,
within the area of the fortresses of Strasburg (25 localities) and
Neubreisach (16 localities) in the Baden postal district, as well as
the Principality of Birkenfeld and the administrative district around
Trier. Later other border areas were added (the naval ports) while the
restrictions on Birkenfeld and Trier had been lifted on 14th Feb. 1915.

RUDOLPH HERTZOG
BERLIN c.a.

BREITE STRASSE
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It should be noticed, however, that the postal traffic in the borderarea adjoining Switzerland was not subjected to such restrictions. Inorder to avoid uncensored post getting through to Switzerland postalemployees were often forbidden to hand mail over to people working inGermany but living in Switzerland. Such letters were returned to senderwith a label attached reading "Delivery to Swiss recipients inadmissibleowing to war condition" or "Addressee resides in Switzerland. Deliveryduring the war inadmissible".
These labels were printed on lilac-pink or dark red paper, and existwith at least two different borders, one with ornamental squares in thecorners, the other with arrowheads.
As already mentioned the intention was to prevent uncensored newsfrom Germany reaching Switzerland. But what was in the mind of a postalemployee when faced with a letter from Grenchen in Switzerland, whichhad already been censored In Freiburg i.Br. (Germany), in that he didnot hand it over to the addressee because he was resident in Switzerlandand then sent the letter back to Switzerland? One can even interpretthese regulations in a stolid way as shown.

AD. MICHEL, Uhrenfabrik, GRENCHEN
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The translation of this article has been made by our member Mr G Hine.
The following observation may assist in understanding the wording ofthe labels. G.H.

In the sense that a Swiss resident working in the border area mightcollect his post from a PO Box or direct from the postman he would bea 'recipient' but this can be misleading as the restriction did not,apparently, apply to Swiss nationals as such but only to persons whoworked in Germany and resided in Switzerland. In the event of a Swissnational under war conditions residing permanently in the German borderareas the restriction on receiving postal deliveries would almostcertainly have not applied.
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STAMP WORLD '90 - a date for your diary
The Society will be holding a meeting there on Friday, May 11thfrom 2.15 to 5.45 p .m. Further api7,i1Q 1,4,—
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THE UNDATED STRAIGHT LINE MARKS OF SWITZERLAND
FROM AROUND 1870 (continued from page 67) by B S Clapshoe
The most common usage of Kis was in Postal Acceptance Stations and, as
previously mentioned, with Travelling Post Offices. Town name marks
used during this period in conjunction with TPO cancellations were,
with some possible exceptions, applied only to mail posted in railway
station platform boxes. The box was cleared by TPO staff, but was the
straight line applied to the mail before or after being taken aboard?
In 'Die schweizerischen Bahnpoststempel' by Alfred Miller (Zumstein

1977) it is stated "The mailvan had a box (Behalter) containing post-
marks for every stopping point". Dr Felix Ganz, in his 'Postal Markings
and Cancellations of Switzerland & Liechtenstein' (part 60, published
in Tell), wrote "The markings were affixed almost always by the postal
clerk IN the TPO • • • II and, "The variety of these marks however, ver-
ifies the fact that these markings were affixed in the postal cars and
not by the station personnel: Also one may note that identical strikes
occur from the same postal car over a period of time".
Until becoming aware of the above references I was certain that all

the SL marks were struck at the station, either by station personnel
or by the TPO clerk when he cleared the box, the SL handstamps remain-
ing in situ. However, in light of the above it must be assumed that
most, but not all, were affixed on board the TPO. Note (above) "every
stopping point" and "almost always".

Did, for example, TPOs stop at tiny places such as Burier? Could
the mail posted here in the station platform box and destined for the
TPO have been transferred to the nearest station (by local train)
where the TPO would stop? And why should Burier, along with nearby
Cully and Villeneuve, have straight lines struck in blue or violet
while other stations on the same stretch of line, same TPO route, same
period, have marks struck only in black? i.e., Lausanne, Montreux,
Territet. All three listed (Emmenegger) Burier SLs dating from 1882-
1910 are recorded as being struck only in blue or violet. It is hardly
likely that different coloured inks were used in the TPOs for different
locations.
The same questions
of colour and trans-
fer arise with re-
gard to the Bern-
Thun-Interlaken TPO
(Ambulant No 15).
Interlaken SLs are
recorded in blue &
black, while Thun &
Bern only in black.
Mail was transferred
to the TPO from
Grindlewald, Lauter-
brunnen, St Beaten-
burg Station, Zwei-
simmen and, presum-
ably, other stations
off the TPO route.
This was in addition
to mail picked up
directly on route:



Fig 19 Anonymous
TPO mark used
in the mid 1880s

,EINWURF,
TR OGEN-ST.GALLEN

Fig 20 Einwurf/Trogen-St Gallen
(1925-37 Gp 45a) St Gallen 1
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Interlaken, Spiez, etc. If all these marks were carried on board it canbe imagined how busy the clerks must have been by the time the TPOreached Thun, applying the TPO cancel and the correct straight line toeach item of mail.
In 1904 mail with a straight line of Interlaken/Oststation was can-celled at Interlaken post office but by 1905 the mail was cancelledAmbulant No 15. It would appear the SL itself was transferred, but fromwhere? The Post Office? Unless it had been, and would remain, at thestation (figs 17 & 18).
There are other anomalies similar to the above regarding SLs and TP0s.Boudry in blue but Neuchatel always in black. A rather unusual, butrecorded, red-violet used at Les Brenets in 1906, although with regardto the example I have the straight line itself does not look quite'right'. A postcard of 1905 (Interlaken to Bern) with an Interlaken SLbut with an Ambulant No 3 (Geneve-Bern-Basel TPO) cancellation. Possiblymiss-sorted, but why should the TPO on route No 3 carry an Interlaken SL?Riehen(Bahnhof) is recorded in 1900 as being in conjunction with a TPOcancel, while in 1909 mail with this mark (same group, larger size) wascancelled Basel 16/Fil.BB cds. The same applied to Chexbres: 1905 can-celled Vevey/Gare cds, 1910 with TPO cancel.
It has been cited that the numbers and variety of the marks verifythey were carried in the TP0s. Admittedly certain ' .stations' did have alarge number but usually over a long period of time and at the largerstations. Were they not replaced at times through loss or damage orwear, and how many platform boxes would be in a station such as Bern?That '... identical strikes occur from the same postal car over a periodof time' I have no answer to If the postal authorities issued any regu-lations relating to the use of SLs in relation to TPOs and if theseregulations could be produced there would be the answer. In the mean-while were all or none or some SLs carried in the TPOs?
Their use was discontinued anyway, at least by the Federal line TP0s,not long after the introduction of the so-called Anonymous Ambulant cdswhich dispensed with the route number, leaving only the train number.The general issue of this type was in 1910, the earliest date I haveseen being 29.XI.09, in conjunction with a Corg6mont SL. There probablyare examples but I have not seen a SL used with a Federal line TPC markafter 1910, nor an explanation as to why they were discontinued.The mark of 1910 was not in fact the first of its type. In use duringthe mid 1880s was an Ambulant cds with the route number removed, delib-erately it would seem as it was in use for 2 or 3 years (fig 19).Straight lines continued to be used by the private railway TPOs upuntil the beginning of WW1 but then they also disappeared.
Postwageneinwurf/Obertoggenburg (see the illustration for Gp45a inPart I, page 58 of August 1989) was applied to mail posted in the boxcarried aboard (horse) post coaches. As far as I can tell this was oneof only two places where this type (as opposed to group) was used. Asimilar mark was employed on the route Trogen-St. Gallen (fig 20) whichI assume served the same purpose. Being much later, c.1928-37 (datesseen), it would have been used on a motor post coach, or is this a TPOmark?

(to be continued)
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Particulars

Advance sale
from 17 111989

Validity unlimited
from 24 111989

Size 28 x 33.4 mm

Printing
Rotogravure:
Helio Courvoisier SA.
La Chaux-de-Fonds

Paper
white. fluorescent

Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps

/592,
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PRO JUVENTUTE 24.11.1989

Adolescents The third set in the four-year <Development of the Child>
series is devoted to the adolescents. The designs are by
René Mühlemann of Diibendorf. 10% of the premium on

the stamps sold by the PTT is allocated to national child, youth and family welfare work: the
rest goes to the 191 Pro Juventute districts.
35+15 c Community Work Adolescent understanding of the needs of the less privile-
ged and of society as a whole is aroused and strengthened by helping and caring for others.
50+20 c Friendship Adolescent friendship, too, grows and prospers only with mutual
understanding on a basis of equality.
80+40 c Vocational Training Vocational training, which often now includes the use of
computers, makes ever greater demands on adolescents and confronts them with difficult
decisions.
90+40 c Higher Education and Research Creative thinking, based on a broad gene-
ral education and specialized training, is of vital importance for the future of a small country
like Switzerland.
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Forthcoming Meetings

The Northern Group meet on December 2nd for a display of Postal
Stationery by Mrs V Davis.
The London meeting on December 13th will be an update on the Small
Landscapes led by Mr F Pickard assisted by other members.

ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
Les timbre fiscaux cantonaux de Vaud, Gainon & Hfirlimann, 1989.
This new catalogue is the fifth and last in the series for the French
speaking cantons of Switzerland. For the first time the "Droit de
timbre" issues are described and clearly illustrated in their four
different types, as are the "Emoluments", "Chancellerie" and "Pre-
fectures" printed in two designs and periods.

There are three previously unknown issues (Fishing Licence, AIC
Service, and Land-Register Measuring) all dating after 1943.
All existing watermarks, perforations and papers are listed, as are

types and varieties, essays and proofs. An excellent addition to the
shelf of all fiscals collectors.
Available from Robert airlimann, Grtinweg 2, CH-2502 BIEL, Sfr 11.60.
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Northern Group Meeting in Leeds, October 7th 1989 
A display based on the 1986/88 definitive stamps which showed the trans-portation of mail from the Foot Messengers to the present day was givenby Mr D Cairns. He began by talking about the speed of mail deliveriesover the last 300 years or so, pointing out how quickly internal mailwas delivered before the use of modern methods of sorting and transport.The main part was divided into four sections, Foot Messengers, DiligenceService, Ship Posts, and Railways. He discussed the delivery of mail bythe messenger service (showing the PTT postcards), how they operated,were paid, and their uniforms. He explained the various types of markswhich can be found on early mail of the diligence service and how thepayment was calculated and charged with a selection of fine early covers,and cards showing horse-drawn postal coaches.
He continued with ship posts and explained how, because of poor roads,mail would often be carried on the lakes, and he displayed many coversfor the lakes of Luzern, Maggiore, Zurich and the Bodensee.The transportation of mail by rail was illustrated with covers andcards, including the various types of TPO and private railway cancels.He concluded his display with mobile post office cancellations, flightcovers, photographs of Swissair planes, and a few sheets about GenevaAirport and Aerophilatelic days. R A H

London meeting of 11th October 1989 

The Chairman, Mr F Pickard, paid a short tribute to the late Mr LawrenceMoore. He followed with thanks, both personal and on behalf of theSociety, to Geoff Hubbard who has given up the job of Hon. Secretary.The letter D, and how stretched were some of the connection, was thesubject of this month's displays, as follows:
Mr Lienhard, fiscals from communes beginning with D & Dates on cancels.Mrs Rawnsley, Designed to please, stamp designs which appealed to her.Mr Jeffreys, Dirigibles, cancels & cachets of airships and ballons.Mr Johnson, Documents with examples of the railway Dienstpostkarten,also Douane. Mr Houtris, Douglas' Test Prints by special request threecomplete sheets. Mr Harben, Dienstmarken o/ps for the Education Bureau.Mr Mitchell, Divisions, Detachments of Soldier Stamps. Mrs Bidmead,D'Angleterre entry marks in the 1790s, Delemont & Dietwyl pre-stamphandstamps, and the PTT Diligence pea. Mr Hoddinott, Diligences on pcs.Mr Pickard, Dienstpostkarten of the PTT & some Dienstpostmarken. Not aDue or Definitive in sight!
There was much discussion among the members as they viewed the itemspresented, evidently they had enjoyed the evening. M 0 B

Members' Successes at Stampex 

Awards - Silver & the H L Katcher Trophy - V J Mitchell
Bronze-Silver - R F Bulstrode and B F Hampton
Bronze - L E Stiles and A Payne
Diploma of Merit - Mrs E J Rawnsley

LIBRARY LIST 

Copies of the library list are now available from the Hon. Librarian,Mr R Hafner, 2 Roundhill Close, EXETER, Devon EX4 5AQ.
Please send £1- to cover the cost of copying and the postage charge.Additions to the Library will be notified in the newsletter as & when.This is your Library so why not see what it holds for you - use it!
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the PTT have announced in
the press that they intend to in-
troduce a two-tier delivery sys-
tem for letters, with printed
matter in sealed covers. How they
will sort 1st from 2nd was not
mentioned. We are in for some fun!
-that the SBB has designated a
further group of stations to be
automated, i.e. run from a nearby
central control room and, there-
fore, unmanned. The public are
not happy to have these 250 sta-
tions on self-service as well.
This means that weekend letters
will not be cancelled by the SBB
stationmaster, but left for the
PTT to collect on Monday.
-that the National Sports com-
mittee which issued the 2nd Sport
stamp, 50+20c, on 25.8.89, also
issued an attractive green booklet
containing 10 stamps for Sfr.7-.
German version illustrated, with
French and Italian available.
-that the PJ stamps to be issued
on 24.11.89 are much better than
the designs of the previous two
years; maxicards are available
at Sfr.8- the set of four.
-that during the sale of PJ
stamps by schoolchildren from
11th Nov to 9 Dec,Sports,stamps
cannot be sold the same way.
This applies to PP stamps as well
during their sales period of 10th
May to 14th June 1990.
-that the world-wide thematic club
"The Philatelic Music Circle" has
chosen the Swiss PP stamps of 1989
as best music stamp of the year.
-that the PTT Museum will be
showing a major thematic collec-
tion on Wine from 3rd October to
17th December loaned to them by
the company Provins from Sion in
the Valais.
-that VHS videos are now avail-
able for sale of the Gotthard
Railway (60min), and the Jura
Railways (14min) in German or
French. More are certain to
follow.

-that a book in French has appeared
on the Aigle-Le Spey-Diablerets
railway 1914-1989, 159 pages, Sfr 49,
-that yet another red meter mark
has appeared with two additional '0'
which were quickly removed when I
asked the PTT "What are they for?".

M Rutherfoord

HELVETIA
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Zuschlagserros aus dem Verkauf der Pro Sport- Briefmarke für:
—Die Sportjugend
—Den Breitensport
— Die Sportanlagen in den Bergregionen
— Den Sport und die Gesundheit

Besten Dank für Ihre Unterstützung,

SLS
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE L44 6AF
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F, F;t1 LAs-rs SWITZE Ft L_Ack NI ID
SL 39 AIR STAMPS Mint & Used + Complete Sheets
SL 40 AIR MAIL COVERS 10 Pages over 500 Covers
SL 41 Selection of COLLECTIONS & Small Lots

CA. IR, SSL 42 113ILJNIE:›IESFAEIIEFt
SL 43 PIRO JUMENTUTE

Si_ 44 PRO PATVIOA MORIATURE S8=EET8

SL 45 GENERAL ISSUES 1900-1989 + FRANK 8TAMPS

PLUS 7 Lists with over 700 Items of
STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY
Any or all of the above FREE

1(3 IMPS (11-(3iltchrist) 1307‹ 27'„

11- ILE , Sir lf C.", Ft S ILS21 •  JIE3

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1989/90

available of September 1990

A;
rsa Mt

Zumsbein 
europa 
1989/90 

Prices Postal fees for Europe: 
Europe North SFr. 25.-- SFr. 8.--
Europe Middle SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--
Europe South SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--Europe East supplement SFr. 8.-- SFr. 12.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1989/90
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies:

zumsbein 
schweizn

M R A A A

paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 13.50 SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.50 SFr. 7.--

secritiensterl Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great1989/90 Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU
For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account: •Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.zumsben P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 22 22 15, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send yougladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Renrngrpnl-linq — •
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UNFAMILIAR AND LITTLE-KNOWN ITEMS
issued by the Swiss Philatelic Office by Adriano Gervasi, Bern

The Year-end Greetings Cards 

Commencing in 1965 the Philatelic Office of the Swiss PTT send every
year to customers with a standing order for new issues of Swiss postage
stamps, a greetings card with year-end wishes. When this service was
started it was only standing order customers who received such a card.
This was to try and increase the number of customers and as a 'thank-
you' for remaining faithful to Swiss postage stamps. Later on regular
clients were also sent the cards.
The stamp used inside the cards is one representative of those issued

during the year, and the picture on the card echoes the stamp picture.
The cancellation on the stamp is the official one of the Philatelic
Office and the date is that of the last stamp issue of the year.

Z 690 cancelled with
K 643 of Fechy (VD)
inside the 1985 card.
The cover shows this
winegrowing village in
the autumn colours seen
at harvest time. The
wipe here is 'worth a
detour' as they say.

The card for 1986 shows (reduced):

1880 Postman Krieg of Mfinchenbuchsee
after a watercolour by K Gehri
(PTT Museum in Berne)

Table overleaf

89-96ILondon Dec.1989IISSN 0951-0001HELY PHIL SOC NEWSLI43rd yearlNo 12Ipp
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The following complete list of the cards indicates:
Date of
cancellation

15.12.65
15.12.66

15.12.67

12.12.68

-1.12.69

-1.12.70

-1.12.71

-1.12.72

-1.12.73

29.11.74

27.11.75

29.11.76

28.11.77

28.11.78

28.11.79

26.11.80

26.11.81

25.11.82

24.11.83

26.11.84

26.11.85

25.11.86

24.11.87

25.11.88

Description of Single stamp or
the picture block of four

The Matterhorn 30c
'The Flight into
Egypt', ceiling
panel, Zillis 30+10c P Patria
The Clock Tower,
Bern 60c
Window, Lausanne
Cathedral 'Libra' 30+10c P Patria
Madonna and Child,
National Museum ZH 50+20c P Patria
'Man & Woman'
stained glass panel 50+20c P Patria
Stylised Rose for
'Enfants du monde' 20c
Spann8rter peaks in
central Switzerland 20c
Jura, taken from a
poster, Hugo Wetli 4 x 25c
Oriel window, house /
in old Schaffhausen Fr 2-
The Manch, painting
by Fredinand Hodler 30c
Applied Arts, 18th
century pocket watch b0c
Landscapes,
Silo Baselgia 80c
Subject from 'Histoire
de la Belle Melusine'
printed in 1478 70c
14th C Spalentor
Gate, Basel 4 x 40c
Sundial on Engadine
House, Scuol, Grisons 4 x 20c
Ballenberg Open-air
Museum, near Brienz 4 x 20c
'Oath of Rdtli' mural
on the Archives of the
Federal Charters Schwyz 4 x 40c
St. Gall portal,
Basel CatheOral 4 x Fr 1.10
Folk Customs
'Klausjagen',
Kfissnacht am Rigi 4 x 450
Fechy (Canton Vaud)
vineyards in autumn Fr 2.50
Postman Krieg, 1880
of Mdnchenbuchsee 4 x 80c
View towards Fltelen
with steamer, 1840 4 x 450
Loading mail and
Swissair planes 4 x 60c

Zumstein
catalogue No.

434

PP131

364

PP140

PP145

PP149

492

516

526

541

565

577

590

605

630

642

649

670

535

678

690

741/140

737

739
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MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING held on the 8th November 1989at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London W 2.

1. Apologies. The following had been received, Mrs A Lee, Mr R Bulstrode,Mr M,Kuriger, Mr Hefner, Mr A Hoyle, Mr Neudeck, Mr R A G Lee,Mr P Hobbs, Mr & Mrs M Salmen.

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 9th November 1988and published in the Helvetia Newsletter of December 1988. It wasProposed by Mr G Hubbard and Seconded by Mr C Mistely that thesebe taken as read, the Motion was carried.

3. Matters arising? .,from  the Minutes. There were none.

4. Chairmaris Address. Mr Pickard said he would be presenting his ownreport together with that of the Secretary as members would be awarethat Mr Hoyle was not able to attend the meeting. Overall there were5 members less than at the last Annual General Meeting, this tookaccount of new members joining and others resigning, together withthe sad loss by death. The recent loss of Mr Laurence Moore OBEsfounder of the Northern group, had been keenly felt by the membersin that area and they miss his wise counsel, knowledge and humour.
Members' entries for the Autumn Stampex had achieved splendid resultsand displayed both the strength of the Society and the diversity ofinterest. He expressed the hope that other members so inclinedwould encourage others to display.
The Chairman spoke of his debt of gratitude to former SecretaryMr G W Hubbard for his great assistance at all times in makingsure the Society continued to function smoothly. The Secretarywas the key link for all members and those present at the meetingexpressed their thanks with applause. Mr Pickard was grateful toMr Hoyle for taking over the duties.
London meetings continued to attract the same number of members tomeetings as the previous year but more members should come andenjoy the philatelic friendship offered.
The Seminar held at Chippenham in April had been an outstandingsuccess. 35 members came from many areas to enjoy a day of deepand enlightening study, coupled with the splendid catering.Mrs Wendy Iamble was responsible for the organisation of the eventand great credit for the success of the day was directly due toher efforts. Another seminar is planned and will take place on21st April 1990.
The Northern Group reported another enjoyable and successful year.In April of 1990 they will celebrate 40 years of existence withplans for proper recognition of the date. It was splendid todraw attention to the news that Mr J A Eastwood, their Treasurerattended their first meeting. They sent their best wishes to allother members for the coming season.
The Sussex Group continued to meet at Brighton and have some veryfascinating displays arranged for their meetings. However moremembers in the area should endeavour to attend.
Stamp World London 90. The Society had made arrangements for the hireof a room for the afternoon of Friday May 11th. Frames will be avail-able and a display will be given. It is hoped that as many memberswho can will attend.
The Chairman spoke of the particular responsibility of members presentin considering the financial report to be presented.
Hon. Treasurer's Report 
This was read to, the meeting by Vice Chairman Mr C M Bistely, dueto the Treasurers absence caused by overseas business.
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In my first year as Treasurer I am happy to report a small surplus ofincome over expenditure; however this is misleading as the surplus hasarisen from the prudent calculation of the seminar fees. Comparing thefinances on the same basis as last year there would be an excess ofexpenditure over income of £18.83.

Although during the year there have been seven UK and three overseasmembers join the Society, the overall membership has dropped as fivemembers have resigned, eight omitted to pay their subcriptions and twomembers have died.

Points of interest in the accounts are as follows :

- Income from subLziptions has dropped.
- Income from the exchange packet has dropped. (Income is derivredfrom TSB bank interest and exchange packet commission.)- Bank charges have reduced this year, as the treasurer has notincluded charges made for converting foreign currency to sterling.- Corporation Tax has been provisionaly assessed as no communicationhas been received from the Authorities.
- The deficit shown for the TSB current account was not the actualsituation at 31 August 1989 as the account inclixkki monies to bepaid to members who had contribultalbooklets for the packet.

During the next year there will beconsiderableincreases in expenditurefor the production and postage of newsletters. Investigations to reducethe printing casts have been made, and we believe that the best value hasbeen obtained.

Regarding the subscription rates for 1990 the comments from the Chairmanare supported by myself.

I would like to thank Mr Payne forcanyingouttheamditoftle Society'saccriunts.

All members present took part in a vigorous discussion on the Society'sfinancial affairs. There was no dissension about the necessity toraise subscriptions tbut views ranged from a small to large increase.A Notion to increase subscriptions in line with the costs of producingand posting the Newsletter was proposed. by Mr Mistely and secondedby Mr G Hubbard, UK Members t6.-European Members £7.- Rest of World£8. and this motion was carried.
A Motion to make a charge at each London meeting was withdrawn afterdiscussion, the Chairman said that the Committee would like to considerthis idea carefully.

A Motion proposing Adoption of the Accounts and Treasure/
is Report wasput by Mr G,Hubbard and seconded by Mr D Houtris and carried.

Exchange Packet Secretary's Report 
Mr Slate reported an increase in the packet receipts for 1988/89 asshown in the balance sheet. However the value of booklets in circulationthis season was £2000 down on last season and must therefore causeconcern. At present 171 booklets are being circulated as against nearly260 last season. Two packets have been lost with a value of £992.47 andthe prudence in getting good insurance cover is important. Mr Slaterepeated his point that a Receipt of Posting is vital in keeping ourinsurance company satisfied.We cannot afford to lose due to careless-ness.
Hon, Isibnarian's Report 
Mr R Hafner said that the complete listing of all the books held inthe library had now been done and he thanked Mrs E Rawnsley for thehard work done in the draft stage, together with Mr A Hoyle's help.It was hoped to produce the list of 14 pages in a reduced size forall members but this would take a little time to achieve.
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Election of Officers and Committee for 1989-1990 
The following were proposed by Mr Balmforth and seconded by Mr Hoddinottand carried.
Chairman Mr F Pickard Exchange Packet Sec, Mr D M Slate
Vice Hon. Librarian Mr R HafnerChairman Mr C Mistely

Committee
Secretary Mr A Hoyle London Mr D Houtris
Treasurer Mr M J Kuriger Mr R S Johnson

Northern Group Mr R A Hoyle
Mr J A Eastwood

West Country Mrs W Lamble
Election of Auditor
Mr A Payne was proposed by Mr Balmforth and seconded by Mr D Slate andelected.

Motions and Resolutions 
None received.

Any Other Business 

Mr Hewson asked if the estimate of additional costs could be cir-culated to members and the Chairman said this would be examined.
Mr R Johnson raised the suggestion of the Society displaying atStampex in the future and the Chairman expressed the hope that intime this could become a reality.
There being no other business the meeting closed at 8.05 p.m.

There followed an auction where just over £128 changed hands forvarious lots.

A Few Thoughts from the Hon. Sec. (Ret.) G W Hubbard
The Editor will sometimes ask me for articles for publication in the
Newsletter, but how many members also have information but do not
write it down simply because they think they lack the ability? An
Editor's job is to knock these words into shape, correct spelling
mistakes, sort out grammar, re-phrase where necessary; all in all
to Edit! So what about all our members who have never put pen to
paper, what can you offer? What do you know?

People join a specialist society such as ours because they only
collect Swiss stamps. A good enough reason, but sometimes they are
not certain about the basics of philately. Rather than spend moneyon expensive books to find out about printing, inks, perforating,
etc. they ask others. Occasionally they ask the wrong people - thosewho are not really sure themselves. So I suggest that a member who
believes they have nothing 'new' to offer may have just the facts
needed by others on printing and other technical subjects. Do you
agree? do we want this sort of article? Can you write it?

With the new phosphorescent as opposed to the fluorescent papersit is essential to have a quartz lamp. What do members know aboutthem? What is the difference between short and long wave? Which lampgives the best results? It is invaluable for finding 542X. Can youwrite and tell us how to use these lamps?
Finally, do you know anyone else who collects Swiss? Are they a

member? If not, why not? The new Hon. Secretary will be pleased towrite to them if you will send him their name and address.
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NORTHERN GROUP members were delighted to welcome the Chairman, Mr F
Pickard to their meeting in Leeds on a rather wet and windy after-
noon on November 4th.

Because of illness it had been necessary to rearrange the early part
of the syllabus for the year and for this meeting Mr I Gilchrist had
stepped in, at very short notice, with a display of mainly new items on
a wide variety of topics.

These included Strubels and Rayons, and a beautiful selection of
covers showing the correct use of each value for the first two issues
of the Sitting Helvetia perforated, including the 2c red-brown and the
300 blue. These were followed by the 1900 UPU issue including a card
with all three values, Airmail covers, and postal stationery items,
including cards for special events and private letter cards.
He concluded his display with a fantastic selection of Vignettes,

including a sheet of 22 issued for the Swiss Village at the 1900 Paris
Exhibition showing the different cantonal costumes, various complete
sheets of military vignettes and some sheets showing examples issued by
various charities.

R A H 
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group - January 6th - Peaks & Passes by Mr R A Hoyle.
London - December 13th - Small Landscapes Update led by Mr F Pickard,

with the help of other members.
January 10th - Postage Dues after 1956; a discussion led by

Geoff Hubbard. Bring your queries!
The Sussex Group meet again on February 24th for a display and talk on
the 1900 UPU issue by Mr V J Mitchell.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

New subscription rates will apply from January 1st 1990

UK Members £6  00 per year

European Members . . . £7.00 per year

Rest of the World . . £8.00 per year
Dramatic increases in the printing costs for the Newsletter and the
recent increase in postage rates regretfully force the Society to
apply this. At the recent Annual General Meeting members present
discussed the increase and voted in favour of it.
Members who have paid their subscriptions in advance will not be

asked to pay the new rate until their present subscription expires.

F Pickard, Chairman
HELVETIA GENEVE 90 is being held from Setember 5th to 16th 1990.
This is an exhibition at National level and looks as if it will be a
general get-together of English-speaking collectors of Switzerland.
Our sister society, the American Helvetia Philatelic Society have a
number of their members already planning to attend. If a minimum of
six (6) members of our Society are interested in travelling to Geneva
together then a 3-day trip by air can be arranged for app. £220 each.
If you are interested then please contact either the Secretary or
Geoff Hubbard as soon as possible. 4,NTIONAIE DE PHILAJELIE

a - set Ate, ,e,
5-16.9.1990 Palexpo GENEVE 0 I - r t„ii

x _ ,,
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the Laufental decided six
years ago to remain in Canton
Bern, but now have voted to join
Canton Baselland, as the previous
voting had been declared unfair.
Cancellers may have to have their
lower segment identification
changed from 3 to 4. We will see
what happens after the Baselland
population have voted on accepting
them.
-that the map shown here gives
the layout of this complex corner
of Switzerland, made more so by
the new Canton Jura. From a geo-
graphical point of view it would
be neater if Solothurn were to
take over the Laufental, but they
won't have them!

-that the Presidents of the member
societies of the VSPhV have decided
that there should not be an Inter-
national in 1993 to celebrate 150
years of Swiss stamps. Probably
there will be local shows in
Ztrich and Geneve.
-that Winterthur will be the
location of a combined exhibition
of a new grouping of the societies
of Germany, Austria & Switzerland,
together with a so-called 'small'
Swiss National show in 1993.
-that the K Handbook Supplement
No.4 will be issued by the SVP in
January 1990, covering the years
1988 and 89. All 180 new cancel-
lations illustrated, together with
new alphabetical & numerical lists.

-that sometimes trying to purchase
special types of Swiss stamps, say
corner blocks, from the Philatelic
Bureau in Bern and the various
counters, is like asking a bank fo
a gold brick - free.
-that an observant member has
pointed out to me an error in this
column in August in that the date
in Japanese is the 29th of June in
the year one. I hope to get it
right next time, sorry.
-that when you read this I will be
a card-carrying OAP, with lots of
time, at last, to answer all your
queries promptly, and to complete
the articles various patient
editors have requested on some of
the murky corners of Swiss philate

With apologies to all
you a Merry Christmas
happy reunion at the
and at the GENEVE 90.

M Rutherfoord

The Directors and Staff of
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
wish all Helvetia Members
a Happy Festive Season and
send their Best Wishes for
the New Year.

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.

If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.

Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

, may I wish
and to a

London 90,
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I=' Ft. I LISS S VV' ITZE Ft. L.P.1 IC>SL 39 AIR STAMPS Mint & Used 4- Complete Sheets
SL 40 AIR MAIL COVERS 10 Pages over 500 CoversSL 41 Selection of COLLECTIONS & Small Lots

Clk Ft 11Z)SSL 42 E31JIIVIDIESVEIIIEIR_
SL 43 PRO JUVENTUTE

SL 44 PRO PATROA MONOAT ILME OR=OEET8

SL 45 GENERAL ISSUES 1900-1989 + FRANK 8TAMPO

PLUS 7 Lists with over 700 Items of
STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY
Any or all of the above FREE

1 G STAIN/Illz'S (1-G1 Iicras--1=-0 ESC,>C. 27.

v. WEST V" Co Ft. K. S L_ S2 1 1 J

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1989/90

available of September 1990

zumsbein 
europa 
1989/90 

Prices Postal fees for Europe: 
Europe North SFr. 25.-- SFr. 8.--
Europe Middle SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--
Europe South SFr. 25.-- SFr. 9.--
Europe East supplement SFr. 8.-- SFr. 12.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1989/90
in colour, german/french

NEW: with price tendencies:

zumsbein 

echwyeiz_ .

paper cover
spiral binding

SFr. 13.50 SFr. 7.--
SFr. 14.50 SFr. 7.--

C) L_

180111013109111 Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
ue9/90 Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD 38 Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU

For direct orders to Zumstein, please use our postal account:
Berne 30-334-1 for prepayments. Thank you

ZUMSTEIN + CIE, propr. Hertsch + Co.zumsbein P.O. Box CH-3000 Berne 7/Switzerland
Phone: 031 22 22 15, Telex: 912035 ZFIL CH

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send yougladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB


